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Abstract

The ongoing development of inverse techniques for mapping cardiac electrical activity from body

surface potentials is driven by the general expectation that they can provide clinically useful informa-

tion about heart rhythm disturbances. To date, a complete in-vivo validation of this inverse mapping

approach has not been performed in large animals or humans. The principal objectives of this the-

sis were to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of inverse algorithms to reproduce cardiac electrical

maps from high-density body surface recordings, and to explore whether they could complement

established endocardial mapping techniques to aid catheter ablation therapies.

A novel experimental pig model was developed to address these issues. High-density electropotential

signals were mapped simultaneously from precisely determined 3D locations on the body and epicar-

dial surface of the ventricles during sinus rhythm, ventricular pacing and VT. Concurrent electrical

activity from the LV endocardium was reconstructed using a multi-electrode balloon catheter. Fi-

nally, torso anatomies were acquired post-mortem with MRI and used to develop experiment-specific

volume conductor models; a homogeneous model with isotropic electrical properties, and an inhomo-

geneous model including subcutaneous fat, lungs and a simplified anisotropic skeletal muscle layer.

Body surface potentials were simulated from epicardial recordings using homogeneous and inho-

mogeneous torso models. Results were compared with directly measured body surface potentials.

Results demonstrated the potential difference between extrema predicted by a homogeneous forward

model were 55-68% greater than observed, and the attenuation of potentials adjacent to extrema were

also 21-130% greater (p-value < 0.05). Peak potentials were also inaccurately localised, with the

Euclidean distance and orientation of the axis between them significantly different (p-values < 0.05).

Inclusion of inhomogeneous electrical properties in the forward model not only reduced the poten-

tial magnitudes (14-19% smaller than predicted with a homogeneous model), but also improved the

spatial precision of body surface potential maps, with significant improvements to the potential atten-
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uation, and the localisation of potential extrema (p-values < 0.05). Despite these improvements, sig-

nificant disparity remained between the forward simulated body surface potentials and those recorded

(p-values < 0.05).

The validity of the inverse model, using Greensite’s spatial and temporal regularisation method, was

assessed by comparing measured and reconstructed epicardial potentials through potential maps, elec-

trograms and activation patterns. Results demonstrated that, using a homogeneous volume conductor

model, the general topology of simple epicardial ventricular excitation profiles were accurately re-

constructed, with CCs of 0.76±0.10 and rRMSEs of 0.21±0.11 between recorded and reconstructed

activation times. Despite this, epicardial sources were not localised with high precision (19±12 mm),

and fine spatial and temporal details were not captured, including low voltage deviations in electro-

grams. The effect of inhomogeneous electrical properties on inverse solutions was also determined,

and while the magnitude of inverse epicardial potentials more closely reflected those directly mea-

sured (p-values < 0.001), no other qualitative or quantitative improvement was seen to these inverse

solutions when compared to a uniform isotropic model (p-values < 0.05).

The inclusion of an ischaemia model allowed the validation of inverse methods using more complex

cardiac rhythms, and their clinical utility could be further assessed. Noninvasively reconstructed epi-

cardial potentials from body surface signals predicted and localised electrically altered myocardium

resulting from acute ischaemia. These regions could be defined both by large ST-segment elevation

and conduction delay over the ischaemic tissue. However, the inverse model was unable to resolve

fine spatial or temporal details of ischaemia in epicardial potentials or activation maps. Despite this,

the general pattern of macro-reentrant circuits were qualitatively resolved and the location of epicar-

dial exit sites consistently identified to within 20 mm. Using simultaneously acquired endocardial

potentials, the underlying mechanism associated with these forms of VT could also be identified.

These results suggested that inverse mapping can play a clinically useful role. Inverse mapping has

been shown to identify the epicardial mechanisms underlying a reentrant VT. Although precise local-

isation was not possible, the general location of an epicardial exit site was resolved. This information

is clinically relevant as current ablation procedures are often hampered by long procedure times, with

the majority of time dedicated to localising the site of ablation. Having the information on the nature

of the arrhythmia gives guidance to these procedures in terms of not only a starting point to identi-

fying ablation sites. If these techniques can be developed to give real-time information this would

further aid clinical ablation procedures as the driving surface could be detected much quicker.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Aims

Coronary heart disease is the cause of 1 in every 6 deaths in the United States. It is estimated that this

disease afflicts 6.4% of the population (Go et al., 2013) and that 620,000 Americans each year will

have a new coronary event, including myocardial infarction (MI). According to the 2012 New Zealand

Official Year Book, ischaemic heart disease contributed to 19% of all deaths in New Zealand in 2009,

which totals around 5500 deaths. As the average lifespan increases, the proportion of infarct-related

deaths is expected to increase.

Sudden cardiac death is caused by ventricular fibrillation (VF), a chaotic disruption of heart rhythm.

Ventricular tachycardia (VT) is generally a precursor to VF, and is the rhythm disturbance most com-

monly associated with MI (Kempf Jr and Josephson, 1984; de Luna et al., 1989). The scar resulting

from a healed infarct can provide a structural substrate for reentrant VT. Implantable cardioverter-

defibrillators (ICDs) have been effective in minimising sudden cardiac death in at-risk patients (Moss

et al., 2002). These provide a brief, high voltage electrical impulse that terminates VF and allows

normal rhythm to be reestablished. However, this is not a cure and ICDs are associated with sig-

nificant mortality and morbidity (Moss et al., 2002). The deployment of ICDs can be reduced or

prevented through catheter ablation therapy, which has emerged as a management option for patients

with scar-related VT (Stevenson et al., 2008; Reddy et al., 2007). VT circuits are localised through

three-dimensional (3D) mapping of endocardial potentials (Hsia et al., 2006; Stevenson et al., 2008;

Klemm et al., 2007), so that structural substrates for reentry can be ablated. In an ideal situation, ab-

lation should be confined to the minimum necessary region; both to minimise damage to functioning

tissue, and prevent the creation of potentially thrombogenic endocardial lesions.
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Identification of ablation sites is limited by the technology available. Mapping is confined to the

endocardium, or to more invasive point-by-point mapping of the epicardial surface, meaning poten-

tial intramural reentrant pathways can be missed (Hsia et al., 2006; Stevenson et al., 2008; Klemm

et al., 2007). Ablation is also hindered by the ability to induce VT during mapping procedures. The

majority of scar-related VTs are unmappable due to hemodynamic collapse, non-inducibility, or an

unstable morphology. While various strategies for performing mapping and ablation in sinus rhythm

have been described (Bogun et al., 2006; Cesario et al., 2006), ablation of post-infarction VT remains

challenging, with long procedure times and uncertain endpoints. A recent multi-centre study of ab-

lation outcomes in 231 patients with recurrent post-infarction VT reported a recurrence rate of 47%

during a 1-year follow-up and a 1-year mortality rate of 18% (Stevenson et al., 2008). To improve

these outcomes, more effective methods for identifying reentrant circuits and exit sites are needed.

Attempts have been made to address these issues by reconstructing cardiac electrical events noninva-

sively using body surface potential maps and 3D images of torso anatomy. This “inverse” mapping

approach has shown promise in recent years. Accessory pathways (Berger et al., 2006; Ghosh et al.,

2008), intramural breakthrough circuits, and epicardial exit sites (Ghanem et al., 2005; Sapp et al.,

2012) have been successfully localised; focal and reentrant VT have been separated (Wang et al.,

2011); and spontaneous VT events have been identified (Zhang et al., 2012). This methodology re-

constructs electrical activity on a beat-by-beat basis, allowing unstable activity to be mapped across

the entire epicardial surface. Also, because the process is noninvasive, it can be performed prior

to intervention, reducing procedure times and decreasing associated exposure to X-ray fluoroscopy.

This inverse approach could improve identification of potential ablation sites and, in the long term,

enhance the success of interventional clinical cardiac electrophysiology.

In principle, noninvasive imaging of cardiac electrical activity could complement established endo-

cardial mapping techniques. However, in order for clinicians to accept this approach as a standard

procedure, it is necessary to demonstrate that inverse solutions are accurate and robust. Most previous

validation attempts have utilised an ex-vivo torso tank model to provide experimental data (MacLeod

et al., 1995b; Oster et al., 1994; Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001b) and the extent to which the results

obtained can be transferred to the clinical setting remains unclear. To date, in-vivo data acquired has

been limited to small animals such as rabbits (Zhang et al., 2004; Han et al., 2008), has had insufficient

spatial and/or temporal resolution (Ramsey et al., 1977; Nash et al., 2000a), or has been incomplete

(Ghanem et al., 2005; Berger et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2008). Therefore, there is an evident requirement

for systematic in-vivo validation of inverse electrical mapping in large animals or humans.
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1.1 Aims

The aim of this thesis was to obtain a complete in-vivo, large animal, experimental data-set for the

systematic validation of inverse electrical mapping methods. This should include:

1. Simultaneous, high-resolution cardiac and body surface potential recordings in normal, and

post myocardial ischaemia animals, with precise 3D electrode locations.

2. Corresponding subject-specific descriptions of the torso anatomy, including the surface geom-

etry of the heart, lungs and other relevant organs.

It was intended that these data would be used to perform a systematic validation of the forward

problem of electrocardiography, and to investigate the accuracy and robustness with which inverse

solutions can reconstruct activation pathways and focal events in normal and ischaemic hearts.

An outline of the thesis is presented below:

Chapter 2: Background. A brief introduction to cardiac anatomy and electrophysiology is given,

as well as the standard electrocardiographic mapping techniques. The formulation of forward and

inverse problems is reviewed and solutions employing finite and boundary element methods are de-

scribed. The chapter ends with an outline of previous forward and inverse problem validation studies.

Chapter 3: Experimental Methods. This chapter describes the experimental protocols used for

in-vivo electrical mapping studies. Geometric imaging approaches are outlined and the results of a

comparison between post-mortem and in-vivo epicardial geometries are also presented.

Chapter 4: Customisation of Volume Conductor Models. The subject-specific geometric mod-

els used in this thesis are outlined. This includes descriptions of linear field fitting techniques with

Sobolev smoothing constraints for finite elements, the construction of coupled bicubic-Hermite fi-

nite/boundary element torso models for specific experiments and the mapping of recorded signals

to finite element meshes. The coupled finite/boundary element volume conductor models are used

alongside potential fields in the validation of both forward and inverse problems in Chapters 5-7.
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Chapter 5: The Forward Problem Revisited. This chapter provides a detailed analysis of the ac-

curacy of standard epicardial potential-based forward models. Simulated and recorded body surface

potentials are compared for normal sinus rhythm and single site ventricular pacing. Novel metrics

are described to quantify the bipolar body surface potential distributions seen during ventricular acti-

vation, and used to determined the effects that anisotropic skeletal muscle, subcutaneous fat and the

lungs have on simulated potential distributions.

Chapter 6: The Inverse Problem. The approach adopted in the previous chapter is repeated here

for the inverse problem and the performance of Greensite’s potential-based inverse method for recon-

structing the topology of simple epicardial ventricular excitation profiles and localising focal sources

is assessed. Measured and simulated epicardial potentials are compared and the effect of inhomoge-

neous electrical properties on inverse solutions is determined.

Chapter 7: Electro-Anatomic Mapping of Ischaemic Substrates. This chapter investigates the

capacity of inverse methods to map epicardial activation pathways in acute myocardial ichaemia.

Inverse techniques for identifying ischaemic regions are reported and the precision with which inverse

mapping can be used to track reentrant activation and localise exit sites during polymorphic VT is also

considered.

Chapter 8: Conclusions, Clinical Perspectives, & Future Directions. The key outcomes of the

research are presented with a discussion of how they alter our understanding of forward and inverse

methods. The limitations of the models and algorithms that have been developed are outlined and

potential future initiatives that flow from the work are considered.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Cardiac Structure and Function

The primary function of the heart is to pump blood blood to the different organ systems at flow

rates necessary to meet the metabolic requirements of the body and preserve homeostasis. The heart

consists of two separate pumps, each of which has two chambers. Deoxygenated blood returns to the

right heart via the systemic veins, passes through the right atrium into the right ventricle (RV), and

is pumped into the pulmonary circulation, where respiratory gas exchange takes place. Oxygenated

blood from the lungs flows into the left heart via the pulmonary veins. It passes through the left

atrium, into the left ventricle (LV), and is pumped into the aorta which supplies the systemic arteries.

Cardiac pumping is a pulsatile process. The LV generates maximum pressures of around 120 mm Hg,

and the RV 25 mm Hg. Reflecting this, LV wall thickness is substantially greater than RV wall

thickness. The thin-walled atria play an important role in ensuring efficient ventricular filling. They

collect blood during ventricular systole, providing a pool of blood for rapid passive ventricular filling

during early ventricular diastole. Finally, atrial contraction at the end of ventricular diastole “tops up”

the ventricles.

A schematic representation of the anatomy of the heart is shown in Figure 2.1. The inner surface of

all four cardiac chambers is referred to as the endocardium, while the outer surface of the heart is

identified as epicardium.
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Effective cardiac pump function depends on the specialised properties and structural organisation of

cells in different regions of the heart, in particular the atrial and ventricular muscle cells or myocytes.

Cardiac myocytes are long, tubular cells typically 80-100 mm long with 10-20 mm cross-sections.

Each muscle cell consists of 40-50 contractile units known as sarcomeres which are interdigitating

arrays of thick myosin and thin actin filaments. Chemical and physical interactions between thick and

thin filaments cause sarcomeres to develop force and shorten during each heart beat.

Left 
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Right 
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Right 
Atrium

Left 
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Superior
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Inferior 
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Pulmonary 
Artery

Pulmonary
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Pulmonary
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of normal human heart anatomy (adapted from O’Callaghan (2012)).

Cardiac myocytes are normally arranged so that the axes of adjacent cells are aligned and their sar-

comeres are in register, which facilitates coordinated contraction. Each myocyte is typically con-

nected to 9-11 neighbouring cells via intercalated discs (ICDs), that are typically located towards the

end of each myocyte and lie approximately transverse to the long axis of the cell (Saffitz et al., 1994).

The ICD is the site of physical coupling between myocytes through fascia adherens and macula ad-

herens. In addition, hexameric arrays (connexins) of integren proteins, which are densely expressed

in the ICD, align to form gap junctions between adjacent myocytes. This permits diffusion of ions

and small molecules between cells (Severs, 1990, 2001). Finally, sodium channels are also collocated

with connexin plaques in the ICD (Cohen, 1996).
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The cardiac extracellular connective tissue matrix provides a scaffold for myocyte organisation and

the transmission of force (Pope et al., 2008), which contributes to the complex structural anisotropy

of the heart at the tissue level. Cardiac myocytes are arranged in bundles or layers with a well-defined

axial direction (myofibre orientation). In the ventricles, myofibre orientation varies uniformly through

the ventricular wall; from∼90◦ with respect to the circumferential axis at the endocardium to∼60◦ at

the epicardial surface. However, adjacent muscle bundles are often separated by relatively extensive

cleavage planes, which accommodate local shearing deformation (Pope et al., 2008). As a result,

coupling transverse to the myofibre direction is not uniform spatially.

2.1.1 Cardiac Electrophysiology

The cardiac action potential is generated by the movement of sodium, calcium and potassium cations

across the cell membrane. The direction of this charge movement is determined by the transmembrane

concentration gradient of these ions and by the potential difference across the membrane. Sodium and

calcium ions are both present at higher concentrations in the extracellular compartment than inside

the cell, whereas the opposite is true for potassium ions. Therefore, there is a tendency for sodium

and calcium ions to enter the cell and for potassium ions to leave it. The ionic currents that cross the

cardiac cell membrane are determined by the status of transmembrane channels that carry them. The

most important of these currents are shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the ionic currents underlying the cardiac ventricular action potential (re-
produced with permission from Tomaselli (1999)). The phases of the action potential are labelled.
Depolarisation occurs (phase 0), followed by early repolarisation (phase 1), plateau (phase 2), re-
polarisation (phase 3) and the resting state (phase 4). Transmembrane currents associated with

membrane ion channels and the sodium calcium exchanger are indicated.
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In the resting state, the membrane potential in working atrial and ventricular cells is -80 to 90 mV,

with respect to the extracellular potential. When the membrane potential is brought to threshold, rapid

(though short-lived) opening of channels which carry sodium current, INa, causes depolarisation. This

reduces the permeability of the potassium channels that maintain the resting membrane potential, IK1.

It also causes the channels that carry slow calcium current, ICa,L, to open. Early repolarisation is due to

the transient outward potassium current, Ito. Thereafter, inward and outward currents remain in rough

balance throughout the plateau phase. Action potential duration is determined by the progressive

increase in potassium ion currents carried by delayed rectifier channels. During the action potential,

the cell remains absolutely refractory until the end of phase 2, the plateau phase. With the resetting of

inactivation gates during repolarisation (phase 3), activation can again be initiated, but propagation is

slow if this occurs before repolarisation is complete.

Figure 2.3: Genesis of the electrocardiogram. Schematic of a human heart with illustration of typical
cardiac action potential waveforms recorded in different regions, the summation of which gives rise

to the electrocardiogram (ECG) measured on the body surface (adapted from Noble (1979)).

With each heart beat, electrical impulses spread through the heart following a repeatable pathway, that

causes different regions of the heart to contract in a controlled sequence (see Figure 2.3). Electrical

activity originates from the sinoatrial (SA) node, a group of cells located at the junction of the right

atrium and the superior vena cava. SA node cells are self-excitory, capable of generating an action po-

tential without activation from neighbouring cardiac cells. The electrical wavefront propagates from
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these pacemaker cells through both atria to the electrical boundary between the atria and ventricles,

the atrio-ventricular (AV) node. The AV node is the only electrical pathway between the atria and

ventricles. Propagation through the AV node is very slow, providing a critical delay between atrial

and ventricular activation. The pacemaker cells of the AV node have a lower intrinsic frequency than

the SA node, meaning they are normally driven by sinus rhythm (Alison et al., 1995).

From the AV node, electrical activity is conducted through the ventricles using a specialised conduc-

tion system of non-contractile cells including: the bundle of His, the left and right bundle branches

located on either side of the interventricular septum, and the Purkinje fibres. The Purkinje fibres

form an extensive network across the ventricular endocardial surfaces (in human hearts). Activation

through this fast conduction system results in near simultaneous activation of adjacent cells in the

subendocardial layers of the ventricles. In normal human ventricles, the spread of electrical activation

reflects the distribution of this specialised conduction system. Activation begins in the interventricu-

lar septum, rapidly spreading across the ventricular surfaces from apex to base and from endocardium

to epicardium. The coordinated process of activation contributes to effective cardiac pump function

(Malmivuo and Plonsey, 1995) and is defined as sinus rhythm. Note that the summation of action

potentials across the heart gives rise to the electrocardiogram (ECG) that is measured on the body

surface.

2.1.2 Ventricular Arrhythmias

Any disturbance of normal sinus rhythm that alters the normal spread of ventricular activation is

defined as a ventricular arrhythmia. Ventricular tachycardia (VT) and ventricular fibrillation (VF)

are the two most life-threatening forms of ventricular arrhythmia. While both arrhythmias result in

a reduced cardiac output, coordinated activation and contraction is completely lost with VF. This

means cardiac output is almost zero, and without intervention VF leads rapidly to death. VT is also

potentially life-threatening as it can progress into VF, asystole, and sudden death. VT is commonly

driven by the formation of reentrant electrical circuits in the heart.

Reentrant rhythms are due to the excitation wavefront forming a circuit with an intrinsic frequency

that is more rapid than sinus rhythm, and therefore take over as the pacemaker. If this circuit is small

dimensionally (microreentry), the arrhythmia is often classified as focal. Traditionally, reentry is

categorised as either anatomical or functional (Kleber and Rudy, 2004). Functional reentry is driven
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by myocyte cellular kinetics and occurs in the absence of altered tissue structure. Anatomic reentry

occurs when there is a clear structural substrate for reentry.

The current understanding of reentrant arrhythmia derives from the pioneering research by Mines

(1913), and Schmidt and Erlanger (1928). The principal components of the reentrant circuit model

are outlined in Figure 2.4, which represents propagation of electrical activity around a region in which

activation is blocked because it is refractory or completely inexcitable. In Figure 2.4A, activation

arrives at the top of the region of block and propagates with equal velocity around both sides. The

two waves collide at the bottom and continue. On the other hand, in Figure 2.4B, activation arriving at

the top is able to propagate around the left-hand side of the region of block but not around the right-

hand side. Subsequently, though, it is able to pass retrogradely up the left hand side of the region

of block to the top, where it reactivates tissue to generate sustained activation around the reentrant

circuit. This can occur if the time taken to propagate around the circuit is the same as the effective

refractory period (ERP) of the tissue.

Figure 2.4: Reentrant circuit model. (A) Uniform activation around both sides of a region of
anatomic or functional block leads to collision and does not give rise to reentrant arrhythmia. (B)
Slow uni-directional propagation around region of block will stimulate reentrant activation if the time
taken to travel around the path is equal to the effective refractory period (ERP). This occurs when

the path distance or wavelength λ is equal to the product of ERP and the conduction velocity CV.

VT is characterised as being either monomorphic or polymorphic. In monomorphic VT, the spread

of electrical activation through the ventricles is repeated spatially, whereas polymorphic VT is char-

acterised by spatial variation on a beat-by-beat basis. These observations are reflected in the ECG.

In general, monomorphic VT reflects the existence of an anatomic substrate for reentry, while poly-

morphic VT is due to functional reentry. The localisation of the origin (or exit site) of a VT can be

helpful in understanding the cause of the VT.
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2.1.3 Myocardial Infarction

Myocardial infarction (MI) increases the risk of ventricular arrhythmia. MI occurs as a result of

prolonged restriction of the coronary blood supply (ischaemia) to a region of the heart and is most

commonly caused by rupture of an atherosclerotic plaque in a coronary artery, that blocks a down-

stream perfusion field. During the initial acute phase, the ischaemic cardiac tissue undergoes progres-

sive electrophysiological changes that are highly arrhythmogenic (Harris and Rojas, 1943; Carmeliet,

1999): Resting membrane potential decreases, action potential plateau amplitude is reduced and ac-

tion potential duration shortens (Kleber et al., 1978; Janse and Kleber, 1981; Weiss et al., 2009). The

potential difference between ischaemic cells and adjacent normal myocytes during activation results

in the flow of “injury current” which gives rise to localised ST-segment deviations from the base-

line potential (Holland and Brooks, 1977; Janse et al., 1980). Other features of acute ischaemia are

focal activation delays and decreased conduction velocity in the ischaemic zone (Janse and Kleber,

1981; Kleber et al., 1986). The reduction in both conduction velocity and action potential duration

shortens the wavelength for reentrant activation. Furthermore, ischaemia and impaired intracellular

Ca2+ homeostasis increase the probability of delayed after-depolarisations that can trigger reentrant

arrhythmia. As a result, there is a high risk of polymorphic VT and VF in acute myocardial ischaemia

(Williams et al., 1974; Scherlag et al., 1974).

Sustained coronary occlusion progresses to MI, in which myocytes are lost as a result of necrosis or

apoptosis (Thygesen and Alpert, 2007). In the long term, these cells are replaced by a dense col-

lagenous infarct (fibrosis) (Fishbein et al., 1978). This creates a structural substrate that can lead to

mechanical dysfunction and reentrant arrhythmias (Janse and Wit, 1989). While collagen is electri-

cally inactive, slow tortuous propagation can occur in the border zone surrounding a healed MI, and in

surviving myocyte strands that traverse it (Rutherford et al., 2012). Rate-dependent conduction delays

and unidirectional block within or adjacent to the infarct give rise to reentrant circuits. Identification

of these pathways is key to interventional rhythm management after MI.
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2.2 Electrocardiography

Electrocardiography is the interpretation of the electrical activity of the heart from potentials recorded

on the body surface. The first reported ECG was obtained in a frog using a Lippmann capillary

electrometer in 1878 (Burdon Sanderson and Page, 1878). Einthoven further developed the ECG

using a string galvanometer (Einthoven, 1902), producing high quality waveforms comparable to

those used today. Since then, the ECG has become the default tool for clinical monitoring of heart

rhythm.

2.2.1 The Standard 12-lead ECG

The ECG waveform consists of a series of deflections (P, Q, R, S and T-waves in Figure 2.5) that relate

to phases of cardiac activation. The P-wave represents the depolarisation of the atria, and its duration

indicates the time taken for excitation to spread over the atria. The PR-interval corresponds to the

propagation of activation between the atria and ventricles via the AV node and bundle of His. During

this period, the potentials generated by the heart are too small to be detected on the body surface.

Depolarisation of the ventricles produces the QRS complex, which has a larger amplitude than the

P-wave due to the greater muscle mass involved. Following the QRS complex, the ECG returns to

baseline during the ST-segment, which reflects the plateau phase of the ventricular cellular activation.

Subsequent repolarisation of the ventricles is indicated by the T-wave (see also Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.5: A schematic of the basic pattern of an ECG trace in a healthy subject. The P-wave repre-
sents the depolarisation phase of the atria and the QRS complex represents the depolarisation phase
of the ventricles. The isoelectric ST segment corresponds to the plateau period where the ventricles

remain in a depolarised state. The T-wave represents the repolarisation of the ventricular mass.
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As early recording devices had a limited sensitivity, ECGs were often measured by submersing the

hands and feet of a subject in saline filled buckets. This allowed a large contact area with the skin and

from these recordings, the standard bipolar limb lead system evolved. That is:

I = LA−RA (2.2.1)

II = LL−RA (2.2.2)

III = LL−LA (2.2.3)

where LA is left arm, RA is right arm and LL is left leg electrodes.

Figure 2.6: The electrode placement for the precordial leads (numbered V1 to V6 from left to right).
Each sphere represents an electrode on the body surface. The electrodes are concentrated over the
heart to capture the higher potential gradients in that region. In addition, electrodes are also placed

on the left arm, right arm and the left leg for the standard 12-lead ECG.

The development of the precordial unipolar limb lead system (Barnes et al., 1938) further extended

the ECG by allowing the electrical activity of the heart to be viewed in the horizontal plane. Six

electrodes (V1-V6) are placed directly over the heart on the chest (Figure 2.6) and are referenced to

the Wilson’s central terminal (WCT), rather than taking the difference between two chest electrodes

like the standard bipolar limb leads. WCT is defined as:

WCT =
1
3
(LA+RA+LL) (2.2.4)
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The WCT is approximates a zero reference potential (Wilson et al., 1934) and also led to the de-

velopment of the augmented limb leads, aVR, aVL and aVF (Goldberger, 1942). These modify the

standard limb leads by referencing to the WCT. That is:

aV R = RA− 1
2
(LA+LL) (2.2.5)

aV L = LA− 1
2
(RA+LL) (2.2.6)

aV F = LL− 1
2
(LA+RA) (2.2.7)

The precordial, augmented and standard limb lead systems combine to form the standard 12-lead

ECG used today (Figure 2.7). While lead traces can differ dramatically between individuals, the

12-lead ECG is a powerful tool for diagnosing and identifying arrhythmias and cardiac injuries (Li

et al., 1998; Hurst, 2007). As each lead represents the electrical activity of the heart from a different

angle, abnormal regions of the heart and direction of activation can be inferred from which leads are

irregular, e.g., shifts of the ST-segment and changed in the T-wave are often a diagnostic indicator of

cardiac ischaemia (Li et al., 1998; Hurst, 2007).

Figure 2.7: Standard 12-lead ECG traces from a patient with Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome,
including: the standard limb leads- I, II and III; the augmented limb leads - aVR, aVL and aVF; and

the precordial leads - V1 to V6. Reproduced from Rowlands and Moore (2014).

2.2.2 Body Surface Potential Maps

The standard 12-lead ECG is limited by the sparsity of information spatially, preventing precise local-

isation of many abnormal electrical events (Abildskov et al., 1976; Abildskov, 1987). Body surface

potential mapping (BSPM) uses additional leads (between 32 and 256) to record from broad areas and

visualise potentials temporally with 3D maps (Figure 2.8). This enables the detection and potential
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diagnosis of electrophysiological phenomena outside the regions explored with the standard 12-lead

ECG (Abildskov and Green, 1987; SippensGroenewegen et al., 1990; Osugi et al., 1984).

Figure 2.8: Body surface potential distribution at the peak of the R-wave during sinus rhythm dis-
played on a realistic human model with anterior (left) and posterior (right) views. Positive potentials

are represented in red and negative potentials in blue.

BSPMs have been increasingly used in experimental and clinical settings for the detection and diag-

nosis of various pathological conditions (Stroink et al., 1999; McClelland et al., 2003; Bonizzi et al.,

2010). Due to the large volumes of data, BSPM interpretation in a clinical setting commonly occurs

through patient databases of known cardiac conditions and pattern-matching procedures (Watanabe,

1995). However, the ability to determine precise details of cardiac electrical activity from visual in-

spection of BSPM is limited by the filtering effect of the tissues within torso cavity. That is, body

surface potentials are a smoothed representation of cardiac electrical activity. A better prospect is di-

rect mapping of electrophysiological sources or to transform body surface potentials mathematically,

removing the smoothing effect of the torso volume and reconstruct the cardiac source directly.

2.2.3 Invasive Mapping

In a clinical setting, for instance for guiding catheter ablation (Zeppenfeld et al., 2007; Stevenson

et al., 2008; Klemm et al., 2007) or implantation of devices for cardiac resynchronisation therapy

(Helm et al., 2007), more detailed electrophysiological information is required than can be provided

by the standard 12-lead ECG or by BSPMs. Direct mapping of cardiac potentials provides signals
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that have not been modified or smoothed by passing through the torso volume and can be more simply

related to the underlying electrical events in the heart.

Percutaneous approaches, in which catheters are introduced into cardiac chambers via an artery or

vein, are widely used clinically. For instance, 3D maps of electrical activity on the endocardial sur-

face of atrial and ventricular chambers are constructed sequentially using a roving catheter (Ben-Haim

et al., 1996; Gepstein et al., 1997) or instantaneously using a multi-electrode non-contact catheter

(Khoury et al., 1995; Schilling et al., 1998; Gornick et al., 1999). In research, epicardial and trans-

mural potentials can also be measured with more invasive methods, e.g., recording on the epicardial

surface with an electrode sock (Nash et al., 2000a) or patch (Ghanem et al., 2005), or through the

myocardium using needle electrode arrays (Frazier et al., 1988; Hooks et al., 2007; Caldwell et al.,

2009).

Though successful, these techniques are all invasive and cannot be used for long-term monitoring.

Furthermore, catheter based mapping tools are generally limited to characterising endocardial activ-

ity, potentially missing information about intramural activation pathways in reentrant circuits. Global

maps of cardiac electrophysiology are required to provide further information about intramural break-

through and epicardial exit sites. This could provide a better understanding of the critical elements

necessary to initiate and maintain tachycardia and could also be used to aid in interventional clinical

cardiac electrophysiology.

2.3 The Forward and Inverse Problems of Electrocardiography

In the context of this thesis, the inverse problem of electrocardiography is defined as the noninvasive

reconstruction of an underlying cardiac source from remote body surface measurements. Accurate

identification of the transfer matrix which describes the relationship between the electrical activity

on the heart and body surfaces (the “forward problem”) is fundamental to the inverse solution. The

formulation of a forward model begins with the description of the cardiac source (Section 2.3.1). Ide-

ally, it has a direct physiological significance and is experimentally measurable. The forward model

must also capture adequate detail of the “volume conductor” within which the source is located, as

the shape and electrical properties determine the forward problem solution. The governing equations

defining the potential distribution within the volume conductor (Section 2.3.3) are then numerically

solved to define the forward model (Section 2.3.3).
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Despite the conceptual simplicity of this forward problem, the inversion of this relationship in order

to determine the underlying cardiac source is far from trivial. Even when a unique solution exists,

the inverse problem is often ill-posed (Hadamard, 1923). That is, the solution does not depend con-

tinuously on the data, and small levels of noise in the model or measured potentials will result in

disproportionately large errors in the solution, which may bear little resemblance to the true cardiac

source. To overcome this ill-posedness, regularised solutions to the inverse problem have been devel-

oped (Barr and Spach, 1978) including potential-based inverse algorithms that constrain the solution

in the spatial and temporal domains ensuring feasible solutions (Section 2.3.5).

2.3.1 Cardiac Source Models

In order to define a relationship between the cardiac electrical activity and body surface potentials,

a source model is required. Initial investigations often approximated the cardiac source as either

a single or multiple “equivalent” dipoles (Bayley and Berry, 1962; Rudy and Messinger-Rapport,

1988). These models stem from the theory of multipoles (Geselowitz, 1960), stating that the field

of an “equivalent” dipole will closely resemble the infinite medium potentials at distances like that

of the body surface to the heart. However, both single- and multiple-dipole models are limited by

being “equivalent” entities. That is, there are no obvious physical or physiological links between

these models and the true sources they represent, or any directly measurable quantities.

Epicardial potential and myocardial activation sequences are currently the most common cardiac

source models used in both forward and inverse model studies (Zhang et al., 2012; Han et al., 2012;

Sapp et al., 2012; Cochet et al., 2014). Potential-based models use extracellular potentials to de-

scribe the cardiac source. The epicardium provides the most convenient closed surface that fully

encompasses all active cardiac sources, allowing the most direct and detailed measurement of the

source. Myocardial activation time models represent the cardiac source using the time of activation

as opposed to direct potential amplitudes. Activation times are defined on either the epicardial and

endocardial surfaces, or through the myocardial wall, and are described as the time of arrival of the

depolarisation phase of the action potential.

Typically, the cardiac source is either approximated using mathematical models or recorded directly.

Epicardial potential models are beneficial in that, the extracellular potentials are measurable quanti-

ties. Activation times cannot be measured experimentally and instead must be inferred from recorded
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electrograms or optical signals. While activation-based cardiac sources can provide direct information

about transmural spread, epicardial potentials have been shown to reflect endocardial activity through

maxima and minima magnitudes and positions, and the direction of propagation (Rudy, 1999). More-

over, although activation times can be derived from epicardial potentials, the reverse is not true. That

is, the additional information contained within a potential distribution, such as information on repo-

larisation and recovery processes are not available with activation times. Therefore, potential-based

source models were used in this thesis. The following describes the mathematical formulation of the

relationship between epicardial and body surface potentials.

2.3.2 The Governing Equations

The potential distribution within the torso volume conductor can be described by Maxwells equa-

tions. As cardiac electrical activity is the predominant source defining body surface potentials (the

capacitive and inductive effects of other torso organs are insignificant and can be ignored), a quasi-

static assumption is used (Plonsey, 1969) allowing the torso to be approximated as a passive volume

conductor. Under these conditions the electric field density, E, is defined as:

E =−∇φ (2.3.1)

where Φ is the electrical potential field. In any region of the torso volume conductor the total electric

current density, J, is described as the sum of any current sources, Js, and the conduction current, σE,

where σ is the tissue conductivity. The divergence of J is zero, therefore:

−∇ ·Js = ∇ ·σE (2.3.2)

Substituting (2.3.1) into (2.3.2) results in the Poisson equation:

∇ · (σ∇Φ) =−∇ ·Js

= Iv

(2.3.3)

where Iv is the current per unit volume in the bounded volume domain Ω. For an epicardial potential

cardiac source, the epicardium is defined as an external boundary. In accordance with the quasi-static

assumption, other current sources are negligible (i.e., Js = 0) and Equation (2.3.3) becomes:

∇ · (σ∇φ) = 0 (2.3.4)
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Therefore, the governing equation for the epicardial potential based forward problem is a generalised

Laplace’s equation.

Torso Boundary Conditions

In order to solve the governing equations, boundary conditions need to be defined. As air usually

surrounds the body surface, a zero flux boundary condition normal to the torso surface is applied.

The potentials on the heart surface are defined, and a point on the torso surface chosen to be the

reference for all other potentials. The boundary conditions are:

φ = f (x, t) on ΓH

∂φ

∂n
= 0 on ΓT

φ(yi) = 0 on ΓT

(2.3.5)

where t is a measure of time, x are points located on the heart surface, yi is the reference point on the

torso surface, ΓH is the heart surface, ΓT is the torso surface and n is the outward normal direction.

At any volume boundary within the torso (e.g., between the lungs and the body surface) interface

conditions are applied. Continuity of potentials and normal current flow must be maintained across

the shared boundary. Therefore, for volumes A and B the boundary conditions are:

φA = φB

(σA∇φB) ·nA = (σA∇φB) ·nB

(2.3.6)

2.3.3 The Finite Element and Boundary Element Methods

The finite element and boundary element methods are numerical methods used for the analysis of a

variety of problems across a broad spectrum of engineering and science. These include numerically

modelling the torso volume conductor in order to solve the governing equations of the forward prob-

lem. These methods simplify complex continuous problems by breaking the larger solution domain

down into smaller discrete components or elements. The solution can then be found for all points

within the solution domain by interpolating over the discretised sub-domains through the use of basis

functions (Section 2.3.3).
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Both the finite element and boundary element methods have their advantages and limitations. While

the finite element methods can easily model anisotropic, inhomogeneous regions, the conductivity

within a boundary element torso model is limited to being either fully isotropic or piecewise constant.

However, a finite element volume conductor is discretised using volumetric meshes (Colli-Franzone

et al., 1978), while the boundary element method uses only surface descriptions, meaning significantly

fewer nodes are used and the problem can be solved with greater computational efficiency (Barr and

Spach, 1978).

Alternatively, a coupled approach can be taken, utilising the most advantageous numerical method

for each region (Bradley et al., 1997; Pullan and Bradley, 1996). This reduces the overall size of the

problem while allowing anisotropic electrical properties to be modelled. Furthermore, regions requir-

ing high discretisation to capture current gradients, such as the heart, can be modelled without the

same mesh density being required in low gradient areas, like the body surface. Detailed explanations

of these methods can be found in the literature (Zienkiewicz and Taylor., 1994; Barr and Spach, 1978;

Colli-Franzone et al., 1978; Bradley et al., 1997; Pullan and Bradley, 1996).

Basis Functions and Interpolation

Both the finite element and boundary element methods solve problems over a solution domain by

discretising it into a number of elements. These elements are defined by key points spaced throughout

the solution domain known as nodes. The field solution can then be found between these nodes using

interpolation in the form of basis functions. Each element is mapped to a normalised or local ξ -

coordinate system and defined by a surrounding group of local nodes which are a subset of the global

nodes that define the solution domain or mesh. Within the local ξ -coordinate system, each element

is of unit size and can be treated as numerically identical, even if they are physically different in size.

The ξ -coordinate varies between 0 and 1 in each ξ -direction within each element.

Between nodes, basis functions are used to approximate the field variable of interest as it varies over

the solution domain. They provide the weighting for each local node for evaluating a field variable

within the element. There are two main families of basis functions; Lagrange and Hermite. The

Lagrange are the most commonly used basis functions, providing continuity of the field variable, u,

across element boundaries (C0 continuity).

The linear-Lagrange interpolation formula of a variable u over a 1D element, using Einstein summa-
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tion notation, can be written as:

u(ξ ) = ϕ1(ξ )u1 +ϕ2(ξ )u2 (2.3.7)

where ϕ1(ξ ) = 1−ξ

ϕ2(ξ ) = ξ

(2.3.8)

and u1 and u2 are the values of the field variable at each local node. Cubic-Hermite basis functions

provide both C0 and C1 continuity by adding ∂u
∂ξ

∣∣∣
i
, ensuring continuity of the first derivative between

neighbouring elements. The interpolation and basis functions within a 1D element are:

u(ξ ) = Ψ
0
1(ξ )u1 +Ψ

1
1(ξ )

∂u
∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
1
+Ψ

0
2(ξ )u2 +Ψ

1
2(ξ )

∂u
∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
2

(2.3.9)

where Ψ
0
1(ξ ) = 1−3ξ

2 +2ξ
3

Ψ
1
1(ξ ) = ξ (ξ −1)2

Ψ
0
2(ξ ) = ξ

2(3−2ξ )

Ψ
1
2(ξ ) = ξ

2(ξ −1)

(2.3.10)

ui are the values of the field variable at local node i, and ∂u
∂ξ

∣∣∣
i
is the derivative of the field at node i with

respect to the local coordinate. The derivatives are dependent upon the local element ξ -coordinate,

which varies non-linearly between elements of different sizes, and are generally different in two

adjacent elements. In order to overcome this problem, a physical derivative ∂u
∂ s

∣∣∣
N

is introduced, based

on the arc-length, s, at each global node N and can be used to calculate the derivative at a local node:

∂u
∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
i
=

∂u
∂ s

∣∣∣∣
N

∂ s
∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
e

(2.3.11)

where ∂u
∂ s

∣∣∣
N

is the physical arc-length derivative at global node N and ∂ s
∂ξ

∣∣∣
e

represents an element

scale factor (also denoted as Se) which scales the arc-length derivative to the ξ -coordinate derivative.

Thus ∂u
∂ s is constrained to be continuous across element boundaries rather than ∂ s

∂ξ
. Therefore, the

cubic-Hermite interpolation formula becomes:

u(ξ ) = Ψ
0
1(ξ )u1 +Ψ

1
1(ξ )

∂u1

∂ s
Se +Ψ

0
2(ξ )u2 +Ψ

1
2(ξ )

∂u2

∂ s
Se (2.3.12)

Multi-dimensional Lagrange or Hermite basis functions can be constructed by taking the tensor (or

outer) product of the 1D basis functions (Petera and Pittman, 1994). As with the 1D case, the Hermite

basis function derivatives with respect to ξ , in the 2D or 3D interpolation formula, are expressed as

the product of a nodal arc-length derivative and a scale factor.
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Sector Elements

When using quadrilateral bicubic-Hermite elements, it is impossible to “close the surface” in 3D

whilst maintaining consistent ξ -directions throughout the mesh. Either consistent directions or a

transformation at each node is required to take into account the inconsistent directions for C1 conti-

nuity (Petera and Pittman, 1994). To overcome this problem, sector elements which use three local

nodes instead of four are used to “close the surface” (Bradley et al., 1997).

Figure 2.9: Sector elements with 3 nodes, constructed by collapsing a quadrilateral element in the
ξ1-directions where the apex node is either (A) node 1 or (B) node 3. The element can also be

collapsed in the ξ2 directions.

There are two versions of sector elements depending on which node the ξ -directions come together at

(as shown in Figure 2.9). For both versions, standard interpolation is used in the ξ1-direction, while

interpolation in the ξ2-direction is different. For element version 1 (Figure 2.9a) the nodal arc length

derivative is no longer defined at node 1. Interpolation for the line connecting local node n with local

node 3 is given by:

u(ξ2) = ϕ1(ξ1)un +ϕ2(ξn)u3 +ϕ3(ξ2)
∂u
∂ξ2

∣∣∣∣
n

(2.3.13)

where ϕ1(ξ2) = 1−ξ
2
2

ϕ2(ξ2) = ξ
2
2

ϕ3(ξ2) = ξ2−ξ
2
2

(2.3.14)

For element version 2 (Figure 2.9b), interpolation for the line connecting local node n with local node

1 is now quadratic and is given by:

u(ξ2) = η1(ξ1)un +η2(ξn)u1 +η3(ξ2)
∂u
∂ξ2

∣∣∣∣
n

(2.3.15)
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where η1(ξ2) = 2ξ2−ξ
2
2

η2(ξ2) = (ξ2−1)2

η3(ξ2) = ξ
2
2 −ξ2

(2.3.16)

For both element versions, the full interpolation formulation is then found by taking the tensor product

of the interpolation in the ξ1-direction with the interpolation in the ξ2-direction. The interpolation

formula must again be converted from nodal derivatives to nodal arc-length derivatives.

The Finite Element Method

The finite element method is used for regions within the torso volume conductor with anisotropic

electrical properties, such as the skeletal muscle. The Green-Gauss theorem is applied to the weak

form of a partial differential equation, i.e., the weighted residual form of the equation. The Green-

Gauss theorem can be thought of as a multi-dimensional version of integration by parts. Thus, given

two scalar fields, f and g with a tensor k it is written as:∫
Ω

( f ∇ · (k∇g)+∇ f · (k∇g))dΩ =
∫
Γ

f k∇g ·ndΓ (2.3.17)

Applying this to the weak form of the generalised Laplace equation,
∫
Ω

∇ · (σ∇φ)ωdΩ = 0, gives:

∫
Ω

(σ∇φ) ·∇ωdΩ =
∫
Γ

(σ∇φ) ·nωdΓ (2.3.18)

where Γ = ∂Ω and n is the unit outward normal vector to the surface.

The solution domain, Ω, can be discretised into a finite element mesh i.e., Ω =
E⋃

e=1
Ωe and the depen-

dent variable, or the potential φ , is approximated using basis functions. To simplify this, ψ
µ

α (ξ ) are

defined as the appropriate basis functions for the type of element (as described in Section 2.3.3) and

dimension of the problem. For example, for a cubic-Hermite element, ψ
µ

α (ξ ) are the cubic-Hermite

basis functions where α ranges from 1 to 2 and µ ranges from 0 to 1. The nodal variables, φ
µ

α , are

defined as follows: φ 0
α = φα , φ 1

α = ∂φα

∂ s1
, φ 2

α = ∂φα

∂ s2
, φ 3

α = ∂ 2φα

∂ s1∂ s2
, etc. For Hermite interpolation an

interpolation scale factor, Sµ

α , is introduced and is defined as follows: S0
α = 1, S1

α = S1
α , S2

α = S2
α ,

S3
α = S1

αS2
α etc. When using Lagrangian basis functions the interpolation scale factors are all equal to
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one. Therefore, the interpolation notation for potential is given by:

φ(ξ ) = ψ
µ

α (ξ )φ
µ

α Sµ

α (2.3.19)

Using this, and a Galerkin finite element formulation to define the weighting functions, ω , as the

interpolating basis functions, results in the following equation:

E

∑
e=1

1∫
0

σ∇ψ
µ

α (ξ )φ
µ

α Sµ

α ·∇ψ
ν

β
|J(ξ )|dξ =

∫
Γ

(σ∇φ) ·nψ
ν

β
dΓ (2.3.20)

where J(ξ ) is the Jacobian of the transformation from global x to local ξ -coordinates and the equation

is written in terms of the local ξ -coordinates. The emboldened first integral represents the presence

of the appropriate number of integrals for the dimension of the problem (e.g., if ξ = ξ1,ξ2 then
1∫
0

xdξ =
1∫
0

1∫
0

xdξ1dξ2).

The choice of basis functions is arbitrary, however, if the finite and boundary element methods are to

be coupled, the interpolation scheme must be the same for both methods. This is further discussed in

Section 2.3.4.

Typically quadrature is the numerical method used for evaluating these integrals, Gaussian quadrature

being the most efficient scheme for this equation (Phillips, 1967). Numerically integrating Equation

(2.3.20) using low-order Gaussian quadrature (in general 2 or 3 quadrature points in each direction)

and assembling into a global system yields a matrix system of equations of the form:

Kφ = f (2.3.21)

where K is the finite element stiffness matrix, φ is the vector of the values of φ
µ

α , f is the residual

vector of the values of the integrated normal current at the nodes. The boundary element method

(presented next) results in a system of equation whose right hand side involves a vector of (σ∇φ) ·n

values. To couple the finite and boundary element methods together, the vector f can be reduced to a

vector of nodal normal derivatives (Brebbia et al., 1985), that is:

f = Nq (2.3.22)

where q is the vector of values of qµ

α and N is the matrix that maps q to f .
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The Boundary Element Method

The boundary element method is used for regions of the volume conductor where the conductivity, σ ,

is homogeneous and isotropic. Like the finite element method, the weak form of the Laplace equation

is used. In a (closed) domain, Ω ⊂ R3, the straightforward application of the boundary element

method to Laplace’s equation yields the general boundary integral equation (Pullan and Bradley,

1996), that is:

C(x0)φ(x0) =
∫
Γ

(G(x,x0)
∂φ(x)

∂n
− ∂G(x,x0)

∂n
φ(x0))dΓ(x) (2.3.23)

where

C(x0) =



1 if x0 ∈Ωi

1
2 if x0 ∈ Γ and Γ is smooth

γ

2m−1π
if x0 and Γ is not smooth

0 otherwise

(2.3.24)

where γ is the internal solid angle of the domain at x0, an arbitrary point in space. The free-space

Green’s function, G(x,x0), is given by:

ω = G(x,x0) =
1

4π||x− x0||
(2.3.25)

In order to numerically evaluate the general boundary integral equation, the surface of the domain

must be discretised into a boundary element mesh i.e., Γ =
E⋃

e=1
Γe. The dependent variables, φ and q,

can then be approximated using basis functions. For example, using Lagrange basis functions gives

the integration notation:

φ(ξ ) = ψα(ξ )φα (2.3.26)

q(ξ ) = ψα(ξ )qα (2.3.27)

Thus Equation (2.3.23), written in terms of individual elements and their local ξ coordinates, be-

comes:

C(x0)φ(x0)+
E

∑
e=1

φα(ξ )

1∫
0

ψα(ξ )
∂G(x(ξ ),x0)

∂n
|J(ξ )|dξ =

E

∑
e=1

φα

qα

σ

1∫
0

φα(ξ )(G(x(ξ ),x0)dΓ(x)|J(ξ )|dξ

(2.3.28)
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where, for a 3-dimensional problem:

∂G(x(ξ ),x0)

∂n
= ∇G(x(ξ ),x0) ·n =

−r(ξ ) ·n
4πr3 (2.3.29)

with r(ξ ) = x(ξ )− x0, and defining x(ξ ) = ψ
µ

α (ξ )x
µ

αSµ

α . The point x0 is restricted to one of N

nodes within the mesh, meaning for each node there is one equation of the form of Equation (2.3.28)

generated. These equations combine to form the matrix system:

Aφ = Bq (2.3.30)

With 2N unknowns, i.e., potential and normal current unknown at each node. Applying N potential

or flux boundary conditions reduces this to a square system of equations which can be used to solve

for the unknown currents and fluxes (as described in Section 2.3.2)

2.3.4 Coupling Finite Element and Boundary Element Regions

Different organs require discretisation on different scales depending on their electrical properties. In

this sense it is convenient to model the organs as distinct regions, each modelled using the appropriate

numerical method, and assigned appropriate conductivity values. As this thesis uses both the bound-

ary and finite element methods to model different organs, these regions are coupled together using the

following method (Pullan and Bradley, 1996; Bradley et al., 1997).

For a mesh consisting of two annuli, as illustrated in Figure 2.10, a system of equations can be

constructed in each boundary element region, r, of the form:

Arφ r = Brqr (2.3.31)

where the vector φ contains the unknown node based potentials, and q the unknown node based

normal current. Similarly, a system of equations can be constructed in any finite element region:

Krφ r = f r = Nrqr (2.3.32)

By adopting a global numbering system for the entire problem any A, B, K or N matrices can be

assembled into a single set of matrix equations given by:

Aglobalφ = Bglobalq and Kglobalφ = Nglobalq (2.3.33)
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where the global matrices Aglobal and Bglobal contain the Ar and Br sub-matrix blocks which are fully

populated and asymmetric while Kglobal and Nglobal contain the Kr and Nr sub-matrix blocks that are

sparse and symmetric. Similarly, for a global system containing both boundary and finite element

regions, the global matrices will contain both finite and boundary element sub-matrix blocks.

Figure 2.10: A coupled mesh made from two regions modelled using either the boundary or finite
element methods. Region 1 is defined by nodes 1-8 (shaded) and region 2 is defined by nodes 5-12

(unshaded). Coupling is achieved using continuity conditions at node interfaces (i.e., nodes 5-8).

For the example being considered, there are 32 unknowns (16 nodes over 2 regions with 2 unknowns

at each) and only 16 equations, when modelled using linear basis functions. In order to reduce the

number of unknowns and couple the two regions together the interface conditions for potential and

current given in Equations (2.3.6) are used:

φ
n
1 = φ

n
2 (2.3.34)

qn
1 = −qn

2 (2.3.35)

for n = 5, . . . ,8. Further interface conditions are required when cubic-Hermite interpolation is used.

The interface conditions reduce the problem to a system of 24 unknowns and 16 equations. The

boundary conditions involving potential or normal current defined in Section 2.3.2 can now be applied

to the 8 boundary nodes reducing the problem to a standard square 16 x 16 system of the form:

Aφ H = φ B (2.3.36)

where A is the transfer matrix, φ H is the vector of global knowns (e.g., the cardiac source) and φ B an

unknown vector (e.g., the body surface potentials).
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2.3.5 Inverse Algorithms

Reconstructing epicardial electrical activity from body surface potentials is conceptually the most

straightforward version of the inverse problem, and is based on evaluating the inverse of Equation

(2.3.36). Theoretically, the linear nature of the forward problem should reconstruct a unique solution

(Yamashita, 1982; Martin and Pilkington, 1972). However, the inverse problem has a strong ill-

posed nature meaning small levels of noise in the model or potentials can result in large errors in the

solution, which may bear little resemblance to the true cardiac source. The most common method

to solve for epicardial potentials is to apply regularisation. That is, constraints are imposed on the

solution spatially and/or temporally. The challenge then lies in determining the type and amount of

regularisation to apply.

The transfer matrix defined in Equation 2.3.36 is defined to be independent of time, meaning each

time instant of a temporally varying potential distribution can be solved for separately, giving:

φH = A†
λt

φB (2.3.37)

where A†
λt

is the regularised inverse matrix at time t. Although the transfer matrix is time-invariant,

the regularised inverse need not be.

The following sections describe the commonly used Tikhonov method that spatially regularises the

solution as well as a combined spatial and temporal regularisation method (Greensite and Huiskamp,

1998).

Tikhonov Regularisation

Tikhonov regularisation obtains a solution to the inverse problem by minimising the following objec-

tive function in a least squares sense (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977):

φH = min [‖ AφH −φB ‖2
2 +λ

2
t ‖ RφH ‖2

2] (2.3.38)

The first term is the least squares solution to Equation (2.3.36), and the second term defines a spatial

constraint on the solution depending on the choice of the regularisation operator, R. The choice of R

determines the order of the system; zero-order where R is the identity matrix (R = I) constraining the

amplitude of the solution, first-order where R is the surface gradient (R=G) constraining the potential
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gradient and second-order where R is the surface laplacian (R = L) constraining the surface curvature

in the spatial domain. The constant weighing term, λt , at time t controls the level of regularisation.

This leads to the following regularised inverse matrix:

A†
λt
= (AT A+λ

2
t RT R)−1AT (2.3.39)

This can be substituted into Equation (2.3.37) to solve for epicardial potentials. Using an analytic

eccentric sphere model, Rudy and Messinger-Rapport (1988) have shown the zero-order Tikhonov

regularisation method performs as well as higher order schemes. Using the zero-order Tikhonov

method, Equation (2.3.37) can be written as:

φH = (AT A+λ
2
t I)−1AT

φB (2.3.40)

=
N

∑
n=1

σA,n

σ2
A,n +λ 2

t
vA,nuT

A,nφB (2.3.41)

=
N

∑
n=1

fn(t)
〈uA,n,φB〉

σA,n
vA,n (2.3.42)

where σA,n is the nth singular value, and uA,n and vA,n are the nth column vectors of the Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD) of A (defined in the following section). 〈uA,n,φB〉 is the inner product of the

two column vectors and the Tikhonov filter factors, fn(t), are given by:

fn(t) =
σ2

A,n

σ2
A,n +λ 2

t
'

 1 if σA,n� λ 2
t

σ2
A,n/λ 2

t if σA,n� λ 2
t

 (2.3.43)

fn(t) filters out the contribution of heart signals corresponding to the small singular values less than

the value defined by λt , leaving the SVD components corresponding to large singular values almost

unaffected. The solution begins to be damped by the regularisation for values of σ ' λt . Similar

derivations can be made when using first- or second-order Tikhonov methods.

Greensite Temporal & Spatial Regularisation

The major deficiencies of Tikhonov regularisation is the imposition of constraints with no physiolog-

ical basis, and that the temporal dependence of the data is not accounted for. Greensite and Huiskamp

(1998) developed a method which regularises both the temporal and spatial domains of the problem.

The equations associated with each time point are regularised, based on the idea (and proved theo-

retically in Greensite and Huiskamp (1998)) that a solution based on optimal regularisation of each

integral equation associated with each principle component of the data will be more accurate than a
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solution based on the optimal regularisation of each integral equation associated with each time point.

By imposing no additional a priori constraints, this new method addresses uncorrelated noise only.

With the presence of dominating correlated noise, such as geometric error it may only be successful

in producing a cleaner signal (Greensite, 1992).

Instead of treating each time instance of the body surface signals independently, they are treated as

a family of solutions by constructing the body surface signal data matrix, φB. This method starts by

performing an SVD on φB to determine its principal components. SVD is a mathematical technique

which, among other applications, can be used to determine the principal components of a matrix. The

SVD of φB is a factorisation of the form:

φB = UBΣBV T
B (2.3.44)

= ∑
i

uB,iσB,ivB,i (2.3.45)

where UB and VB represent the spatial and temporal components of the body surface potentials re-

spectively and ΣB the singular values. The idea exploited is, due to spatial smoothing and attenuation,

only a minor number of the time signals actually represent information. The remaining components

are dominated by noise. Thus, the columns of UB and VB corresponding to noise dominated signals

(and smaller singular values) can be removed prior to attempting an inversion. Substituting Equa-

tion (2.3.44) into (2.3.37) gives:

φH = ∑
i

σB,iA
†
λt

uB,ivB,i (2.3.46)

A†
λt

can be determined for each equation i either using Tikhonov regularisation and the regularisation

parameter λi. The solution to Equation (2.3.46) is obtained by solving a two step problem. Initially, a

system of linear equations for each equation is solved:

uB,i = Aγi (2.3.47)

whose solution is obtained by:

γi = A†
λt

uB,i (2.3.48)

i.e., a traditional Tikhonov inverse is applied to uB,i, the spatial basis vector, rather than the body
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surface potentials. Finally, the inverse solution is given by:

φH = ∑
i

σB,iγivB,i (2.3.49)

2.3.6 Regularisation Parameter Estimation

It has been shown that the degree of regularisation (i.e., the value of λt) is critical to the accuracy

of an inverse solution (Hansen, 1998). When regularisation is too high, over-damped solutions are

produced, while insufficient regularisation results in overly noisy solutions. The most commonly

accepted methods for determining the regularisation parameter test several values and pick one based

on some criterion (Golub et al., 1979; Johnston and Gulrajani, 1997; Colli-Franzone et al., 1985;

Hansen and O’Leary, 1993).

Figure 2.11: The L-curve is a log-log plot of the residual norm, log ‖ Aφ̂H − φB ‖2, against the
regularisation norm, log ‖ Rφ̂H ‖2. The corner of the “L” strikes a balance between the residual of

the solution and the regularisation norm.

One of the most common approaches is the L-Curve method (Cheng et al., 2003a; Modre et al., 2003;

Sapp et al., 2012), developed by Hansen and O’Leary (1993). With this method, a log-log scale plot

is created of the regularisation objective function (RφH) against the corresponding residual objective

function (AφH − φB) for all valid regularisation parameters (λt). When uncorrelated Gaussian noise

in the body surface potentials dominates correlated geometric noise, the plot takes on a characteristic

L-shape, as illustrated in Figure 2.11. The optimal value for λt is then defined as the corner of this

L-curve, or the point of maximum curvature, as this point will provide a balance between the residual
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norm and the regularisation. However, the introduction of high quality recording systems has lead

to body surface potentials with low levels of Gaussian noise, resulting in flatter curves often with no

definitive point of highest curvature.

The Composite REsidual and Smoothing Operator (CRESO) criterion, proposed by Colli-Franzone

et al. (1985) does not suffer from this limitation. This method finds the regularisation parameter

that maximises the difference between the derivative of the smoothing term and the derivative of the

residual term. That is, the smallest value of λ 2
t which produces the relative maximum of:

C(λt) =‖ φH ‖2
2 +2λ

2
t

d
dλt
‖ φH ‖2

2 (2.3.50)

where the function C(λt) is the derivative of the function:

B(λt) = λ
2
t ‖ φH ‖2

2 − ‖ AφH −φB ‖2
2 (2.3.51)

This method is commonly used in the literature (Shahidi et al., 1994; Wang and Rudy, 2006; Zhang

et al., 2012) and has shown improvements over the L-curve method in the presence of both geometric

and measurement noise (Johnston and Gulrajani, 1997).

2.4 Previous Validation Studies

Although forward and inverse problems are based on mathematically sound formulations, it is neces-

sary to validate existing solution methods before noninvasive electrical imaging can be used routinely

in a clinical setting. Numerous studies have been conducted to assess the accuracy and sensitivity

of both forward and inverse solutions, and most of these of these have been based on computational

simulations. Eccentric sphere models (Bayley and Berry, 1962; Rudy et al., 1979; Rudy and Plon-

sey, 1980) and anatomically realistic models (Oster et al., 1998; Burnes et al., 2000) have provided

a framework for initial validation of different numerical methods and inverse algorithms. This has

further lead to the development of several fundamental hypotheses about the effect on solution accu-

racy of torso geometry and conductivity (Buist et al., 2005; Klepfer et al., 1997; Messinger-Rapport

and Rudy, 1990), as well as other data uncertainties (Cheng et al., 2003a). However, the capacity of

computational methods to replicate in-vivo conditions is limited.

Physical analogues have helped investigators to better understand the relationship between the cardiac

source, and resulting potentials and currents within the torso volume conductor (Burger and Van
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Milaan, 1947; Nagata, 1970). These models typically consist of a human torso shaped tank, filled

with an electrolyte solution. A typical example is shown in Figure 2.12. A perfused, beating heart

is suspended in the tank; epicardial potentials are recorded using a multi-electrode “sock” or cage,

and “body surface” potentials with electrodes fixed to the inner surface of the tank. These “hybrid”

tank models afford better access to the heart and much greater flexibility of experimental design than

live animal models. They have been used to: evaluate inverse methods directly (Soucy et al., 1989;

Oster et al., 1994; Rudy and Taccardi, 1997); investigate the significance of inhomogeneities (Burger

and Van Milaan, 1948; Grayzel and Lizzi, 1967, 1969); and determine the sensitivity of forward and

inverse solutions to heart location (MacLeod et al., 2000), pacing protocols and various pathologies

(MacLeod et al., 1995b; Lux et al., 1999; MacLeod et al., 2001; Burnes et al., 2001). While these

models can demonstrate the efficacy of different inverse algorithms, it must be kept in mind that torso

tank models are an incomplete representation of the real situation.

Figure 2.12: (A) Schematic of a torso tank experimental set up, reproduced from Macleod and Brooks
(2000). (B) The torso tank of the Cardiovascular and Research Training Institute, University of Utah,

used to collect simultaneous epicardial and “body surface” potentials.

The target application of noninvasive imaging is the diagnosis and analysis of cardiac arrhythmias

in humans, and to that end, validation in animal or human models is essential. Some of the earliest

in-vivo validation studies were conducted by Barr and colleagues using both chimpanzees (Spach

et al., 1977) and dogs (Barr et al., 1977; Ramsey et al., 1977). Epicardial and body surface potentials

were recorded and corresponding electrode locations obtained. While the data produced from this

breakthrough model has been used in other validation studies (Stanley et al., 1986), the findings have

had relatively limited attention; Scopus analysis indicates only 7 citations of Ramsey et al. (1977),

and 25 of Stanley et al. (1986). This is perhaps because, compared to the standards of today, these

studies lacked in both spatial and temporal resolution. The geometric acquisition techniques were

prone to error, and models consisted of only the electrode locations. Furthermore, due to the limited

number of channels available, potentials were recorded sequentially, and subsequently combined. For
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the next 20 years, most investigations made use of the torso tank model (Nagata, 1970) to assess the

accuracy of ECG imaging techniques. Only relatively recently have other in-vivo animal models

been developed. Nash and colleagues used closed-chest anaesthetised pigs to record body surface

and epicardial potentials simultaneously in normal and ischaemic hearts (Nash et al., 2000a, 2002,

2003), demonstrating the repeatability of recordings between subjects, and the relationship between

pathology and the resulting potential fields. While an initial investigation of inverse model accuracy

was performed (Bradley et al., 2000a; Nash et al., 2000b), a complete analysis was never reported.

Simultaneous recordings of torso and transmural ventricular potentials have also been obtained in

rabbits and dogs, with geometries obtained by Ultra Fast CT several days prior to experiments (Zhang

et al., 2004; Han et al., 2010). Using these data, the accuracy of several different activation time-

based inverse algorithms has been assessed in normal hearts (Zhang et al., 2004, 2005; Han et al.,

2008) and during nor-epinephrine induced focal VT (Han et al., 2010, 2011, 2012). More recently,

this group has also used pig models (Liu et al., 2008, 2011). Cardiac potentials were recorded on

the endocardial surface only, while cardiac and torso geometries reconstructed initially using the

endocardial mapping system were subsequently fused with MR images of the torso. In general, these

studies demonstrate qualitative correspondence between measured and predicted activation patterns,

and reasonable localisation of focal sources (<12 mm), a typical example of which is presented in

Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: A typical example of an in-vivo validation study. Comparison between a measured and
reconstructed activation sequence for a nonsustained norepinephrine induced monomorphic VT beat,
indicated in corresponding ECG Lead II in a canine model. In the leftmost columns epicardial (left)
and endocardial (right) surfaces are displayed and horizontal sections through the heart are shown
in the rightmost columns, arranged from base to apex. The pacing site and the estimated initial site
of activation are marked by a black asterisk and a black spot respectively (with a purple arrow in the

right column). Adapted with permission from (Han et al., 2012).
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Validation of inverse mapping in the clinical setting is exceedingly challenging. In particular, it has

not been possible to obtain simultaneous recordings of body surface potentials and cardiac poten-

tials with high spatial resolution in closed chest subjects. Small arrays of cardiac electrodes (Budgett

et al., 1993; Ghanem et al., 2005) have been used in the past. Alternatively, epicardial potentials

recorded during open heart surgery have been combined with previously recorded body surface po-

tentials (Shahidi et al., 1994). These studies report only an approximate agreement between the re-

constructed and recorded epicardial potentials with CC between potential maps averaging ∼0.3 over

the QRS complex. Clinical validation has also been performed using endocardial surface mapping

(Modre et al., 2002, 2004; Fischer et al., 2005; Berger et al., 2006; Tilg et al., 2002; Modre et al.,

2003) and point-by-point epicardial mapping (Sapp et al., 2012). In the former, simulated activa-

tion sites were localised to within 15 mm of measured locations for patients with various pathologies

(Figure 2.14), but geometric inaccuracies and imprecise body surface electrode locations limited the

usefulness of the epicardial mapping study. Finally, several empirical studies have also been reported

in which predicted epicardial activation sequences have been compared with endocardial mapping

data (MacLeod et al., 1995a; Wang et al., 2011) or a priori information (Sands et al., 2001; Cheng

et al., 2002; Ramanathan et al., 2004, 2006).

Figure 2.14: Noninvasive ventricular activation map as computed by NICE in a patient with WPW
syndrome. The location of earliest activation as defined by noninvasive imaging is indicated in red.
The ablation points are denoted by grey markers, and the location of successful ablation is given by
a purple marker, indicating the ventricular insertion site of the accessory pathway. Upper row shows
activation during normal AV conduction, lower row shows activation during adenosine-induced AV
block. Head icons indicate point of view. Red and blue indicate early and late electrical activation
respectively (see colour bars with activation times in ms). Adapted with permission from (Berger

et al., 2006).
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In summary, previous studies have shown promising results. They have demonstrated the efficacy of

different inverse algorithms, and have led to the development of useful modelling techniques and fun-

damental hypotheses on the sensitivity of inverse reconstructions to torso inhomogeneities, geometric

error and signal noise. However, validation studies using a complete in-vivo experimental data set

have been limited. In order for clinicians to accept inverse mapping as a standard procedure, its merit

must be demonstrated by proving that inverse results are accurate and robust.



Chapter 3

Experimental Models

This chapter presents the experimental protocol used to acquire data sets with simultaneously recorded

body surface and cardiac potentials, and corresponding information on torso anatomy and 3D elec-

trode locations. Described are the surgical preparations for mapping the body surface, epicardium

and LV endocardium in-vivo (Section 3.1.2) as well as the methods for the induction of acute my-

ocardial ischaemia (Section 3.1.3). High-density electrical recordings were obtained on the epicar-

dial, endocardial and body surfaces (Section 3.2), with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and a

multi-axis FARO arm laser scanner used to characterise torso anatomy and 3D electrode locations

(Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

The experimental design described is used in Chapter 5 for the direct validation of the forward prob-

lem, and in Chapter 6 to quantify the ability of inverse algorithms to identify focal origins of arrhyth-

mias and their activation pathways. The inclusion of an ischaemic model allowed further validation of

these inverse methods with more complex cardiac rhythms, and their clinical utility could be assessed

(Chapter 7).

3.1 Surgical Preparations

The experimental electrical mapping protocol used in this thesis builds upon the protocol used by

Nash et al. (2000a, 2002). All surgical procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of

The University of Auckland and conform to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals

37
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(NIH publication No. 85-23). Electrical mapping of the heart and body surface were performed in

vivo on a total of six pigs (control and two including cardiac ischaemia) weighing 30-45 kg

3.1.1 Experimental Model

The objective of this work was to determine if body surface potential measurements can be used

to supplement endocardial mapping and improve clinical therapies. Thus large animal models were

used to provide important preclinical proof of concept for procedures. Interspecies differences in

anatomy and physiology need to be taken into account when translating animal models to human

therapy (Abarbanell et al., 2010). The cardiac anatomy of pigs is similar to humans and pigs are often

used as experimental models of cardiac function and pathology, particularly relating to ischaemic

heart disease. Pigs also provide the dimensions and skin contact properties for body surface potential

measurements that, while not identical, are comparable to those of the human.

The inclusion of ischaemia in the experimental model meant the clinical utility of the inverse map-

ping approach could be better assessed. Porcine models are characterised by predictable infarct sizes

that closely mimic human ischaemic cardiomyopathy (van der Velden et al., 2004; Gorman III et al.,

1998). For a chronic infarct, pigs grow too large to handle and study in the available laboratory

environment during the time required for an infarct to become a healed scar. However, in myocar-

dial ischaemia the reduced perfusion to the myocardial tissue creates an altered electrophysiological

substrate that is highly arrhythmogenic (Harris et al., 1954; Carmeliet, 1999). During these arrhyth-

mias, propagation of the cardiac impulse occurs in multiple circus movements with reentrant patterns

similar to those seen in chronic myocardial infarction (Wit and Janse, 1992; Dillon et al., 1988).

Therefore, a porcine model of acute myocardial ischaemia was also developed, induced by coronary

artery ligation.

3.1.2 Electrical Mapping Protocol

Animals were anaesthetised initially with Tiletamine (50mg/mL) and Zolesepam (50mg/mL) and

maintained with vapourised isoflurane (1-5%) in oxygen using positive pressure ventilation. Limb

leads were attached to the extremities to monitor electrical activity and the femoral artery was cannu-

lated to monitor arterial pressure. Anaesthetic level and physiological state were monitored through

eye reflexes, blood pressure, heart rate and end-tidal CO2 measurements. Access to the LV was
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through 8 or 10 F sheaths inserted into either femoral or internal carotid artery, while access to the

RV was via either femoral or external jugular vein.

Once a suitable anaesthesia level was reached, the heart was exposed via a mid-line sternotomy fol-

lowed by a thoracotomy. The pericardium was opened and sutures attached to the cut edges were used

to form a sling that supported the heart in its normal position near the chest wall. An elastic “sock”

containing 239 unipolar silver electrodes (inter-electrode spacing 5-10 mm) was pulled over the ven-

tricles (see Section 3.2.2 and Figure 3.2). The chest was sutured closed and sealed tightly around the

“sock” electrode leads. Negative pressure was applied to two chest drains to expel air from the chest,

and allow the lungs to inflate fully.

Body surface potentials were recorded using 19 flexible electrode strips (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The

Netherlands) containing a total of 184 integrated carbon electrodes (see Section 3.2.1 and Figure 3.1).

These were attached across the chest and back in a regular pattern using adhesive tape. An electrode

gel was used to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio.

A non-contact multielectrode balloon array was employed for LV endocardial potential mapping (En-

Site 3000, Endocardial Solutions Inc., St. Paul, MN, USA). The geometry of the LV endocardium

was constructed within the mapping system using a roving catheter (see Section 3.2.3). The endocar-

dial balloon array was connected to the EnSite mapping system, the “sock” electrodes to a separate

448 channel acquisition system (UnEmap, Uniservices, Auckland, NZ) and the body surface strips to

another separate ActiveTwo acquisition system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Details of

each mapping system is provided in Section 3.2.

Endocardial, epicardial and body surface potentials were simultaneously recorded at a 2 kHz sam-

pling rate i) in sinus rhythm, and ii) during pacing from multiple LV and RV sites, both endo- and

epicardially. Pacing rates were set just above that of sinus rhythm, typically a basic cycle length of

350 to 450 ms (approximately 130-170 beats per minute). Pacing was achieved on the epicardium

through the “sock” electrodes with a stimulus current strength of 0.1-0.5 mA, and on the endocardium

of both RV and LV through roving pacing leads with stimulus current strength of 4-8 mA. RV and LV

endocardial pacing leads were positioned using fluoroscopy via the external jugular vein and internal

carotid artery respectively. Pacing sites on both surfaces were chosen to obtain as wide a variety of

locations over the heart as time allowed.
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At the completion of the experiments, heparin (100 IU/kg) was administered intravenously and the

heart was arrested by injection of 15% potassium citrate into the LV while the aorta was cross-

clamped. Magnetic resonance (MR) images were obtained post-mortem (see Section 3.3). The chest

was reopened, the heart excised with the “sock” in place, rinsed and immersed in chilled 0.9% saline

solution. Hearts were fixed by perfusing 3% formalin in phosphate buffer through the coronary cir-

culation. After approximately 1 hour, a 3D scan of the fixed heart and “sock” was obtained with

a multi-axis mechanical digitising arm (FARO Technologies, Lake Mary, FL), further described in

Section 3.4.

3.1.3 Surgical Preparation for Acute Myocardial Ischaemia

All surgical procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Auck-

land. Ischaemia was induced in 30-45 kg pigs by permanent ligation of a proximal diagonal branch

of the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery.

Animals underwent the surgical procedures outlined in Section 3.1.2. Following placement of the

electrode “sock” over the ventricles, a suture was placed loosely around the first or second diagonal

branch of the LAD, allowing the artery to be occluded after closing the chest. The chest was sutured

closed and sealed tightly around the suture ligature along with the “sock” electrode leads and two

chest drains. The mapping protocol was first performed in the normal heart. Subsequently, the ligature

was tightened, occluding the coronary artery and inducing ischaemia. After ligation, endocardial,

epicardial and body surface potentials were again recorded in: i) sinus rhythm, and ii) during pacing

from multiple LV and RV sites, both endo- and epicardially. As with the normal mapping study,

pacing rates were set just above that of sinus rhythm, typically a basic cycle length of 350 to 450

ms. The standard pacing protocols resulted in the induction of ventricular tachycardia (VT) in both

animals, one from an RV basal epicardial stimulus site and the other a LV apical endocardial stimulus

site.

Anti-arrhythmic drugs were administered intravenously to prevent and reverse ischaemia-induced ar-

rhythmias. The regiment consisted of lignocaine initially administered in a loading dose of 0.02 mg/kg

body weight over 2 minutes, followed by 0.4-0.8 mg per minute as required. Dopamine was also ad-

ministered as required to maintain an inotropic state. At the completion of each experiment, the

animals underwent the same procedures outlined in Section 3.1.2 for cardiac arrest and imaging.
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3.2 Electrical Mapping Systems

Three separate mapping systems were used to record potentials from the body surface, epicardium and

endocardium simultaneously at a sampling frequency of 2048 Hz and band-limited (0.05-1500 Hz).

To temporally align the potentials recorded on the UnEmap, BioSemi and EnSite mapping systems,

an external stimulator (Grass SD9 Square Pulse Stimulator, Grass Technologies, West Warwick, RI,

USA) was used to generate a short series of square pulses 2 ms in duration, that were simultaneously

recorded on all three systems. The maximum derivative of these pulses was then matched between

the three systems and the appropriate time-component offset noted. Further details of the signal

processing techniques used are given in Section 3.2.4. The following describes each of the mapping

systems used in detail.

3.2.1 Body Surface Electrode Strips

Electrical mapping of the body surface was performed using the BioSemi ActiveTwo system (BioSemi,

Amsterdam, Netherlands). Potentials were measured directly from the body surface using strips with

8 or 12 carbon electrodes, with 45 mm and 30 mm inter-electrode spacing respectively. The strips

were made of a flexible silicone, minimising constraint on the torso during respiration. Several pre-

cautions were taken to maximise electrode contact with the skin, prevent movement, and increase

the signal-to-noise ratio. These included cleaning, shaving and swabbing the skin of each animal

with alcohol, attaching adhesive rings around each electrode, with further adhesive tape and Velcro

strips used to hold the electrode strips in place around the torso. Vitamin E oil capsules were used

to mark the locations of some of the body surface electrodes, as these appear opaque in MR images

(Figure 3.1A).

Carbon wires connect electrodes to a pre-amplifier at the end of each strip. Each panel of four strips

was connected to an amplifier system, that was fibre optically connected to a computer workstation.

The pre-amplifier minimises interference pick up from the connection cable between each panel and

the amplifier. Four body surface ECG leads, an active common-mode sense (CMS) electrode and a

passive Driven Right Leg (DRL) electrode were also fed into amplifier. All signals were referenced

using the CMS and DRL electrode. These formed a feedback loop, clamping the average body surface

potential as close as possible to zero, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio.
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As body surface potentials provide the input signals for the electrocardiographic inverse solution, it

is important that the electrode array has sufficient density and coverage to represent adequately the

entire body surface potential distribution. There have been few studies conducted to optimise the

number and arrangement of body surface electrodes based on the spatial redundancy (Barr et al.,

1971; Lux et al., 1978) and gradients (Usui and Araki, 1990; Messinger-Rapport and Rudy, 1990) of

body surface potential maps. Analysis of the transfer matrix has also been performed, determining

the body surface locations that have the greatest impact on an inverse solution, and hence are likely

to contain the most information about the cardiac source (Dössel et al., 1998; Hintermüller et al.,

2004). The prevailing consensus of these studies was that body surface locations near the heart, that

is primarily the central left on the chest, and also on the back contain the richest sources of relevant

data. The layout of the electrode strips used for each study is presented in Figure 3.1B.

A B

Figure 3.1: (A) Flexible silicone electrode strips attached with adhesive tape across half of the back
of one pig with 12 vitamin E markers in place. (B) Layout of electrode strips on the chest (left) and
back (right). To the chest, 8 strips were attached each containing 12 integrated carbon electrodes, and
to the back 8 strips were attached each containing 8 electrodes. An extra 3 strips (not shown) were
also attached to the sides of the animal (2 on the left, 1 on the right), each containing 8 electrodes.

3.2.2 UnEmap and Epicardial Sock

A custom-made multi-electrode “sock” was used to acquire high spatial resolution extracellular po-

tentials directly from the epicardial ventricular surface (Figure 3.2). The “sock” consisted of an elastic

mesh with 239 silver wire electrodes attached at an inter-electrode spacing of 5-10 mm. Each wire

was encapsulated with a protective veneer except for the last 2-3 mm. The exposed wire was tied to

the “sock” through small silicone baubles, producing a unipolar electrode. The “sock” was divided

into quadrants, each contained 59 to 64 electrodes. The wires extending from each of the quadrants

were woven together to form a cable. Each cable was connected to the UnEmap mapping system
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(Uniservices, Auckland, NZ), that was controlled from a computer workstation.

The recorded “sock” potentials were referenced to a needle electrode, inserted under the skin in the

same location as the CMS electrode from the BioSemi system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands).

Epicardial pacing was achieved by brief injection of current through any single electrode. The return

electrode for the stimulus was a needle inserted into the left shoulder for each study. Coloured beads

were used to mark the locations of some of the “sock” electrodes. These were manually identified in

FARO arm scans of the perfusion fixed and exercised heart (see Section 4.3.2). Vitamin E markers

were also attached in order to define the location of the “sock” in both FARO arm scans and MR

images.

Figure 3.2: In-situ heart with elastic “sock” consisting of 239 electrode discs and five vitamin E
markers (three visible). This pig did not undergo ischaemia.

3.2.3 Endocardial Mapping Array

An EnSite 3000 mapping array (Endocardial Solutions Inc., St. Paul, MN, USA) was used to map

the electrical activity of the LV endocardium. Potentials were recorded within the ventricular cavity

using a 9F (3 mm diameter) catheter-mounted 64-electrode balloon array (Gornick et al., 1999). The

array was comprised of a saline inflatable balloon with wires woven around it (Figure 3.3). Each wire

had a single 0.6 mm exposure on the protective veneer, producing a unipolar electrode.
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The array was connected to an amplifier system, that was controlled from a computer workstation. In

real time, recordings were used as inputs in a high order boundary-element inverse model to calculate

electrograms and activation maps at up to 3360 points on the endocardial surface. A channel from a

roaming catheter in the LV and four body surface ECG leads were also fed into the amplifier. The

noncontact array catheter was deployed through a retrograde aortic approach over a J-tipped guide

wire to the LV apex. The guide wire was withdrawn once the array pigtail was localised in the LV

apex and the balloon inflated (Figure 3.3).

A B

Figure 3.3: (A) EnSite 3000 noncontact multielectrode array and (B) Anterior fluoroscope image
showing a fully inflated noncontact mapping array deployed in the LV.

In order to make physiological sense of the recorded electrograms, an accurate endocardial surface

was required. A roving catheter was drawn across the LV cavity, creating a cloud of points defining

the endocardial surface. The catheters was localised with respect to the noncontact array by passing a

low current signal between the catheter and the proximal and distal ring electrodes in the noncontact

array alternately. To counteract wall movements, sampling was gated to 6 ms before the QRS of the

ECG and stray points were removed post-hoc. A smooth surface was formed using the remaining

data point cloud that the noncontact electrograms are then projected onto (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: EnSite 3000 view of reconstructed activation times on an endocardial surface. Anterior
(left) and ventral (right) views of the LV endocardium. The scalable colour bar is shown representing

activation times derived from the recorded electrograms.
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3.2.4 Signal Processing and Beat Detection

Motion artefacts, such as through respiratory or cardiac motion, often manifest in signals as a slow

drift in the baseline. Power supply interference (50 Hz) is also often present in signals. The standard

pre-processing of cardiac electrograms and body surface potentials consisted of gain adjusting each

channel, applying a 50 Hz notch filter, and adjusting the baseline of the beats of interest. For paced

beats, the isoelectric potential was defined 1 ms before onset of the pacing stimulus, and 3 ms before

QRS onset for normal sinus rhythm.

Automatic detection of local activation in recorded beats was necessary for the efficient and accurate

processing of both electrogram and ECG data. Traditionally, deviations from the baseline or intercept

of maximum slope have been used to define the QRS complex. These approaches were discarded due

to their sensitivity to noise and their inability to select start and end points in the presence of wandering

baselines. Here, the aggregate behaviour from all recorded signals was used by first calculating the

RMS voltage

VRMS =

√√√√√ N
∑

i=1
φ 2

i (t)

N
(3.2.1)

where φi is the potential for electrode i at a single time instant (t), for a total N electrodes. The

curvature of VRMS was then calculated using the relationship (Fuller et al., 2000)

Curv(t) =
|d2VRMS|

dt2

(1+(dVRMS
dt )2)

3
2

(3.2.2)

Curvature is a unitless quantity with peaks representing significant deviations in the VRMS waveform.

Ventricular activation was therefore likely to coincide with the first major peak and termination with

the final (Punske et al., 2003). The time range to measure the activation sequence for a particular

sinus rhythm beat could be automatically determined.

During pacing, the injection of current leaves an electrical artefact in the form of a notch with mag-

nitude a function of the inverse square of the distance from the recording site to the pacing electrode.

Curvature of the pacing spike was significantly larger than the QRS, meaning it could be reliably de-
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fined. Pacing capture was then defined when a curvature peak was measured subsequent to the pacing

artefact.

3.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) was used to obtain high-resolution images of the torso and

heart anatomy noninvasively. MRI exploits the high percentage of water, and hence hydrogen nuclei,

contained within soft tissues (Pykett, 1982; Hendee and Morgan, 1984). When a large magnetic field

is applied, hydrogen protons align with, or opposed to the direction of this field creating a weak yet

detectable magnetisation. Different tissue types (e.g., skeletal muscle, fat, bone) produce different

field strengths proportional to the percentage of hydrogen atoms within the tissue. Images are formed

by manipulating this quantum property, known as spin angular momentum.

After an initial radio frequency pulse, two relaxation times defining the way protons return to their

resting states can be measured. Longitudinal relaxation time (T1) describes the time for longitudinal

magnetisation to return to normal and transverse relaxation time (T2) measures the time for transverse

relaxation, or loss of phase coherence. Location information from the measured frequencies can

be deciphered using a Fourier transform of the net magnetisation with respect to the magnetic field

gradients. The processed image reflects the varying rates at which protons in different tissue types

return to equilibrium.

Figure 3.5: (A) T1- and (B) T2-weighted post-mortem MRI scans from P08 using a 3T MRI Scan-
ner. Grey rectangle surround the torso identify body surface electrode strips and white spheres the
location of Vitamin E markers (six visible on the torso, one on the epicardium in T2-weighted scan).
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All scans were acquired using a 3T Siemens Magnetom Skyra MRI Scanner (Erlangen, Germany),

XQ gradients 45 mT/m peak amplitude with a slew rate of 200 mT/m/ms. MRI images were obtained

post-mortem with the lungs inflated, and body surface electrode strips and heart “sock” in place. The

torso of each animal was scanned using T1-weighted scans with a typical TR/TE of 650 ms/9.5 ms

(Figure 3.5A). Axial slices 4.0 mm thick were acquired with 2 averages at a resolution ranging be-

tween 1.0 × 1.0 mm2 and 1.4 × 1.4 mm2 from animal to animal. The heart of each animal was

also scanned using T2-weighted axial scans with a typical TR/TE of 3380 ms/100 ms. Slices 2.0 mm

thick were acquired with 4 averages at a resolution of 0.6 × 0.6 mm2 (Figure 3.5B). The typical

image stack dimensions were 200 slices at 360 × 320 mm2 for T1-weighted scans and 165 slices at

320 × 260 mm2 for T2-weighted scans, but varied from animal to animal depending on size.

While MR images provided the basis for the anatomical reconstructions required for forward and

inverse calculations, further manipulation was required before this geometry was available for com-

putations, described in detail in Chapter 4.

3.3.1 Comparison of In-vivo and Post-Mortem MRI

Static models of the thorax with the heart in diastole are commonly used for forward and inverse

models. Previous investigations have shown cardiac deformation has no significant effect on forward

or inverse solutions during the QRS complex, when compared to static models (Hyttinen et al., 2000;

Buist et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2008; Prakosa et al., 2010; Keller et al., 2011). The QRS complex

corresponds to the period immediately before and during isovolumetric ventricular contraction, and

thus the epicardium is relatively invariant during this time.

In this thesis, the post-mortem torso, and in particular heart anatomy, were used to approximate their

in-vivo states during the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle. While live scans have clear advantages in

terms of anatomical accuracy, they pose several problems, including: motion and pulsation artefacts

in the acquired data, limited scan time (and therefore limited resolution and/or limited signal-to-

noise ratio), and stress to the animal. Post-mortem imaging gives the advantage of higher available

resolution when there is no concern for cardiac motion artefacts during scanning. As the forward and

inverse problems explicitly rely upon anatomical accuracy (Hyttinen et al., 2000; Buist et al., 2005;

Jiang et al., 2008; Prakosa et al., 2010; Keller et al., 2011), a comparative study was performed to

assess whether in-vivo and post-mortem MRI scans were equivalent.
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In one pig, diastole-gated live MRI scans were performed, followed by an identical scan approxi-

mately 5 minutes post-mortem. As MRI scans for the other experimental data were typically per-

formed 20-30 minutes post-mortem, a second post-mortem scan was acquired approximately 60 min-

utes after the heart was arrested. For each scan, axial slices were acquired through the heart, 8.0 mm

thick at a resolution of 1.0× 1.0 mm2 with 2 averages using T1-weighting and a TR/TE of 8.6 ms/4.0

ms. The image stack consisted of 15 slices with a 500 mm × 500 mm field of view. The live scan

was performed with the lungs inflated and ventilation switched off. Scanning was gated to the ECG

to ensure the heart was in diastole.

A data point cloud relating to the epicardial surfaces was manually digitised from each MR image

stack using the Zinc digitiser tool (Auckland Bioengineering Institute, Auckland, NZ). A generic

finite element epicardial surface mesh was fitted to each data point cloud using the linear fitting

procedure described in Section 4.1.2. The root-mean-square (RMS) error between the data point

clouds and their orthogonal projections onto the fitted surface mesh was 1.5 mm for the live mesh,

1.2 mm for the 5 minute post-mortem mesh and 1.4 mm for the 60 minute post-mortem mesh.

Table 3.1: Mean distance (mm), E(S1,S2), between the in-vivo and two post-mortem epicardial
meshes. There was no significant difference between any of the geometric states (p-value = 0.32).

S1
In-vivo 5 mins Post-Mortem 60 mins Post Mortem

In-vivo - 0.9±0.9 1.3±0.8
S2 5 mins Post-Mortem 1.3±1.0 - 1.0±0.9

60 mins Post Mortem 1.3±1.0 1.3±0.8 -

A global error metric was adapted from Cignoni et al. (1998) to measure the geometric “difference”

between the three epicardial meshes. The difference between two meshes was evaluated on the basis

of the approximate distance between corresponding sections of the mesh. That is, given a node n on a

surface mesh S1 and a second surface mesh S2, the distance e(n,S2) is the RMS error (mm) between

n and its orthogonal projection onto surface S2. Thus, the mean distance between two surface meshes

was defined as

E(S1,S2) =
∑

N
i=1 e(ni,S2)

N
(3.3.1)

where N is the number of nodes on surface mesh S1. Note that the mean distance is not symmetric

and there exist surface meshes such that E(S1,S2) 6= E(S2,S1). Table 3.1 presents the mean distance

between each of the three epicardial surfaces, with no significant difference in values for any of the
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three meshes (p-value = 0.32). Furthermore, the mean distances were within the margin of error of

epicardial mesh fitting (RMS error ≤1.5 mm). It was therefore concluded that the 3D torso anatomy

was represented with appropriate fidelity during the QRS complex by the post-mortem geometry.

3.4 Multi-Axis Faro Arm Laser Scanner

A multi-axis laser arm scanner was used to capture 3D data point clouds of the excised and perfusion

fixed heart with the electrode “sock” in place. The system used for imaging was the FARO Laser

Line Probe attachment for the Faro Arm (FARO Technologies, Lake Mary, FL, USA). Laser radiation

was emitted onto the “sock” from a hand held scanner (Takatsuji et al., 1999), that was mounted to

a multi-joint arm allowing a full range of motion within a 1.8-3.7 m spherical working space. The

system was programmed to localise electrodes and Vitamin E markers painted matte white, which

does not absorb light and is highly efficient at reflecting light it receives (Figure 3.6A). The angle and

wavelength of the light reflected was received as an analogue signal by the scanner, and was digitised

by an analogue-to-digital converter mounted to a PC (Figure 3.6B).

A B

Figure 3.6: (A) The excised and perfusion-fixed heart mounted on a stage and (B) the corresponding
FARO arm laser scanned image. Electrodes locations were defined as the centre of each small white
bauble, through which the electrode wires were attached. Marker locations were defined as the centre

of each Vitamin E capsule.

Software designed by FARO technologies uses the position and orientation of the scanner relative to

the base of the arm to calculate a 3D data point cloud representing the remote target with an accuracy

of ±0.035 mm. The 3D electrode and marker locations were manually digitised from the FARO

data point cloud. Electrode locations were defined as the centre data point of each white bauble,

and marker locations were defined as the centre of each capsule using the mean coordinates of the
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data points representing their surface. Mapping of the electrode and marker locations onto the MRI

coordinate system is described in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4.

3.5 Summary of Experiments

Table 3.2 presents a summary of the studies performed. In total, electrical mapping was performed

on 6 normal pigs (2 with acute cardiac ischaemia induced). Control indicates recordings were taken

in normal hearts, and ischaemic indicates recordings were taken after ischaemia was induced by

coronary artery ligation. P10 was a small pig with a small heart, resulting in extremely poor quality

recordings from the electrode “sock”. Consequently this study was not included in the analysis. Post-

mortem MRI and ex-vivo laser arm scans were performed for all studies.

Table 3.2: Summary of studies performed. One study was not included in the analysis due to poor
quality recordings†.

Name Type Animal Size (kg) Live MRI

P06 Control Pig 42.0 ×
P07 Control Pig 40.8 ×
P08 Control/Ischaemic Pig 41.2 ×
P10† Control Pig 33.0 ×
P12 Control Pig 38.0 X
P14 Control/ Ischaemic Pig 41.3 ×

A summary of the mapping systems, pacing protocols and initial electrophysiological observations

are presented in Table 3.3. For all studies, 30 electrodes (16%) from the body surface strips were

permanently non-functional. Additionally, typically less than 5% of “sock” electrodes and 8% of

body surface electrodes were discarded as they did not function or exhibited no signal due to poor

contact (immediately evident by visual inspection). Prior to each study, checks for faults in the

electrodes and mapping systems were performed, and an assessment of the signal noise was made for

both body surface strips and “sock” in the surgical theatre by recording generated pacing spikes in a

saline solution.

Pacing sites were chosen to widely cover the surfaces of both the epicardium, and the RV and LV

endocardium. The pericardial sac had fused to the epicardial wall in P12, presumably because of

a prior infection. The electrode “sock” was therefore placed over the pericardium and epicardial
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pacing could not be successfully induced. VT was not inducible in any of the non-ischaemic hearts.

Sustained VT was induced in both ischaemic hearts.

Table 3.3: Summary of pacing protocols and experimental electrophysiological observations for
each study. Permanently non-functional electrodes were excluded from BioSemi channel totals†.

ID Functional “Sock” Functional BioSemi Epi. Pacing Endo. Pacing VT
Channels (#/Total) Channels (#/Total†) Sites Sites Induced

P06 228/239 (95%) 136 /154 (88%) 10 4 ×
P07 226/239 (95%) 128 /154 (83%) 5 6 ×
P08 225/239 (94%) 145 /154 (94%) 4 - X
P12 225/239 (94%) 141 /154 (92%) - 12 ×
P14 217/239 (91%) 146 /154 (95%) 10 10 X





Chapter 4

Customisation of Volume Conductor

Models

Previous studies have consistently shown that the accuracy of both simulated body surface potentials

and reconstructed epicardial potential distributions are reliant on the geometric descriptions of the

torso volume conductor. Significant errors are introduced in the models with minor displacements in

the position, or shape, of the heart or body surface (Messinger-Rapport and Rudy, 1990; MacLeod

et al., 2000; Cheng et al., 2003b; Liu et al., 2006), and with the use of generic over subject-specific

geometries (Walker and Kilpatrick, 1987; van Oosterom and Huiskamp, 1989; Jamison et al., 2010;

Lenkova et al., 2012). Further error can also be introduced through the exclusion of inhomogeneous

electrical properties (Stanley et al., 1986; Klepfer et al., 1997; Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001a,b; Keller

et al., 2010).

Traditionally, anatomically accurate models are obtained from either MRI or computed tomography

(CT) scans. Clouds of data points representing the surfaces of interest are extracted from these images

and used to create subject-specific models. In this thesis, high-order Hermite finite element meshes

are fitted to data clouds of each surface, which are then coupled together to form experiment-specific

volume conductor models. The models include a number of torso inhomogeneities, namely the epi-

cardium, lungs, skeletal muscle layer and subcutaneous fat layer. The boundary element method

is used for isotropic and homogeneous regions (e.g., the lungs and the torso cavity), and the finite

element method is used for the anisotropic inhomogeneous regions (e.g., the skeletal muscle). De-

scribed are the mesh fitting methods (Section 4.1), as well as the the results of creating each complete

53
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experiment-specific torso volume conductor model (Section 4.2), and the localisation and mapping of

recording electrodes to the geometric models (Section 4.3).

4.1 Geometric Fitting Methods

The geometric fitting methods used are a well known variant of the iterative closest point algorithm.

There are several versions available for fitting 3D geometric models (Rusinkiewicz and Levoy, 2001)

and their implementation here includes a Sobolev smoothing constraint to avoid excessive wrinkling

in the mesh and to account for sparse or scattered data. These methods have previously been demon-

strated in fitting bicubic-Hermite surface meshes to the human torso (Bradley et al., 1997) and heart

(Young et al., 1989).

4.1.1 Data Projection

The orthogonal projection of a data point di onto a surface mesh is obtained when the projection lies

the smallest distance from the original data point, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The closest element

to this point can be determined using a non-linear iterative process and is defined by local element

coordinate ξ d . First, the local ξ -coordinate of an initial projection point is used to find its geometric

position using the standard interpolation formula

x(ξ d) = ψ
µ

α (ξ d)x
µ

αSµ

α (4.1.1)

where the scope of the α , and µ depend on the basis functions used to interpolate (see Section 2.3.3).

This initial estimate is taken as the middle of the closest element (i.e., at ξ = 0.5 for each element).

The Euclidean distance between the initial estimate and the original data point location defines the

error function fd(ξ d), i.e.,

fd(ξ d) = ||x(ξ d)−di|| (4.1.2)

Using the Newton-Raphson root finding method on the derivative of the error function, the orthogonal

projection of the data point onto the mesh can then be found. Convergence of the Newton-Raphson

method is highly dependent on the non-linearity of the error function and the choice of the initial

projection point.
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Figure 4.1: A data point di and its orthogonal projection x(ξ )d onto an element at local element
coordinate, ξ d . The dashed line show the shortest distance between the data point and the surface of

the mesh.

4.1.2 Linear Fitting

The goal of geometric fitting is to define the nodal positions and derivatives of a surface mesh that

minimises the error between the mesh and a cloud of data points defining the surface of interest. It is

formulated as a minimisation procedure, where the objective function to be minimised is the sum of

squares of the error function fd(ξ d), defined in Equation (4.1.2), i.e.,

F(x) =
E

∑
e=1

De

∑
d=1

γd( fd(ξ d))
2 =

E

∑
e=1

De

∑
d=1

γd ||x(ξ d)− xd ||2 (4.1.3)

where γd is a weight for each data point, De is the number of data points within a single element e

of a total E elements within the mesh, and x is the vector of mesh parameters (i.e., nodal positions,

derivatives and scale factors).

The standard interpolation formula can be used to define the mesh parameters with respect to the

local ξ -coordinates within the element. Keeping the scale factors constant (x now contains only

nodal positions and derivatives) and differentiating F(x) with respect to the mesh parameters within

an element e gives
∂F(x)
∂xν

k,β
= 2

De

∑
d=1

γd(ψ
µ

α (ξ d)x
µ

k,αSµ

α − xk,d)ψ
ν

β
(ξ d)S

ν

β
(4.1.4)

The optimal mesh parameters are found by setting the derivative in Equation (4.1.4) to zero

De

∑
d=1

γdψ
ν

β
(ξ d)S

ν

β
xk,d =

De

∑
d=1

γdψ
ν

β
(ξ d)S

ν

β
ψ

µ

α (ξ d)x
µ

k,αSµ

α (4.1.5)

This yields a linear system of equations for the element of the form

Kνµ

βα
uµ

α = f ν

β
(4.1.6)

where the scope of α , β , µ , and ν depend on the basis functions used. The individual element
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matrices can be assembled into a global system of equations governing the entire mesh.

The solution to this system of equations gives the node positions and derivatives that minimises the

error between the mesh and the data point cloud, with the accuracy measured using the RMS error. As

the scale factors and data point projections are constant, the initial resultant mesh may not completely

minimise the error. Therefore, the fitting procedure is applied iteratively until a mesh is found which

best fits the data, defined when the RMS error does not change significantly between iterations.

4.1.3 Sobolev Smoothing

While the data point cloud used for fitting would ideally be evenly distributed, have no error and

contain a sufficient number of points, in practice this is not the case. Using this data for fitting may

produce inaccurate, wrinkled meshes. A penalty on discontinuities and excessively curved surfaces

can be introduced to counteract this through a smoothness constraint (Young et al., 1989). This is

introduced as a second term to the objective function defined in Equation (4.1.3)

F(u) =
E

∑
e=1

De

∑
d=1

γd ||x(ξ d)− xd ||2 +
∫
Ω

g(x(ξ ))dΩ (4.1.7)

In the second term, a pth order weighted Sobelov norm, g(x(ξ )), is used to measure the deformation

of the surface (Terzopoulos, 1986; Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977) and is defined as

gp,w(x(ξ )) =
p

∑
q=0

∑
i+ j=q

wi j

∥∥∥∥∥ ∂ qx

∂ξ i
l ∂ξ

j
2

∥∥∥∥∥
2

(4.1.8)

where wi j are the weights applied to the norm. As the Sobelov norm is defined over the entire mesh

domain Ω, the Sobelov value can be defined as

G(x(ξ )) =
∫
Ω

g(x(ξ ))dΩ (4.1.9)

When fitting a three-dimensional surface, the Sobelov value is given by

G(x(ξ )) =
∫
Ω

(
τ

(∥∥∥∥ dx
dξ1

∥∥∥∥2

+

∥∥∥∥ dx
dξ2

∥∥∥∥2
)
+κ

(∥∥∥∥ d2x
dξ 2

1

∥∥∥∥2

+

∥∥∥∥ d2x
dξ1dξ2

∥∥∥∥2

+

∥∥∥∥ d2x
dξ 2

2

∥∥∥∥2
))

dΩ (4.1.10)

The parameter τ in the first term of the equation is applied to the first derivative and controls the

tension of the surface. The parameter κ in the second term is applied to the second derivative and

controls the degree of surface curvature (Terzopoulos, 1986). The additional terms for the elemental
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stiffness matrix from Equation (4.1.6) are

Kνµ

βα
= 2Sµ

αSν

β

1∫
0

(
τ

(
∂ψ

µ

α (ξ )

∂ξ1

∂ψν

β
(ξ

∂ξ1
+

∂ψ
µ

α (ξ )

∂ξ2

∂ψν

β
(ξ )

dξ2
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+

κ
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∂ 2ψ
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α (ξ )
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1

∂ 2ψν
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∂ξ 2
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∂ 2ψ
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α (ξ )

∂ξ1∂ξ2

∂ 2ψν

β
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∂ξ 2
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∂ 2ψν
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∂ξ 2
2

))
|J(ξ )|dξ

(4.1.11)

Within the objective function from Equation (4.1.7), the residual error and the Sobolev values are

calculated independently. To balance their respective contributions, care must be taken when choosing

the weighting values, τ and κ . While a low weighting may result in a mesh that closely matches the

data, it will also have high local curvature (under-smoothed). On the other hand, high weighting

values may overwhelm the data residual, resulting in a mesh bearing little resemblance to the data

(over-smoothed).

4.2 Geometric Model Customisation

The development of experiment-specific volume conductor models is outlined, including the results

of fitting and refining the various surface meshes, combining these surfaces to form a complete torso

model, and details the modelling of the various material properties for different regions, including the

anisotropic skeletal muscle fibre layer.

4.2.1 Data Digitisation and Mesh Fitting

The anatomical data for each volume conductor model was obtained from the post-mortem MR im-

ages from each experiment (details of the MR imaging is described in Section 3.3). The Zinc digitiser

tool (Auckland Bioengineering Institute, Auckland, NZ) was used to digitise the MRI from each ex-

periment manually. Digitisation is the process of outlining the desired organ surfaces within each

image with data points. This creates a 3D data point cloud representing each surface as illustrated in

Figure 4.2.

The surfaces digitised were the body surface (“torso”), the surface between the fat and muscle layers

(“subcutaneous fat”), the inner surface of the muscle layer (“skeletal muscle”), the outer lung surfaces

(“right lung” and “left lung”) and the epicardial surface (“epicardium”). Once the data point clouds

were created, finite element meshes representing each surface were fitted. The surface meshes from
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an anatomically accurate generic pig model were used, based on a high-order boundary element

model developed by Cheng et al. (2002) and Pullan et al. (2001a). By starting the fitting process with

meshes that had a reasonable approximation to the data, the accuracy of the fit was improved and

fitting time minimised. The generic pig model consisted of six surfaces: the epicardium, the left and

right endocardium, the left and right lungs, and the outer torso layer. The data for this model was

obtained from a post-mortem 20 kg pig with lungs fully inflated. The data consisted of a series of

99 CT images at 5 mm intervals.

A B

Figure 4.2: (A) Each transverse image of the MRI stack was digitised for each experiment. (B)
Geometric data point clouds for six surfaces were obtained: the torso (white), subcutaneous fat

(yellow), skeletal muscle (red), right and left lungs (pink) and the epicardium (gold).

The generic pig model was customised to the data point clouds from each study using the linear

fitting procedure described in Section 4.1.2, creating six surface meshes. As the generic pig model

contained no fat or muscle surface meshes, the torso surface mesh was fitted to the data point clouds

representing these surfaces. The six surfaces of each experiment-specific volume conductor model

were fitted independently and a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system was used for the data and

model. The origin is located at the apex of the heart with the x-axis directed from right to left, the

y-axis from back to front and the z-axis from bottom to top. The number of nodes for the surface

meshes from each study was the same due to the common generic meshes used for fitting. The fitting

results are shown for all pig studies in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Summary of the fitting results obtained from fitting bicubic-Hermite surfaces to the digi-
tised MRIs for each pig experiment. RMS errors (mm) are between data point clouds and their

orthogonal projections onto the fitted surfaces.

Surface # of Nodes P06 P07 P08 P12 P14

Epicardium 37 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.4
Left Lung 74 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.1 2.9
Right Lung 74 2.8 2.0 2.8 2.2 2.9
Skeletal Muscle 254 2.7 2.4 2.7 2.4 2.4
Subcutaneous Fat 254 2.3 1.9 1.1 2.0 2.2
Skin 254 2.4 2.3 2.6 2.1 2.3

Total 947 2.4±0.6 2.1±0.4 2.2±0.8 2.0±0.4 2.3±0.6

4.2.2 Mesh Refinement

The volume conductor models were initially constructed containing the minimum number of nodes

necessary to accurately represent the geometric shape of the torso and its internal organs. When used

in forward or inverse simulations, every surface mesh will have an error associated with it. By refining

the mesh (i.e., reducing the element size by increasing the number of nodes in the mesh) the error in

the solution will be decreased.

The appropriate level of refinement can be been determined by systematically refining each region

until the volume conductor models generate a numerically converged forward solution. A factorial

method for refinement is typically used, where each surface is progressively refined, keeping all other

surfaces constant, until there is no significant change in the solution. This process is repeated with

the other surfaces, at various levels of refinements, until the appropriate resolution of the entire mesh

is determined.

Table 4.2: Characteristic element sizes (mm) for volume conductor models from literature, defined
as either the square root of the mean element area† or cube root of the mean element volume‡.

Epicardium† Left Lung† Right Lung† Skin† Skeletal Muscle‡ Subcutaneous Fat‡

Bradley et al. (2000b) 8.2 12.4 13.2 - 22.8 20.5

Pullan et al. (2001a) 5.3 8.9 10.2 18.6 - -

This process has previously been used to create human (Bradley et al., 2000b) and pig (Pullan et al.,

2001a) bicubic-Hermite volume conductor models for use in both forward and inverse simulations.
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The characteristic element sizes for each surface of these models are presented in Table 4.2, and are

consistent with each other. The elements size for boundary element surfaces is characterised by the

square root of the mean element area. As the skeletal muscle and subcutaneous fat are modelled as

finite element volume meshes (as described in Section 4.2.3), the characteristic element size is defined

as the cube root of the mean element volume.

Table 4.3: Summary of the computational parameters for each surface of the volume conductor mod-
els at the final refinement level. Characteristic element size given as mean ± standard deviation and
defined as either the square root of the mean element area† or cube root of the mean element volume‡.

Surface # of # of Element
Nodes Elements Size (mm)

Epicardium† 622 640 5.3±0.2
Left Lung† 306 120 9.7±1.2
Right Lung† 306 120 10.5±1.4
Skeletal Muscle‡ 2068 1056 18.2±1.5
Subcutaneous Fat‡ 2068 1056 14.8±1.5

In this thesis, the surface meshes from each pig volume conductor model were progressively refined

until the characteristic element size were consistent with the values in Table 4.2. The final model

parameters and characteristic element sizes for each surface, averaged over all experiment volume

conductor models, is presented in Table 4.3. One refinement level is defined as refinement at ξ =

0.5 once in the ξ1- and ξ2-directions. The final converged model for all experiments contain an

epicardium refined to level 2, a right and left lung, a skeletal muscle, and subcutaneous fat volume

refined to level 1.

4.2.3 Complete Volume Conductor Model

After fitting the individual surfaces and refining the meshes to an acceptable resolution, the final

step is to form the complete volume conductor models. First, the skeletal muscle and subcutaneous

fat finite element volume elements must be constructed. While the conductivity within the fat re-

gion is homogeneous and can be modelled using the boundary element method, the proximity of the

anisotropic skeletal muscle layer makes it is convenient to extend the finite element region to include

the subcutaneous fat.
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Each volume element was formed by joining a four nodes surface element with the corresponding four

node element on the next surface, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. For the subcutaneous fat finite element

volume, the torso and fat surfaces were joined and for the skeletal muscle finite element volume, the

fat and muscle surfaces were joined. Up to now, cubic-Hermite basis functions have been used to

capture the rate of change of current. As this rate of change is lower normal to the outer surface than

in the ξ1- and ξ2-directions, a linear interpolation scheme is used in the ξ3-direction. Therefore, the

resultant finite element basis functions are a tensor product of bicubic-Hermite basis functions (in the

ξ1- and ξ2-directions) and a linear-Lagrange basis function (in the ξ3-direction).

Figure 4.3: Two bicubic-Hermite surface elements join to form a bicubic-Hermite linear-Lagrange
finite volume element.

The skeletal muscle and subcutaneous fat volume meshes were then coupled together with the epi-

cardial and lung surface meshes to create high-order volume conductor models (using the method

described in Section 2.3.4), where the skeletal muscle and subcutaneous fat regions are modelled us-

ing bicubic-Hermite-linear-Lagrange finite elements and the epicardial, lung and cavity (the volume

bounded by the muscle, lung and epicardial surface) regions are modelled using bicubic-Hermite

boundary elements. The final fitted volume conductor model for experiment P07 is shown in Fig-

ure 4.4 and for all other pig experiments in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: The six region volume conductor model for experiment P07 includes: the boundary
element epicardial region (inner yellow), two boundary element lung regions (pink), a boundary
element cavity region (red), a finite element skeletal muscle region (between the red and outer yellow)

and a finite element subcutaneous fat region (between the outer yellow and grey).
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Figure 4.5: The six region volume conductor model for pig studies P06, P07, P12 and P14. The
format is the same as that in Figure 4.4

4.2.4 Skeletal Muscle Fibres

The transversely isotropic skeletal muscle properties were incorporated into each volume conduc-

tor model through a finite element description of the myofibre orientation. In order to define this

anisotropy throughout the skeletal muscle volume, basis functions were used to interpolate the fibre

angles defined at each node. The muscle fibres angles are defined with respect to the horizontal plane

(i.e., the X-Z plane). In order to define the fibre angles at each node, a description of the skeletal

muscle must first be determined.

Skeletal muscle fibre orientation, and hence conductivity, varies continuously throughout the thorax.

Muscle groups are arranged in layers, lying over one another throughout the skeletal muscle thick-

ness. This produces discontinuous fibre angle changes throughout the skeletal muscle wall. In this

thesis, the inclusion of anisotropic skeletal muscle was for a preliminary investigation of its effects

on forward and inverse models. Therefore, a simplified model of the fibre orientations was used.

To approximate the resulting directional conductivity, the muscle fibre orientation was assumed to

be circumferential for all elements. That is, if the inner muscle surface were considered a cylinder,

the muscle fibres would wrap around it. From the inner to the outer surfaces of the skeletal muscle

volume, the fibre angles rotate 180◦ in an imposed linear fashion. Thus on the outer muscle surface,

the muscle fibres are in the same orientation as on the inner muscle surface. The skeletal muscle fibre

orientations on the outer muscle surface are shown for one experiment in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Skeletal muscle fibre directions for experiment P07 are shown on the red “outer” skeletal
muscle surface in white. Also shown are the unrefined geometric finite element edges of the subcuta-

neous fat layer in black.
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4.2.5 Material Properties

The final parameters necessary to complete the volume conductor models are the electrical conduc-

tivities of each region. Previous torso models have used a variety of different conductivity values,

however these largely have come from a key set of papers (Rush et al., 1963; Geddes and Baker,

1967; Foster and Schwan, 1989) presented in Table 4.4. As the material conductivities were obtained

experimentally and under different conditions, there is some variation between the values.

Table 4.4: Material conductivities (mSmm−1) from literature. Skeletal muscle conductivity is pre-
sented longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) to the fibre direction.

Rush, Abidskov Geddes & Foster & Bradley, Pullan Pullan, Cheng,
Tissue & McFee (1963) Baker (1967) Schwan (1989) & Hunter (2000) Nash et al (2001)

Torso 0.216 0.241 0.239 0.220 0.220
Lungs 0.048 0.046 0.089 0.050 0.050
Subcutaneous Fat 0.040 0.033 - 0.067 0.020 - 0.0700 0.040 -
Skeletal Muscle (L) 0.667 0.417 0.520 0.520 -
Skeletal Muscle (T) 0.043 0.148 0.076 0.0760 -
Heart - 0.104 0.500 0.300

The conductivities used in the inhomogeneous torso models were chosen to be consistent with these

experimentally derived values and with the models of Bradley et al. (2000b) and Pullan et al. (2001a)

(Table 4.4). That is, for the heart, cavity and subcutaneous fat, the conductivity values were chosen to

be towards the middle of the range of conductivities and also consistent with the values used by other

torso models in the literature. As the conductivity of the lungs depends on their level of inflation (i.e.,

deflated lungs have a higher conductivity), the conductivity value of 0.05 mSmm−1 was used as it is

at the lower end of the range, allowing for fully inflated lungs.

Conductivity ratios indicate the ratio of conductivities along (longitudinal) relative to those perpen-

dicular (transverse) to the fibre direction. The skeletal muscle conductivity values from Foster and

Schwan were chosen, at a conductivity ratio of 7:1, as these are the values most cited in literature and

were in the middle of the range of values. This conductivity ratio is said to be the most physiologi-

cally realistic, as it is in line with the cardiac muscle conductivity ratio (Colli-Franzone and Guerri,

1993).

A summary of the conductivities used in the inhomogeneous torso models is given in Table 4.5. For

homogeneous volume conductor models, all inhomogeneities (lungs, fat and skeletal muscle) were

included in the model and given the same conductivity as the cavity (i.e., 0.22 mSmm−1).
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Table 4.5: Material conductivities (mSmm−1) used for the volume conductor models. Skeletal muscle
conductivity is presented longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) to the fibre direction.

Tissue Resistivity Conductivity Ratio to
(Ωcm) (mSmm−1) Cavity

Cavity 455 0.220 1.000
Heart 333 0.300 1.364
Lung 2000 0.050 2.273
Subcutaneous Fat 2500 0.040 0.182
Skeletal Muscle (L) 192 0.52 2.364
Skeletal Muscle (T) 1390 0.072 0.327

4.3 Mapping Signals to Geometric Models

The epicardial and torso surface signals were densely sampled and provide a non-uniform geometri-

cally discrete data set. The signals recorded by electrodes on the epicardial and torso surfaces were

used both as inputs for forward and inverse simulations, and for validating the results of these simula-

tions. The accuracy with which these electrodes can be localised with respect to the volume conductor

models is a key factor in determining the validity of forward and inverse problems. In this thesis, nodal

positions defining the volume conductor models do not correspond to electrode locations. Therefore,

in order to utilise the signals recorded by these electrodes, they must be transformed to a continuous

field at the nodal locations. The following section describes the process used to localise the epicardial

“sock” and body surface electrodes for each experiment and the use of Kriging interpolation (see

Section 4.3.3) to map the signals to the nodal positions in volume conductor models.

4.3.1 Body Surface Electrode Localisation

Torso potentials were recorded using flexible strips with integrated electrodes (see Section 3.2.1 for

details). Vitamin E oil capsules markers were used to identify the electrode strips (and the heart

“sock”) in the MR images. Two markers were attached to each strip, typically above the third and

sixth electrodes for the 8-electrode strips and above the fourth and eighth electrodes for the 12-

electrode strips, with a total of 38-46 markers used in each experiment. The marker locations and

the trajectory of each electrode strip along the torso were manually digitised from the MRIs. A line

mesh was linearly fit to the data points representing each electrode strip using the method described

in Section 4.1.2.
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Figure 4.7: Initial body surface electrode locations (blue) determined by extrapolating from markers
along each electrode strip (red) for experiment P07. Orthogonally projecting onto the skin mesh

gives the final electrode locations (green).

The digitised marker data point was defined as the known electrode locations, Ei, where i is the

electrode number for the strip. The locations of the closest unknown electrodes, Ei+1 and Ei−1, were

estimated by extrapolating the known distance, D, between electrodes (45 and 30 mm for 8- and 12-

electrode strips respectively). Extrapolation was performed using a 3D line equation between Ei and

the nearest node, N, on electrode strip line mesh, i.e.,

Ei+1 = Ei +(N−Ei)
D

||Ei−N||
(4.3.1)

This process was repeated using the extrapolated electrode locations, Ei+1 and Ei−1, to find the next

closest unknown electrodes, Ei+2 and Ei−2, until all electrode locations were estimated.

The extrapolated electrode locations were then projected onto the experiment-specific torso surface

mesh using the method described in Section 4.1.1. For each experiment, the RMS error for projection

and the average distance between electrodes after projection are presented in Table 4.6. The extrap-

olated and projected electrode locations are presented with the torso mesh and electrode strip lines

meshes for P07 in Figure 4.7 and in Figure 4.8 for the remaining pig experiments.
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Table 4.6: Summary of the results for body surface electrode localisation. Distance, D, between pro-
jected electrodes locations along 8-electrode strips (inter-electrode spacing 45 mm) and 12-electrode
strips (inter-electrode spacing 30 mm) shown as mean ± standard deviation. Projection error was
defined as the RMS error of the distance between initial electrode locations and their orthogonal

projections onto the skin surface meshes.

Experiment Mean D (mm) Mean D (mm) Projection Error
8-electrode strips 12-electrode strips (mm)

P06 44.1±3.0 30.0±3.6 6.1
P07 44.7±2.2 29.1±2.6 8.6
P08 44.0±2.5 29.4±2.9 5.6
P12 45.2±2.2 30.5±1.3 5.5
P14 44.2±2.2 29.4±2.4 4.8

Mean ± SD 44.4±2.1 29.7±2.6 6.1±1.5

Figure 4.8: Initial estimate (blue) and final projected (green) body surface electrode locations for
pig studies P06, P07, P12 and P14. The format is the same as that in Figure 4.7.

4.3.2 Epicardial Electrodes Localisation

The electrode locations of the elastic “sock” used to record epicardial potentials (see Section 3.2.2

for details), were obtained from the excised and perfusion-fixed heart. A multi-axis mechanical laser

arm scanner (as described in Section 3.4) was used to capture a 3D data point cloud representing the

epicardial surface and attached “sock” as it was mounted on a stage (Figure 4.9A and B). The centre

of each disc attached to the “sock” was manually digitised from the data point cloud to define the 3D

electrode locations.
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The electrode locations were mapped to MRI coordinate system using vitamin E markers stitched to

the “sock”. The marker locations were identified in both the MRI and the FARO arm scans. A rigid

body rotation was calculated of the FARO defined marker positions onto their corresponding MRI

locations, and used to transform the electrode locations onto the epicardial surface mesh as shown in

Figure 4.9C.

Figure 4.9: (A) The excised and perfusion-fixed heart mounted on a stage for one experiment and
(B) the corresponding FARO arm laser scanned image. (C) The digitised electrode locations (blue)
rotated onto the epicardial surface mesh using FARO arm (silver) and MRI (gold) marker locations,

then projected onto the epicardial surface mesh to give the final electrode locations (green).

As the heart contracts slightly after extraction and perfusion-fixing, there was some difference in loca-

tion between the markers identified in-situ with the MRI and ex-vivo with the FARO arm. The RMS

errors between these locations was calculated and are presented in Table 4.7 for each experiment.

After rotation, the electrode locations were orthogonally projected onto the epicardial surface mesh

using the method described in Section 4.1.1. The RMS errors for this projection are also presented in

Table 4.7 for each experiment.

Table 4.7: Summary of the results for epicardial electrode localisation. Marker Rotation RMS error
(mm) between rigid body rotated FARO markers and MRI markers. Projection RMS error (mm) be-
tween FARO electrode locations and their orthogonal projections onto the epicardial surface meshes.

Experiment Marker Rotation Projection
RMS error (mm) RMS error (mm)

P06 9.7 5.3
P07 8.8 4.8
P08 10.2 7.9
P12 4.2 4.3
P14 10.8 5.6

Mean ± SD 8.7±2.6 5.6±1.4
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4.3.3 Kriging Interpolation

Kriging is an interpolation method that estimates the unknown values of a field variable at known

locations. This method was used to map recorded potentials from 3D electrode locations to the

nodal positions in volume conductor models. The estimates are calculated through weighting a linear

combination of observed field values (Cressie, 1990; van Beers and Kleijnen, 2003). That is, the value

of a field variable, u, at an unobserved location, x0, is given by

u(x0) =
N

∑
i=1

ωi(x0)u(xi) (4.3.2)

where u(xi) are the N observed field variables with weights ωi(xi). The weights for each estimation

location, x0, reflect its relative proximity to observed field variables and are found by solving the

following system of equations
||x1− x0||

...

||xN− x0||

1

=


||x1− x1|| · · · ||x1− xN || 1

...
. . .

...
...

||xN− x1|| · · · ||x1− xN | 1

1 · · · 1 0




ω1(x0)

...

ωN(x0)

I

 (4.3.3)

where the slack variable, I, and the last equation ensure that the weights add to 1. The weights are

solved for by minimising the estimation error in a least squares sense. Thus Kriging is said to yield

the best linear unbiased estimate.

4.4 Conclusions

The aim of this chapter was to develop experiment-specific volume conductor models of the torso

and obtain precise 3D electrode locations for use in forward and inverse models. Volume conductor

models were developed specific to each experiment, and included the epicardium, lungs, skeletal

muscle and subcutaneous fat. A high level of geometric accuracy was achieved by characterising

torso anatomy and 3D electrode locations through a combination of high-resolution MR images and

FARO arm laser scans (FARO Technologies, Lake Mary, FL, USA).

In summary, the torso model surface meshes were fitted to within an RMS error of 3 mm. Body sur-

face and heart “sock” electrodes were also localised with minimal error. RMS error for the projection

of body surface electrode locations onto the body surface was within <9 mm across all experiments,
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with <5 mm error in the final electrode locations defined by the inter-electrode spacing. Localisation

of electrodes from the heart “sock” showed an RMS error for the projection of electrodes of <8 mm

across all experiments. This error included the contraction of the heart after extraction and perfusion

fixing, and it is expected the true epicardial electrode location error was smaller than this.

Though geometric error has been kept to a minimum in this study, as with any experimental or clinical

data set, there will always be a certain degree of uncertainty. The greatest source of error in this

model is the location of “sock” electrodes, as these could not be directly obtained from MRI. Despite

this, previous computational models suggest the degree of geometric error present in these models is

unlikely to significantly impact the forward or inverse model solutions (Messinger-Rapport and Rudy,

1990; MacLeod et al., 2000; Cheng et al., 2003b; Liu et al., 2006).





Chapter 5

The Forward Problem Revisited

This work formed the basis of “The Forward Problem of Electrocardiography, Is it Solved?” submitted

for publication in Circulation: Arrhythmia and Electrophysiology (Bear et al., 2014).

5.1 Introduction

The forward problem of electrocardiography describes the relationship between known cardiac sources

and the resulting body surface potentials. Accurate identification of this relationship is fundamental

to the inverse problem (Pullan et al., 2001b). The inverse problem is inherently ill-posed, meaning

small levels of noise in the model can result in large errors in the solution. Therefore, it is important

to ensure the forward model is accurate.

The forward model is determined by the shape and electrical properties of the torso model. This raises

the question: How much detail is required to produce a sufficiently accurate forward model? Previ-

ous investigations demonstrated the need to include realistic and subject-specific geometric models

(Messinger-Rapport and Rudy, 1990; Beetner and Arthur, 1999; MacLeod et al., 2000; Ni et al.,

2000; Cheng et al., 2003a), but the extent to which the inhomogeneous electrical properties of in-

ternal structures needs to be accounted for is less clear. There is a reasonable consensus that body

surface potential distributions are not significantly affected by the liver, stomach (Hyttinen et al.,

2000; Keller et al., 2010), blood vessels (Klepfer et al., 1997; Keller et al., 2010), intestines, spleen,

kidneys, spine, sternum and other bones (Klepfer et al., 1997; Walker and Kilpatrick, 1987; Stanley

73
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et al., 1986; Keller et al., 2010). Furthermore, although it is agreed the lungs, anisotropic skeletal

muscle, and subcutaneous fat have the greatest impact on body surface potentials, the magnitude of

their contributions is widely debated (Stanley et al., 1986; Klepfer et al., 1997; Bradley et al., 2000b;

Keller et al., 2010; Walker and Kilpatrick, 1987).

While these investigations have assessed the sensitivity of forward model to errors in geometry

and material properties, only one has allowed direct experimental validation. Ramsey et al. (1977)

recorded corresponding cardiac source and torso surface potentials in dogs. Correlation coefficients

between measured and body surface potential maps (BSPMs) simulated with a homogeneous forward

model were high (near 0.9 for most of QRS-T). Despite this, they reported substantial differences

between observed and predicted potential distributions in regions around maximum and minimum

potentials on the body surface. Using the same data, Stanley et al. (1986) demonstrated the inclu-

sion of inhomogeneities (lungs, sternum, spine and an anisotropic skeletal muscle) markedly reduced

differences between predicted and measured BSPMs, although there was no significant difference in

correlation coefficients.

These findings appear to have received relatively limited attention; Scopus analysis indicates only

7 citations of Ramsey et al. (1977), and 25 of Stanley et al. (1986). This is perhaps because the

spatial and temporal resolution of the experimental data were low by modern standards. However,

they indicated; i) that homogeneous forward models produced qualitatively inaccurate body surface

potential simulations, and ii) that correlation coefficients were relatively insensitive measures of the

correspondence between observed and measured BSPMs.

This chapter aimed to test these hypotheses using a complete experimental data set; including simul-

taneously recorded torso and epicardial potentials, and a detailed geometric model. Using these data,

a forward model was developed and analysed using novel methods that quantify the key differences

seen between simulated and recorded BSPM patterns. In addition, the effect of anisotropic skeletal

muscle, subcutaneous fat and the lungs on the simulated potential distributions was determined.

5.2 Methods

All surgical procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Auckland

and conform to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH publication No. 85-23).
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In total, data from five healthy pigs, each weighing 30-40 kg, were analysed in depth. Comprehen-

sive descriptions of the data acquisition techniques and modelling methods employed are given in

Chapters 3 and 4 respectively, and are summarised below.

5.2.1 Electrical Mapping

Electrical mapping was performed in five anaesthetised, closed chest pigs (see Section 3.1.2 of Chap-

ter 3 for details). The heart was exposed via a mid-line sternotomy, and supported in a pericardial

cradle. An elastic ”sock” (UnEmap, New Zealand) containing 239 unipolar electrodes (5-10 mm

spacing) was drawn over the ventricles. The thorax was closed and air expelled. Flexible rubber

strips (BioSemi, The Netherlands) containing 184 electrodes (35-50mm spacing) were attached to

the body surface. Epicardial and body surface potentials were simultaneously recorded i) in sinus

rhythm (n = 1-4 for each animal), and ii) during pacing from multiple left and right ventricular sites,

both endo- (n = 4-12) and epicardially (n = 4-9). The heart was arrested and MR images of the heart

and thorax were acquired. The heart was excised and perfusion-fixed, and epicardial electrode lo-

cations captured with a multi-axis digitising arm (FARO Technologies, FL). Torso electrodes were

localised from MR images. A full description of methods used for electrode localisation is given in

Section 4.3.

5.2.2 Forward Model Construction

Instantaneous epicardial potentials (φH) are linearly related to body surface potentials (φB) through

the A, the transfer matrix (Barr et al., 1977):

φB = AφH (5.2.1)

For each study, A was constructed using torso models customised to the post-mortem MR images (see

Chapter 4 for details). The anisotropic skeletal muscle and subcutaneous fat volumes were modelled

using bicubic-Hermite-linear-Lagrange finite elements. The epicardial, lung and cavity (the volume

bounded by the surfaces of the inner skeletal muscle, lungs and epicardium) surfaces were mod-

elled using bicubic-Hermite boundary elements. The surface and volume meshes were then coupled

together (Bradley et al., 2000b) to form complete experiment-specific torso models.
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The conductivities within each region of the inhomogeneous torso model are defined in Table 4.5.

For homogeneous models, all inhomogeneities were included and given the same conductivity as the

cavity. Transversely isotropic skeletal muscle properties were incorporated through a finite element

description of the myofibre orientation. Fibre angles were assumed to be circumferential on the inner

and outer surfaces of the skeletal muscle layer. Between these surfaces, the fibres were prescribed to

rotate linearly through 180◦.

5.2.3 Data Analysis

The most common metrics used to compare predicted and measured potential distributions at each

time instant are i) RMS voltage; an average potential across all body surface electrodes given by:

RMS Voltage =

√√√√√ N
∑

i=1

(
φ i

j

)2

N
, j = M or S (5.2.2)

ii) relative RMS error (rRMSE) which quantifies the magnitude difference between simulated and

measured potentials:

rRMSE =

√√√√√√√
N
∑

i=1

(
φ i

M−φ i
S

)2

N
∑

i=1

(
φ i

M

)2
(5.2.3)

and iii) correlation coefficient (CC), measuring the correspondence between expected and observed

BSPMs independent of any scaling factors that apply to all potentials:

CC =

N
∑

i=1

(
φ i

M−µM
)(

φ i
S−µS

)
√

N
∑

i=1

(
φ i

M−µM
) N

∑
i=1

(
φ i

S−µS
) (5.2.4)

where N is the number of electrodes on the body surface, φ i is the potential at electrodes i, µ is the

mean potential and M and S are the measured and simulated data.

The data presented in this chapter showed measured body surface potentials with a distinctly bipolar

character during ventricular activation, with adjacent regions of positive and negative potential on the

anterior torso. These dominant BSPM features were quantified as follows (see Figure 5.1). Maximum

and minimum body surface potentials (φmax and φmin respectively) were identified and the potential

difference (∆φ ) between them determined. The Euclidean distance (L) and orientation with respect to
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the X-Z plane (θ ) of the vector between these extrema were evaluated.

Average potential attenuation (Amax,min) adjacent to φmax and φmin were estimated as follows. Body

surface potentials were normalised (see Equation 5.2.6) and average potential gradients were esti-

mated at N points within 35 mm of the extrema using:

Amax,min =

N
∑

i=1

φi−φ max,min
d(Pi,Pmax,min)

N
(5.2.5)

where φ is the normalised potential at node i or the maximum or minimum potential location, and

d(Pi,Pmax,min) the Euclidean distance between them. Simulated and measured body surface potentials

were normalised as follows:

φi =
φi−φmin

φmax−φmin
(5.2.6)

Figure 5.1: Features used to characterise BSPMs in regions around potential extrema: the potential
difference between extrema (∆φ ), the length (L) and orientation (θ ) of the axis between them, and

the average potential attenuation within 35 m adjacent (Amax,min).

Quantitative comparisons were made across the entire data set. The significance of differences be-

tween animals was determined using a single-factor ANOVA (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Post-hoc

comparisons were performed using a Student’s t-test to elucidate differences between experimental

data and simulations employing homogeneous and inhomogeneous forward models. Statistical sig-

nificance was accepted for p-value < 0.05. Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation unless

otherwise stated.
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5.3 Comparison of Forward Simulated and Recorded BSPMs

Due to the volume of data acquired (approximately 60 different cardiac sequences across five ani-

mals), initial analyses were performed for three case studies, selected to be representative of the data

set as a whole. These case studies are:

Case A normal sinus rhythm in P08

Case B pacing from the anterior LV endocardial apex in P14

Case C pacing from LV epicardial base in P06

In Figures 5.2-5.4, simulated and measured body surface potential distributions are presented for the

three case studies as snapshots during the spread of ventricular depolarisation and repolarisation. The

measured epicardial potential maps also presented provide inputs to forward simulations, with both

homogeneous and inhomogeneous torso electrical properties considered.

In sinus rhythm (case A, Figure 5.2), epicardial depolarisation was initially most evident near the

RV apex and spread across the ventricles toward the base of the LV. This gave rise to measured

BSPMs with adjacent regions of positive and negative potential on the upper and lower anterior torso

respectively. This bipolar distribution rotated and shifted towards the upper left arm in the later stages

of depolarisation, mimicking the underlying activation pattern. A bipolar body surface potential

distribution was also recorded during repolarisation, with polarity reversed.

Similar patterns were observed from case B (Figure 5.3). Epicardial depolarisation occurred first near

the anterior LV apex, corresponding to the site of pacing on the endocardial surface. Activation spread

over the ventricles towards the base of the heart. Associated measured BSPMs were again bipolar,

with near vertical alignment of positive and negative potential regions throughout depolarisation and

repolarisation. The position of the potential extrema shifted cranially with the underlying epicardial

wavefront.

For case C (Figure 5.4), depolarisation occurred first near the base of the anterior LV, spreading over

the ventricles towards the apex. As with sinus rhythm and endocardial pacing, body surface potentials

had a bipolar distribution. Positive and negative potential regions again were in near vertical align-

ment throughout the cardiac sequence, with polarity reversed from the endocardial pacing sequence

reflecting the spread of activation caudally.
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Figure 5.2: Potential distributions on the epicardium and body surface during ventricular activation
and repolarisation for case study A, a normal sinus rhythm cycle. The left hand column shows an-
terior and posterior views of recorded epicardial potential maps and limb lead II where the red bar
indicates the time within the cardiac cycle corresponding to the potential maps. The middle panel
shows anterior views of simulated BSPMs generated from epicardial source potentials with homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous forward models. Corresponding, experimentally measured BSPMs are
presented in the right most column. White spheres represent the location of maximum and minimum

potentials on BSPMs.
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Measured BSPMSimulated BSPM
Homogeneous Inhomogeneous

Measured Epi
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LV RV

Figure 5.3: Potential distributions on the epicardium and body surface during ventricular activation
and repolarisation for case study B, an LV apical endocardial pacing sequence. The format is the

same as that in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: Potential distributions on the epicardium and body surface during ventricular activation
and repolarisation for case study C, a LV epicardial base pacing sequence. The format is the same

as that in Figure 5.2.
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While there was a qualitative correspondence between measured and simulated BSPMs, clear differ-

ences were evident across the case studies. First, the magnitudes of potentials in simulated BSPMs

were greater than in measured BSPMs. Second, the distance between maximum and minimum po-

tential locations was typically less in simulated than in measured BSPMs. Third, the angle of the axis

between the potential extrema was different in experiment and corresponding simulations. Finally

the rate of spatial attenuation of BSPMs adjacent to potential maxima was steeper in the simulations.

While inclusion of inhomogeneity in the forward models reduced these differences between simulated

and measured BSPMs, they remained substantial nonetheless.
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Figure 5.5: Quantitative comparison of BSPMs during the QRS complex for the three case studies;
A sinus rhythm, B LV endocardial pacing, and C LV epicardial pacing. In the left column, RMS
voltages (mV) are given throughout a 100 ms window containing the QRS peak for experimental
measurements (black), and simulated results employing homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous
(red) forward models, respectively. In the middle and rightmost columns, rRMSE and CC between

measured and simulated potentials are presented for the same time interval respectively.
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Figure 5.5 presents the RMS voltages, and corresponding rRMSE and CC values, for predicted and

measured body surface potentials from each case study over a 100 ms interval containing the QRS

complex. For cases A and B, RMS voltages predicted by homogeneous (red) and inhomogeneous

(blue) simulations were up to twice as great as those observed experimentally (black), and exhibited

two peaks instead of one. This is reflected in corresponding rRMSE plots, indicating the magnitude

differences were up to 100%. Conversely, in case C the simulated RMS voltages exhibited the same

trajectory and were only marginally larger than that measured, with corresponding low rRMSE values.

For all case studies, CCs were high (∼0.9) for most of the QRS complex indicating a strong corre-

lation between measured and simulated body surface potential patterns. There was also no obvious

difference in the RMS voltage, rRMSE, or CC values obtained with either homogeneous or inho-

mogeneous models. These results are counter-intuitive to the visual inspection of BSPMs for the

three case studies (Figures 5.2-5.4), which showed both a clear difference between simulated and ob-

served potential patterns, and some improvement with the incorporation of inhomogeneous electrical

properties.

To determine if similar results were present across the entire data set, RMS voltage, rRMSE and

CC were compared for the different cardiac sequences from all animals. Figure 5.6 shows the mean

(A) RMS voltages, (B) rRMSE and (C) CCs over the QRS complex for the entire population, tempo-

rally aligned using the peak of the RMS voltage.

The population showed similar trends to the three case studies presented in Figure 5.5. That is,

measured RMS voltages (black) were typically smaller throughout the QRS than homogeneous (blue)

or inhomogeneous (red) forward simulations. Variation across the population remained fairly constant

with time. The trajectory of the mean rRMSE showed the peak potential difference between measured

and simulated signals was typically in the middle of the QRS, when RMS voltage magnitudes were

largest.

The trajectory of the CC was also similar to the case studies, with low values and high variation

at the Q-wave onset, rising to a plateau at ∼0.9 for most of the QRS complex before dropping to

low values again when the signal-to-noise ratio was small. There was also no obvious differences

in RMS voltage, rRMSE or CCs values with the inclusion of inhomogeneities (red and blue traces

respectively).
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Figure 5.6: Quantitative comparison of BSPMs throughout a 100 ms window containing the QRS
complex averaged across all cardiac sequence and all animals. (A) Mean RMS voltages (mV)
are given for experimental measurements (black), and simulated results employing homogeneous
(blue) and inhomogeneous (red) forward models, respectively. Corresponding (B) mean rRMSE and
(C) mean CC between measured and simulated potentials are presented for the same time interval.

Error bars represent the standard deviation at each time instant.

RMS voltage, rRMSE and CC values were averaged over a 50 ms window centred about the peak of

the measured RMS voltage and containing the majority of ventricular depolarisation. This interval

was selected to exclude times when signals were dominated by noise. Averages for each pig are

presented as bar graphs in Figure 5.7. Across all pigs the mean (A) RMS voltages, (B) rRMSE

and (C) CC values were in a similar range. Furthermore, the trends observed between simulated

and recorded measures were the same. Statistical analysis confirmed these observations, showing no

significant inter-animal difference for each measure (p-values were > 0.1).
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between animals for the average (A) RMS voltage (mV), (B) rRMSE and
(C) CC between measured (black) and simulated body surface potentials using either homogeneous
(blue) or inhomogeneous (red) models. Metrics were averaged over a 50 ms window containing the
QRS peak for each cardiac sequence. Bargraphs show the mean of these metrics for each animal,

and across all animals. Error bars represent the standard deviation.

Post-hoc analysis of the data confirmed the trends observed in Figure 5.6. That is, there was a

significant difference between the experimentally measured and simulated mean RMS voltages (p-

value < 0.001), with measured mean RMS voltage 0.21-0.31 mV less than homogeneous and 0.20-

0.29 mV less than inhomogeneous mean RMS voltages. Across all studies, CC showed strong cor-

respondence between measured and simulated BSPMs (CC= 0.89±0.05). However, there was no

significant difference between the homogeneous and inhomogeneous mean RMS voltages, CC or

rRMSE values (p-values were 0.06, 0.73 and 0.10 respectively).
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These findings reveal the relative insensitivity of both CC and rRMSE in this setting. BSPMs for the

three case studies (Figures 5.2-5.4) showed both a clear difference between simulated and observed

potential distributions, and an improvement with the incorporation of inhomogeneous electrical prop-

erties. The following sections quantify these observations using alternative metrics to compare the

key features of the bipolar potential distributions.

5.4 Characteristic Features of the Axis Between Extrema

To compare the differences seen in the bipolar potential distributions, the characteristics of the axis

between extrema were quantified. Figure 5.8 presents recorded and simulated potential difference,

length and orientation of the axis between potential extrema over the QRS for the three case studies.

For each case study, measured potential differences (black) follow the same temporal trajectory as

RMS voltage, demonstrating the rise and fall in the range of potential magnitudes over the QRS

complex.

The length and orientation of the axis between the extrema quantify the BSPM patterns, describing

the spatial arrangement of adjacent positive and negative regions on the anterior torso. In sinus rhythm

(A), the recorded extrema rotate and slightly separate over the QRS complex. In contrast, both the

epicardial and endocardial pacing sequences (B and C) showed stable axis orientation and distance,

reflecting the near vertical alignment (∼90◦) of positive and negative potential regions throughout

depolarisation. For each case study, these movements were seen in BSPMs in Figures 5.2-5.4 and

reflect the underlying activation pathways in the heart.

Potential differences predicted with the homogeneous forward model (blue) were up to twice as great

as those observed experimentally throughout the peak of the QRS complex. The observed distance

between the extrema were also greater than homogeneous simulations, up to twice as great in the epi-

cardial pacing sequence (C). For all case studies, the forward simulations did not capture the correct

orientation of the axis, differing by upwards of 60◦ at different times during the QRS complex. The

inclusion of inhomogeneities in the torso model typically reduced the difference between observed

and simulated potential magnitudes and distance, though there was no systematic improvement to the

orientation.
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Figure 5.8: BSPM axis characteristics over a 50 ms window containing the QRS complex for the
three case studies; A sinus rhythm, B LV endocardial pacing and C LV epicardial pacing sequences.
Indices derived from experimental measurements (black) are compared with results from simulations
with homogeneous (red) and inhomogeneous (blue) models. Characteristics presented are the po-
tential difference between extrema (left), the length (middle) and the orientation (right) of the axis

between them.

For each cardiac sequence, potential difference, length and orientation of the axis were calculated and

averaged over the 50 ms interval containing the QRS complex. Average values of these metrics for

all animals are presented in Figure 5.9. It should be noted that there is some variation in the average

values between the different pigs (e.g., the recorded potential difference for P08 is ∼0.7 mV greater

than the mean for all animals). However, the difference between simulated and recorded measures

were similar across all pigs. Statistical analysis confirmed this observation, showing no significant

difference between animals for the difference between simulated and measured values for each metric

(p-values were > 0.1).
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between animals for the average (A) potential difference (mV), (B) distance
(mm), and (C) orientation of the axis (degrees) between extrema from measured (black) or simulated
body surface potentials using either homogeneous (blue) or inhomogeneous (red) models. Metrics
were averaged over a 50 ms window containing the QRS peak for each cardiac sequence. Bar graphs
show the mean of these metrics for each animal and for all animals. Error bars represent the standard

deviation.

Box plot distributions of the difference between simulated and measured values are presented in

Figure 5.10 for the whole population. These data and a corresponding statistical analysis confirm

the trends illustrated with the case studies in Figures 5.8. That is, maximum body surface potential

magnitudes were 1.2 to 1.5 mV smaller in observed BSPMs than those simulated with a homoge-

neous forward model. The length of the axes between extrema were 35 to 51 mm longer and their

orientations were also significantly different (p-value <0.05). For all indices, the introduction of in-

homogeneous electrical properties in the forward model significantly reduced the difference between

observed and simulated results (p-value <0.05). Though the difference in orientation was relatively

minor (0.5◦ to 0.7◦ closer to those measured), potential magnitudes were 0.5 to 0.7 mV smaller than

homogeneous simulations, the axes lengths were 6 to 14 mm longer.
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Figure 5.10: Box plots of BSPM axis characteristics for all cardiac sequences and animals. Char-
acteristics presented are (A) the potential difference between extrema (B) the length and (C) the
orientation of the axis between them, averaged over a 50 ms window containing the QRS complex
for measured and forward simulated results. The difference between measured and simulated values
for each cardiac sequence are taken for homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) torso models.
Solid lines indicate the median, boxes represent inter-quartile ranges, error bars represent range,

and red crosses mark outliers.

5.5 Comparison of the Potential Attenuation from Extrema

Figure 5.11 presents normalised potentials at the peak of the R-wave plotted as functions of distance

from the maximum (left column) and minimum (right column) along the axis between the extrema.

These attenuation curves were plotted for the three case studies (Figures 5.2-5.4) in A sinus rhythm,

B during LV endocardial and C LV epicardial pacing.

In each case study, the attenuation was typically sigmoidal in nature, attenuating only gradually close

to, and far from the extrema. While the homogeneous forward model (blue) generally captured this

topology, potentials dropped off substantially fast from both the minimum and maximum potentials.

Inclusion of inhomogeneities (red) in the simulation tended to reduce this gradient, particularly close

to the extrema, but did not replicate the more gradual attenuation seen experimentally.
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Figure 5.11: Attenuation of potentials adjacent to the extrema at the peak of the R-wave for the three
case studies; A sinus rhythm, B LV endocardial pacing and C LV epicardial pacing. Normalised
potentials along the axis connecting extrema are plotted as a function of distance from the potential
maximum (left) and minimum (right). Data derived from experimental measurements (black) are
compared with results from simulations with homogeneous (red) and inhomogeneous (blue) models.

In Figure 5.12, the average attenuation for each of these cardiac sequences was plotted adjacent to

the maximum (left column) and minimum (right column) potentials over a 50 ms interval containing

the peak of the QRS. The attenuation from both maxima was consistently greater from homogeneous

simulations (blue) than those experimentally measured (black). As with the single time point, the

inclusion of inhomogeneities tended to reduce the attenuation (red), but did not replicate that recorded.

For each cardiac sequence, potential attenuation values were calculated and averaged over the 50 ms

interval containing the QRS complex. These are presented for each animal in Figure 5.13. There was

no significant inter-animal difference for each measure (p-values were > 0.05), with mean potential

attenuation values in a similar range. In addition, the trends observed between simulated and recorded

measures were the same. That is simulated potential attenuations tended to be greater than recorded,

with homogeneous models producing greater attenuation values than inhomogeneous models.
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Figure 5.12: Average potential attenuation adjacent to the extrema over a 50 ms window contain-
ing the QRS complex for the three case studies; A sinus rhythm, B LV endocardial pacing and C
LV epicardial pacing. Potential attenuation adjacent to the maximum (left column) and minimum
(right column) derived from measurements (black) are compared with results from simulations using

homogeneous (red) and inhomogeneous (blue) models.

Box plot distributions of the difference between simulated and measured values are presented in

Figure 5.14 for the whole population. These data and a corresponding statistical analysis confirm the

trends demonstrated with the case studies in Figures 5.12. That is, attenuation of potentials was 80-

130% greater adjacent to maxima and 21-52% greater adjacent to minima for body surface potentials

predicted with homogeneous forward models than those observed (p-value < 0.001). While there was

no significant difference in the mean attenuation from the minimum for inhomogeneous simulated and

measured signals (p-value = 0.097), the mean attenuation from the maximum was 6-25% greater for

homogeneous models than in inhomogeneous simulated signals (p-value = 0.0012).
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between animals for the average potential attenuation (×10−3 mV mm−1)
adjacent to the (A) maxima, and (B) minima from measured (black) or simulated body surface poten-
tials using either homogeneous (blue) or inhomogeneous (red) models. Metrics were averaged over
a 50 ms window containing the QRS peak for each cardiac sequence. Bar graphs show the mean of

these metrics for each animal and for all animals. Error bars represent the standard deviation.
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Figure 5.14: Box plots of average potential attenuation (mV mm−1) over a 50 ms window containing
the QRS complex for all animals. Attenuation from the (A) maxima and (B) minima were averaged for
measured and forward simulated results with homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) models,
and the difference between them taken for each cardiac sequence. Solid lines indicate the median,

boxes represent inter-quartile ranges, error bars represent range, and red crosses mark outliers.
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5.6 Discussion

This chapter presented a systematic evaluation of the accuracy with which body surface potentials

can be predicted from potentials measured on the epicardial surface of the ventricles in large ani-

mals. Accurate 3D reconstruction of electrode locations and torso anatomy enabled the construction

of experiment-specific forward models, to compare predicted and measured body surface potentials

directly. This has enabled the accuracy of image-based forward models to be tested more rigorously

than has previously been possible. The results of this chapter are summarised by several novel find-

ings:

1. Measured body surface potential distributions qualitatively correspond to those predicted by

forward models in which it is assumed that the torso is an isotropic volume conductor.

2. Characteristic features of the bipolar potential distribution cannot be accurately simulated by

homogeneous forward models.

3. The incorporation of lungs, subcutaneous fat and anisotropic skeletal muscle in the forward

model reduced, but did not fully correct the differences seen between measured and simulated

body surface potential distributions.

The results presented are consistent with previous findings in humans (Green et al., 1985) and dogs

(Ramsey et al., 1977). The range and distributions of body surface potentials recorded here throughout

the cardiac cycle parallel those reported in extensive human body surface mapping studies (Green

et al., 1985). The only previous experimental forward model validation study was performed by

Ramsey et al. (1977) more than thirty years ago. This study was limited by the technical constraints

of the time and appears to have been largely ignored in the literature. Despite this, the results reported

by Ramsey et al. (1977) support the findings here. That is, the observed magnitudes of body surface

potential extrema during the QRS complex were substantially less than predicted by a homogeneous

forward model, as was the attenuation of body surface potentials adjacent to these extrema.

These observations are at odds with the view that epicardial potential-based simulations of BSPMs,

which employ uniform isotropic forward models, reproduce the key features of body surface poten-

tial distributions throughout the cardiac cycle. This view is largely based on computer modelling

studies in which different electrical properties associated with specific torso structures were system-

atically considered (Keller et al., 2010; Klepfer et al., 1997; Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001a). In these
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studies, the CCs used to quantify the correspondence between BSPMs predicted with homogeneous

and inhomogeneous models were not significantly different. It was therefore concluded that torso

inhomogeneities do not substantially affect body surface potentials. However, the validity of this in-

terpretation depends crucially on whether the CC is a sensitive measure of differences in body surface

potential distributions.

5.6.1 Insensitivity of the Correlation Coefficient

The data presented in this chapter has shown that the CC is a relatively insensitive measure for

distinguishing differences in body surface potential distributions. For example, in Figure 5.10 the

CCs between measured BSPMs and those predicted with a homogeneous forward model averaged

∼0.9 throughout the QRS complex over all data. Furthermore, the corresponding CCs for the inho-

mogeneous case are not significantly different. That is, differences in measured and predicted body

surface potential distributions that are clearly visible in the BSPMs (Figures 5.2-5.4) are not identified

by the CC. There are at least two reasons for this. Firstly, the body surface locations close to the heart

at which the differences in potential are most evident are a relatively small subset of those over which

the CC is calculated. Similar qualifications apply to the other correspondence measures such as the

rRMSE. Secondly, the CC is normalised with respect to standard deviation to identify similarity of

patterns in data. Therefore, it does not register systematic differences in the magnitudes of predicted

and measured potentials.

In this work, alternative measures were used that capture characteristic features of the potential dis-

tribution on the body surface adjacent to the heart during ventricular activation. These include the

magnitudes of potential extrema, potential gradients on the body surface adjacent to extrema, their

orientation and the distance between them. For each metric, differences between measured potential

distributions and those predicted with a homogeneous forward model were substantial and statistically

significant. The differences between measured and predicted potential distributions were reduced but

not removed when an inhomogeneous forward model was utilised.

Although the interpretation of previous structure-based forward model simulations (Keller et al.,

2010; Klepfer et al., 1997; Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001a) has been questioned, they nonetheless

demonstrate that regions close to the torso surface have greater influence on predicted BSPMs than

deeper structures. In a study that aligns more closely with our work, Stanley et al. (1986) utilised
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the data acquired by Ramsey et al. (1977). Body surface potentials were simulated using measured

epicardial potentials and structure-specific forward models that incorporated torso electrical inhomo-

geneities. Predicted and observed potential distributions were then compared. The lungs and spine

had little influence on potential distributions, but measured potentials were more closely reproduced

when an outer layer of anisotropic skeletal muscle was included.

5.6.2 Adequacy of the Forward Model

On the basis of the findings presented and reviewed in this chapter, it can be seen that models which

treat the torso as a uniform, isotropic volume conductor do not provide accurate predictions of active

body surface potential distributions. Furthermore, despite improvements to these predictions, the in-

clusion of lungs, subcutaneous fat and anisotropic skeletal muscle does not remove these differences.

This therefore raises the question, can a forward model completely predict the resulting field from a

given cardiac source?

In the torso models used, the conductivity in the skeletal muscle layer was assumed to be signifi-

cantly less in the direction normal to the body surface than transverse to this. However, the complex

arrangement of skeletal muscle anatomy in the torso was not captured. This is likely to be a major

source of residual difference between observed and predicted BSPMs. However, experiment-specific

data on skeletal muscle anatomy necessary to test this hypothesis were not acquired for this study and

are difficult to obtain using currently available imaging techniques. Stanley et al. (1991) have also

previously shown that crude specificity of anisotropic skeletal muscle fibre directions can introduce

spatial inaccuracies in forward model solutions.

While further improvements to the forward model may be possible, corresponding improvements

to the inverse model are not guaranteed with the inclusion of inhomogeneous electrical properties.

Although an extensive number of studies have previously been carried out to determine the effect

of torso inhomogeneities on inverse solution accuracy (Burnes et al., 2000; Oster et al., 1997; Van

Oosterom, 1999; Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001b; Messinger-Rapport and Rudy, 1986), contention

remains over the extent of their effect. Previous analyses have typically been based on numerical

experiments in which forward models are used to construct the BSPMs that provide the input for

the inverse solution tests. A systematic experimental study of the effects of inhomogeneities on the

inverse problem is therefore needed to resolve these issues.
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5.7 Conclusions and Implications

In this chapter, the comprehensive data set obtained has provided a platform for a systematic valida-

tion of forward models that use specific torso anatomy and its component properties to map cardiac

potentials onto the body surface. Disparity was demonstrated between observed body surface po-

tentials and those predicted with forward models in which torso conductivities were assumed to be

homogeneous. Inclusion of inhomogeneous electrical properties in the forward model reduced, but

did not remove these differences. An important question is whether, and to what extent, this impacts

inverse mapping techniques. Chapter 6 investigates this question, by quantifying the spatial precision

of inverse mapping procedures for single source cardiac sequences, in the presence and absence of

torso inhomogeneities.



Chapter 6

The Inverse Problem

6.1 Introduction

Cardiac arrhythmias are characterised by the abnormal spread of electrical activity in the heart, that

can generate irregular contractions. They are often associated with focal sources of activation or

regions of impaired conduction. Intra-cardiac mapping of endocardial potentials is used in clinical

cardiac electrophysiology to visualise abnormal conduction pathways, identify origins susceptible to

spontaneous excitation, and sites of conduction block, along with other substrates for reentry.

Noninvasive imaging of cardiac electrical activity from body surface potential measurements (“the

inverse problem”) has been applied clinically as an imaging modality for electro-anatomic mapping

of arrhythmogenic substrates and various arrhythmias (Ramanathan et al., 2006; Ghosh et al., 2008;

Zhang et al., 2012; Roten et al., 2012; Cochet et al., 2014). In particular, noninvasive imaging has

been shown to aid current endocardial mapping techniques by providing further information about

intramural breakthrough and epicardial exit sites (Sapp et al., 2012; Rudy, 2013).

Despite this, validation of the inverse problem using a complete in-vivo experimental data set has been

limited. One of the most comprehensive studies to date obtained concurrent cardiac source and body

surface potential recordings in rabbits (Zhang et al., 2005; Han et al., 2008, 2011). Using activation-

based inverse models, pacing sites were localised to within 7 mm and the general spread of excitation

was consistently captured in reconstructed activation time maps (CC = 0.72±0.04). However, the

ability to scale these results from the rabbit to a species with a much larger heart size is uncertain.

97
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While similar recordings have been obtained in dogs (Barr and Spach, 1978), this study was limited

both by the low temporal and spatial resolution of the data. Furthermore, validation was restricted to

comparison of reconstructed and measured epicardial potential maps; which showed relatively low

correlation coefficients of 0.6-0.8 over the QRS complex. Other studies performed in pigs and humans

have shown conflicting results, with localisation of focal events ranging dramatically from as low as

6 mm to greater than 50 mm (Pullan et al., 2001a; Cheng et al., 2005; Ghanem et al., 2005; Berger

et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2011; Sapp et al., 2012). This variability may be due to the various methods

used to define the true location of epicardial pacing events, each of which were highly susceptible to

error. If inverse mapping techniques are to be used clinically, it is important to determine the accuracy

of inverse models to reliably localise focal activity and map activation pathways in large animals.

Inverse mapping tools used clinically treat the torso as a uniform, isotropic volume conductor (Zhang

et al., 2012; Sapp et al., 2012). This assumption is based on numerical studies in which forward

models were used to simulate body surface potentials, that then provided the input for inverse solu-

tion tests (Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001b). These simulations have shown that while inhomogeneous

inverse solutions correspond more closely with epicardial potential maps in the absence of noise

(Van Oosterom, 1999; Messinger-Rapport and Rudy, 1986), this correspondence is degraded further

by geometric error and noise than with a homogeneous model. This is because the inhomogeneous

transfer matrices were more ill-conditioned than for homogeneous torso models (Ramanathan and

Rudy, 2001b), making the inhomogeneous reconstructions less robust to the presence of measure-

ment noise and errors. In Chapter 5, it was established that homogeneous torso models introduce

spatial inaccuracies into the forward model, and that inclusion of inhomogeneities reduced but did

not completely eliminate differences between experimental and simulated results. As the transfer

matrix is fundamental to the accuracy of inverse solutions, it is important to establish whether and to

what extent this impacts inverse mapping techniques.

The aim of this chapter was to establish an experimental framework that encompasses simultaneously

recorded body surface and epicardial potentials, and corresponding information on torso anatomy and

3D electrode locations. Using these data, the validity of an inverse model was analysed by comparing

measured and simulated epicardial potentials through potential maps, electrograms and activation

patterns. In addition, the effects of anisotropic skeletal muscle, subcutaneous fat and the lungs on

inverse solutions were determined.
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6.2 Methods

All surgical procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Auckland

and conform to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH publication No. 85-23).

In total, data from five healthy pigs, each weighing 30-40 kg, were analysed in depth for this study,

as previously described in Chapter 5. Comprehensive descriptions of the experimental and modelling

methods employed in this chapter are given in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. A brief summary of the

modelling methods and data analysis techniques used is given below.

6.2.1 Inverse Modelling Methodology

Epicardial potentials (φH) are linearly related to body surface potentials (φT ) through A, the transfer

matrix (Barr et al., 1977):

φT = AφH (6.2.1)

The transfer coefficients of A were calculated for each study using a coupled finite/boundary element

volume conductor model customised to experiment-specific MR images, and incorporating ventricu-

lar epicardial and lung surfaces, and skeletal muscle and subcutaneous fat volumes.

The ill-posed nature of Equation 6.2.1 means regularisation is commonly applied to solve for φH . A

number of inverse algorithms have been developed to solve the inverse problem, each with different

strengths and weaknesses. Standard regularisation techniques, such as Tikhonov regularisation, are

limited by the non-physiological constraints they impose and their exclusion of the temporal depen-

dence of the data (Greensite, 2001). An alternative method developed by Greensite and Huiskamp

(1998) simultaneously regularises both the temporal and spatial domains of the problem. The equa-

tions associated with each time point are regularised, based on the idea (and proved theoretically in

Greensite and Huiskamp (1998)) that a solution based on optimal regularisation of each integral equa-

tion associated with each principle component of the data will be more accurate than a solution based

on the optimal regularisation of each integral equation associated with each time point. Greensite’s

method has proven to be the more accurate than that of standard Tikhonov regularisation under pure

Gaussian noise and in the presence of geometric error (Cheng et al., 2003a,b). Therefore, epicardial
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potentials were reconstructed using Greensite’s potential based method with Tikhonov regularisa-

tion and the regularisation parameter was determined using CRESO criterion. Algorithms for these

methods are described in detail in Section 2.3.5.

6.2.2 Activation Time Derivation

Mapping the 3D spread of cardiac excitation enables clinicians to visualise the abnormal propagation

pathways that characterise arrhythmias. The time when an electrical wavefront passes beneath an

electrode can be directly inferred from electrograms. These activation times (AT) summarise the

temporal spread of excitation and can be visualised as a single 3D isochronal map.
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Figure 6.1: Electrogram (top) and derivative (bottom) for three electrodes in which the maximum
derivative method is defined as (A) reliable and (B and C) unreliable. Reliability is defined by a
threshold for neighbouring derivative peaks (red) that is half a standard deviation greater than min-

imum of the derivative (green).

The standard method for defining ATs is the time of the maximum negative derivative for unipolar

electrograms (Spach et al., 1979). While this method works well for experimentally recorded signals

(Figure 6.1A), it often derives unreliable ATs from electrograms reconstructed using inverse models,

as demonstrated in Figure 6.1. This is because of the prevalence of signals that contain 2 or more

distinct maxima (Figure 6.1B), have a broad intrinsic deflection with low maximum values, or contain

sharp fractionation that create false derivative peaks (Figure 6.1C). The following section describes

an alternative method that addresses these issues by deriving a global activation map, as opposed to
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explicitly defining local activation from individual electrograms.

Time-Delay Methodology

The method developed by Dubois et al. (2012) optimally fits a global activation field to local delays in

activation between adjacent electrograms. This method has previously been evaluated experimentally

with epicardial optical signals (Walton et al., 2013), and has been used clinically in the noninvasive

assessment of cardiac arrhythmias (Cochet et al., 2014).

The method is based on the concept that the time needed for an activation wavefront to travel from

one point, i, to another, j, is equal to the AT difference between those two points, i.e.,

λi j,= ATj−ATi i, j = 1 . . .N; i > j (6.2.2)

For N points over which the global activation map is computed, the resulting system of equations is

Λ = Bϒ (6.2.3)

where the activation times, ϒ = AT1, . . . ,ATN , are unknown and Λ = λ12, . . . ,λi j are the known time

delays between each pair of points. For this study, the time delays are calculated as follows.

1. Electrograms neighbouring a local signal of interest, j, are defined.

2. The cross-correlation between j and each adjacent electrogram, i are calculated.

3. λi j is defined as the time of peak correlation within a pre-specified time window.

In order to define a fully determined system of equations, the reliable ATs based on the maximum

derivative method are used. ATs are defined as unreliable when one or more peaks of the electrogram

derivative are within half a standard deviation of the maximum negative derivative, as demonstrated

in Figure 6.1.

Comparison of the Maximum Derivative and Time Delay Methods

The performance of the time delay and standard maximum derivative methods were compared by

evaluating ATs from epicardial electrograms resulting from anterior LV epicardial pacing. For the
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maximum derivative method, the slope was determined using a 6-point moving average window cen-

tred about the time of interest. The relationship between the ATs calculated using each method was

determined through a linear regression analysis. The absolute difference between ATs was deter-

mined (λ ), and ATs for all points on the epicardial surface were compared with a paired sample t-test.

Significance was defined with a p-value < 0.05. Unless otherwise stated, values are reported as mean

± standard deviation.

AT(ms)
0 35 70

A B

Figure 6.2: Anterior views of ATs determined using (A) maximum derivative and (B) time delay
methods for a single experimentally recorded paced beat from the anterior basal LV epicardium.

Figure 6.2 presents AT maps for a single experimentally recorded beat determined using (A) the max-

imum derivative and (B) the time delay methods. There was a qualitative correspondence between

the maps produced by both methods, with a close resemblance of the activation pathway and initial

site of activation, although the time derivative method had a slightly reduced range of ATs. Fig-

ure 6.3A shows the linear correlation (R2) of the two methods for a single beat was 0.97, indicating a

strong linear dependence. The beat-to-beat variation in AT over five consecutive recorded beats was

0.08±0.49 ms for the maximum derivative method, and 0.06±0.24 ms for the time delay method.

The difference of means of the AT distributions was 0.25 ms and the RMS error was 6.09 ms. There

was no statistically significant difference in the ATs measured with the two methods (p-value = 0.13).

The distribution of λ is shown in Figure 6.3B, where 98% of electrograms had an AT difference of

less than 15 ms.

Figure 6.4 presents AT maps for inversely reconstructed electrograms from the same LV pacing se-

quence used in Figure 6.2. Unlike with recorded AT maps, there were several differences evident

between the two methods. First, the maximum derivative method produced discrete regions of bulk

activation, with sharp jumps in AT at the borders (Figure 6.4A), while the time delay method resulted
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of maximum derivative and time delay methods on recorded signals. (A) The
linear regression of ATs for a single recorded beat from a heart paced by an anterior basal LV epicar-
dial electrode using the the maximum derivative and time delay method, the correlation coefficient

(R2) is 0.97. (B) The distribution of absolute difference in ATs.

in a map with smoother spatial variations in AT (Figure 6.4B). Second, the maximum derivative

method produced a focal site of late activation near the base of the anterior RV, which was not present

with the time delay method. Within this area, electrograms were of low amplitude (Figure 6.5C) with

no clear minimum in the derivative. Therefore, ATs derived with the maximum derivative method

within this area were considered unreliable. Electrograms neighbouring this focal anomaly (Fig-

ure 6.5D) produced reliable ATs with the maximum derivative method and were similar in timing to

those derived using the time delay method.
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Figure 6.4: Activation times determined using (A) maximum derivative and (B) time delay methods
rendered on a 3D representation of the anterior ventricular surface for a single inversely recon-
structed beat paced from the anterior LV epicardium. (C and D) Electrogram (top) and derivative
(bottom) for two electrodes represented by silver spheres in (A), with vertical bars defining activation

times derived using the maximum derivative (red) and time delay (green) methods.
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For reconstructed signals, the ATs produced by both methods were significantly different (p-value <

0.001), and the linear correlation was moderate (R2 = 0.86, Figure 6.5A). Although the difference be-

tween the mean ATs was only 1.27 ms, the RMS value of λ was 16.07 ms, indicating high variability

between the estimated ATs. Figure 6.3 shows 4% of electrograms exhibited a λ greater than 40 ms,

and 65% less than 15 ms. The greatest differences in AT corresponded to electrograms which the

maximum derivative method marked ATs that were unreliable.
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Figure 6.5: (A) The linear regression of ATs for a single noninvasively reconstructed beat of an
anterior basal LV pacing sequence using the the maximum derivative and time delay method, the

correlation coefficient (R2) is 0.856. (B) The distribution of absolute difference in ATs.

In summary, the performance of the time delay based method proposed by Dubois et al. (2012) for

computing ATs was investigated. While this method is indistinguishable from the maximum deriva-

tive method when using directly measured epicardial electrograms, it showed clear advantages in

evaluating ATs from the low-level and discontinuous electrograms, such as can be produced by in-

verse models. Therefore, the derivation of activation times from inversely reconstructed electrograms

has been performed using the time delay method.

6.2.3 Data Analysis

Epicardial potentials and activation times were rendered on 3D ventricular models by interpolating

measured signals to nodal locations using Kriging interpolation (described in Section 4.3.3). Qualita-

tive observations of these maps were made only for regions covered by electrodes at which epicardial

surface potentials were measured. Due to the volume of data acquired (approximately 60 different
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cardiac sequences across 5 animals), only a subset could be presented for qualitative comparisons as

epicardial and AT maps, and were selected to be representative of the data set as a whole.

Quantitative comparisons were made both for the case studies and across the entire data set. Simulated

and measured potentials and activation times were compared using RMS, rRMSE and CC at the

epicardial electrode locations. Each of these metrics is defined in Section 5.2.3. Activation time maps

were also quantified using the activation interval (AI), that is the difference between the maximum

and minimum activation time, and the localisation error (LE), the Euclidean distance between the

measured and reconstructed location of initial activation. Initial activation (epicardial breakthrough)

were defined as the site of earliest activation.

Quantitative comparisons were made across the entire data set. The significance of differences be-

tween animals was determined using a single-factor ANOVA (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Post-hoc

comparisons were performed using a Student’s t-test to elucidate differences between experimen-

tal data and reconstructions employing homogeneous and inhomogeneous inverse models. Statistical

significance was accepted for p-value < 0.05. Data are presented as mean± standard deviation unless

otherwise stated.

6.3 Potential Maps

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 presents recorded and reconstructed epicardial potential maps respectively, during

sinus rhythm in P07. Each row shows snapshots of measured epicardial potential distributions along-

side simultaneously recorded BSPMs during ventricular depolarisation. The BSPMs provide inputs

to inverse models, with homogeneous and inhomogeneous inverse potential maps presented on the

subsequent page.

Excitation first appeared near the base of the ventricles as a region of negative potential, spreading

towards the apex and terminating on the LV free wall. A potential maximum flanked the minimum,

and expanded ahead of the depolarisation wavefront. A second maximum appeared later in activation

on the posterior surface (34 ms), which again spread ahead of excitation.
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Figure 6.6: Measured Epicardial and body surface potential distributions during ventricular depo-
larisation for a sinus rhythm sequence in P07. The leftmost column shows chest and back views
of recorded BSPMs. The rightmost column shows anterior and posterior views of corresponding
recorded epicardial potential maps. The times for each row are indicated and represented by red
bars in corresponding ECG limb-lead II. The BSPMs provide inputs to inverse models, with homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous inverse potential maps presented on the subsequent page. Magnitudes

of potentials are indicated on associated colour bars and black contours are spaced 2 mV apart.
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Reconstructed
InhomogeneousHomogeneous
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Figure 6.7: Inversely reconstructed potential maps during ventricular depolarisation for a sinus
rhythm sequence in P07. Corresponding recorded BSPM presented on the previous page provided
the input to inverse models using homogeneous (two leftmost columns) and inhomogeneous (two
rightmost columns) torso models. Magnitudes of potentials are indicated on associated colour bars

and black contours are spaced 2 mV apart.
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Figure 6.8: Epicardial and body surface potential distributions during ventricular depolarisation of
a LV anterior epicardial pacing sequence in P06. The leftmost column shows chest and back views
of recorded BSPMs. The rightmost column shows anterior and posterior views of corresponding
recorded epicardial potential maps. The times for each row are indicated and represented by red
bars in corresponding ECG limb-lead II. The BSPMs provide inputs to inverse models, with homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous inverse potential maps presented on the subsequent page. Magnitudes

of potentials are indicated on associated colour bars and black contours are spaced 2 mV apart.
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Figure 6.9: Inversely reconstructed potential maps during ventricular depolarisation during ven-
tricular depolarisation of a LV anterior epicardial pacing sequence in P06. Corresponding recorded
BSPM presented on the previous page provided the input to inverse models using homogeneous (two
leftmost columns) and inhomogeneous (two rightmost columns) torso models. Magnitudes of poten-

tials are indicated on associated colour bars and black contours are spaced 2 mV apart.
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The initial location of negative potential, identifying the first site of activation, was spatially shifted

and temporally delayed with the inverse solution computed with a homogeneous torso model. The

general direction of spread was captured on both the anterior and posterior surfaces, though the initial

site of the negative potential was spatially shifted. The onset and magnitude of the maximum was also

not resolved, though there was some correspondence in the location of the predicted and observed

positive potentials later in activation. The inclusion of inhomogeneities produced qualitative changes

in the potential maps, but no systematic improvement in correspondence to recorded potentials.

Similar patterns were observed in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, showing the time progression of reconstructed

and measured epicardial potential distributions respectively, during a LV apical epicardial pacing

sequence in P06. Initial activation was first seen as a potential minimum at the stimulus site near

the anterior apex. Depolarisation spread towards the base of the anterior surface and later across the

posterior surface. Early depolarisation was flanked by two maxima, that expanded and rotated with

the activation wavefront (19 and 35 ms). In this case, rotation was counter-clockwise reflecting the

penetration of activation transmurally.

While the homogeneous inverse solution resolved the location of early excitation, the spread of acti-

vation across the anterior surface was poorly reconstructed. As with sinus rhythm, the location and

spread of the potential maxima were not captured until later in activation, when correspondence was

still poor. Furthermore, there was no systematic improvement in the potential distributions with the

incorporation of inhomogeneities.

Figure 6.10 presents the RMS voltages, and corresponding CC values, for predicted and measured

epicardial potentials over a 100 ms interval containing the QRS complex for the (A) sinus rhythm and

(B) LV epicardial pacing sequences presented in Figures 6.6 and 6.8 respectively. For both cardiac

sequences, recorded RMS voltages (black) had a larger amplitude than simulated RMS voltages using

either a homogeneous (blue) or inhomogeneous (red) models throughout the QRS.

CCs between simulated and measured potential distributions followed a similar trajectory, with low

values during the early and late phases of depolarisation (0.4-0.6), and peaking when the RMS volt-

ages were greatest, indicating some correspondence between reconstructed and observed potential

maps. While there was no pronounced difference in the CCs computed for homogeneous and in-

homogeneous simulations (red and blue traces, respectively), the incorporation of inhomogeneities

marginally increased the magnitude of the RMS voltage in sinus rhythm. The delay in the RMS volt-

age upstroke for reconstructed signals reflects the temporal delay of epicardial breakthrough seen in
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the potential maps for both cardiac sequences.
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Figure 6.10: RMS Voltage and CC computed over the QRS for the (A) sinus rhythm and (B) LV
epicardial pacing sequences presented in Figures 6.6 and 6.8 respectively. Shown are measured
(black) and inversely reconstructed signals using homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) torso

models.

To determine if similar results were present across the entire data set, RMS voltage, and CC were

calculated between reconstructed and recorded epicardial potential maps for all cardiac sequences,

from all animals. A population wide comparison was made by temporally aligning these metrics

using the peak of the RMS voltage. Figure 6.11 shows the mean RMS voltage and corresponding

mean CC across all cardiac sequences and animals. A Shapiro-Wilk test showed both the RMS

voltage and CC were normally distributed about the mean between 25 and 75 ms (α = 0.01). Error

bars in this window represent the standard deviation. Outside of these times, results were skewed

by both the varying total length of activation for different cardiac sequences and the presence of a

stimulus artefact for paced sequences.

The trends observed in the data set as a whole were comparable to those seen in the two case studies.

That is, measured RMS voltages (black) were larger throughout the QRS than homogeneous (blue)

or inhomogeneous (red) inverse signals, with variation fairly constant with time. The trajectory of the

CC was also similar, with variation in values greatest in the early and late phase of activation. While

there was a slight increase in the RMS voltage amplitudes with the inclusion of inhomogeneities,

there was no discernible difference in the CCs.
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Figure 6.11: Quantitative comparison of epicardial potential maps throughout a 100 ms window
containing the QRS complex, averaged across all cardiac sequence and all animals. Mean RMS
voltages (mV) are given for experimental measurements (black), and simulated results employing
homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) inverse models, respectively. Corresponding mean
CC between measured and simulated potentials are presented for the same time interval. Error bars

represent the standard deviation at each time instant.

For each cardiac sequence, CC values were averaged over a 50 ms time frame containing the QRS,

defined as the mean CC. Figure 6.12 presents the average mean CCs for each animal, alongside the

average peak RMS voltage and peak CC, with error bars representing the standard deviations. While

there was no significant difference between animals for peak and mean CCs, or for simulated RMS

voltages (p-values were > 0.23), P08 and P14 had higher recorded RMS voltages than other animals

(p-value < 0.001). This difference could be due to an better “sock” electrode contact or a lower

voltage reference electrode. Nevertheless, the trends observed between simulated and recorded RMS

voltages were consistent across all pigs. That is, there was a significant difference between measured

and inversely reconstructed RMS voltage amplitudes (p-values < 0.001), where measured amplitudes

were 3.4-4.5 mV greater than those simulated with homogeneous models for P08 and P14, and 1.0-

1.6 mV greater across the other animals.

The average peak CC was ∼0.7 across all animals, indicating the correspondence between potential

maps at any one time instant was moderate at best. The mean CC values were lower than peak

CCs for all studies, suggesting CC values were variable across the QRS complex for all cardiac

sequences. While the inclusion of inhomogeneities increased RMS voltage amplitudes by 0.2-0.5 mV

(p-value < 0.001), there was no significant difference in peak or mean CC values (p-value = 0.22 and

0.14 respectively).
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Figure 6.12: Comparison between animals for the (A) peak RMS voltage (mV), (B) peak CC and (C)
mean CC between measured (black) and inversely reconstructed epicardial potential distributions
using either homogeneous (blue) or inhomogeneous (red) models. Metrics were derived over a 50 ms
window containing the QRS peak. Bar graphs show the mean for each animal, and for all animals.
Error bars represent the standard deviation. There was a significant difference in the measured peak

RMS voltage between animals (p-value < 0.001).

These results demonstrate the inverse models inadequately reconstruct many features of epicardial

potentials maps. While CC values suggest reconstructions were less accurate during early and late

activation, this corresponds to times when the epicardial surface has little activity and noise likely

dominates the calculation. Likewise, peak CCs occur when potential magnitudes are greatest and

cover a large portion of the epicardium. These values do not define the ability of the inverse model to

track activation pathways or localise focal sources.
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6.4 Epicardial Electrogram Morphology

Unipolar electrogram morphologies differ across the ventricular surface, as waveforms are affected by

cardiac anatomy and tissue structure (Taccardi et al., 1994). They are formed by the superposition of

local excitation (intrinsic deflection) and distant events represented through early and late potentials

(Spach and Barr, 1975; Blanchard et al., 1987). Figures 6.13 and 6.14 present typical epicardial

electrogram waveforms recorded during sinus rhythm and a LV epicardial pacing sequence, from P08

and P06 respectively. Electrograms were recorded from electrodes located on the anterior surface of

each heart, represented by silver spheres on corresponding activation maps.

Figure 6.13: Typical unipolar epicardial electrogram morphologies for a sinus rhythm sequence.
Electrograms recorded from electrodes represented by silver spheres. Electrodes were located on
the anterior surface, shown on the corresponding AT map with colour bar below. Early- and late-
activation waveforms are characterised by negative, and positive monophasic morphologies respec-

tively, while mid-activation are characterised by a biphasic morphology.

For both sequences, early-activation waveforms are characterised by a negative monophasic morphol-

ogy, with a rapid intrinsic deflection followed by slow rising potentials returning to baseline (elec-

trodes 1-3). This is often preceded by a low voltage hump, typically positive-trending, although neg-

ative and polyphasic deflections were also recorded. The preceding wave became more pronounced

and late potentials reduced with increasing distance from the initial site of activation. This created a

biphasic morphology in electrograms near mid-activation (electrodes 4-6) and a positive monophasic

morphology closer to termination (electrodes 7-8). This temporal progression of electrogram mor-

phologies is evident in all cardiac sequences.
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Figure 6.14: Typical unipolar epicardial electrogram morphologies for a LV epicardial pacing se-
quence. The layout is the same as for Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.15 presents a comparison of measured and inversely reconstructed epicardial electrograms

during (A) sinus rhythm in P07, (B) pacing from the RV posterior epicardium in P12 and (C) pacing

from the LV endocardium in P06. Each column presents electrograms from early-, mid- and late-

activation sites respectively. The CC values displayed in the corner of each plot are between measured

(black traces) and simulated electrograms using homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) torso

models.

For most electrograms, the general topology of the measured potentials were captured by the in-

verse reconstructions using homogeneous models, though potential amplitudes were typically smaller.

CCs showed a stronger correspondence between early- and late-activation electrograms than mid-

activation waveforms. This is likely a reflection of the good capture of slow rising potentials for

monophasic potentials. Biphasic electrograms also tended to have more complex morphologies that

were not accurately resolved.

Minor deflections in the waveforms were not captured by inverse models, such as small R-waves

in early potentials. The intrinsic deflection was also often temporally shifted, most substantially for

early- and late-activation signals. The inclusion of inhomogeneities in the inverse model typically

increased potential magnitudes, though still did not match those measured. While this resulted in

a steeper intrinsic deflection, there was no systematic improvement in morphology or timing when
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comparing to measured electrograms. The electrograms presented are representative of the differ-

ences observed between inversely reconstructed and measured signals across all cardiac sequences.
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Figure 6.15: Epicardial electrograms during (A) sinus rhythm in P07, (B) pacing from the RV pos-
terior epicardium in P12 and (C) pacing from the LV endocardium in P06. Recorded signals (black),
with inverse reconstructions using homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) models overlaid.
To right of each plot is value of CC between measured and computed electrograms using homoge-

neous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) models.

Figure 6.16 presents box plots of the (A) CC and (B) rRMSE values between reconstructed and mea-

sured electrograms using both homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) torso models for all

cardiac sequences, from all animals. Electrograms were classified by the location of the intrinsic

deflection in experimentally recorded signals. That is, the first third of all electrograms with the ear-

liest time of maximum negative derivative were defined as early-activation electrograms, the second

third as mid-activation and the final third as late-activation. As was seen in the Figure 6.15, early-

and late-activation electrograms both showed higher CC between reconstructed and observed elec-

trograms than mid-activation waveforms. Differences between rRMSE was much less distinct, but

median rRMSE for mid-activation were slightly higher than either early- or late-activation.
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Figure 6.16: Box plots of metrics comparing reconstructed and measured electrograms across all
animals. Metrics presented include (A) CCs, (B) rRMSE between early-, mid- and late-activation
measured and simulated electrograms for homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) torso mod-
els. Solid lines indicate the median, boxes represent inter-quartile ranges, error bars represent range,

and red crosses mark outliers.

These results have demonstrated that complex biphasic electrograms are less accurately reconstructed

than simple monophasic morphologies. The intrinsic deflection was also often seen to be temporally

shifted, particularly in early- and late-activation electrograms. As activation times are computed

using the intrinsic deflection, the ability of the inverse model to reconstruct its timing is important

for imaging activation pathways. To determine the accuracy of reconstructed intrinsic deflections,

activation times were calculated from the inverse solutions and compared to directly measured AT

maps in the next section.

6.5 Activation Time Maps

Figures 6.17-6.19 show measured and inversely reconstructed activation maps for sinus rhythm in

P07, a LV epicardial pacing sequences in P06, and a LV endocardial pacing sequence in P12, respec-

tively. The top row of each figure shows AT maps from measured signals, and the middle and bottom

panels show maps from homogeneous and inhomogeneous inverse reconstructions respectively.
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AT(ms)
0 20 40

Measured

Reconstructed

Right Postero-Lateral Anterior Left Postero-Lateral

Homogeneous: CC = 0.73, rRMSE = 0.11, LE = 7, 15 mm

Inhomogeneous: CC = 0.75, rRMSE = 0.11, LE = 9, 15 mm

Figure 6.17: Activation time maps for sinus rhythm in P07 rendered on a 3D representation ven-
tricles. The top row presents isochrones derived from recorded epicardial potentials at electrode
locations represented by spheres. The middle and lower panels show noninvasively reconstructed
activation time maps from homogeneous and inhomogeneous inverse models. Black isopotential con-
tours are every 10 ms with the colour legend for all maps displayed below (earliest activation in
red). Correlation coefficients (CC) and relative RMS (rRMSE) calculated at electrode locations be-
tween recorded and simulated AT’s are presented as well as localisation errors (LE) of epicardial

breakthrough.
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Figure 6.18: Activation time maps resulting from pacing on the posterior LV epicardial apex in P06.
The format is the same as that in Figure 6.17
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Homogeneous:,CC,=,0.86,,rRMSE,=,0.32,,LE,=,8,mm

Inhomogeneous:,CC,=,0.87,,rRMSE,=,0.36,,LE,=,18,mm

Figure 6.19: Activation time maps resulting from pacing in the LV endocardial free wall in P12. The
format is the same as that in Figure 6.17.
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In sinus rhythm (Figure 6.17), epicardial breakthrough commenced over the anterior RV base, with a

second breakthrough site ∼7 ms later on the right postero-lateral surface. Activation spread rapidly

from both sites, over the ventricles towards the apex and terminated on the LV free wall. For epicardial

pacing (Figure 6.18), excitation first occurred on the posterior apex, spreading more slowly over the

ventricles to the base of the LV. During endocardial pacing (Figure 6.19), epicardial breakthrough

occurred on the LV epicardial free wall, reflecting the pacing lead location on the endocardial surface.

Electrical activity spread rapidly across the LV, slowing over the RV and terminating near the base.

There was good correspondence between activation pathways defined by measured and homogeneous

inverse AT maps, quantified by high CCs (0.73-0.86) and low rRMSEs (13-32%) calculated for each

cardiac sequence. However, inverse reconstructions had shorter activation intervals (AI) than were

observed, indicating a higher conduction velocity across the epicardial surface. Despite this, re-

constructed maps captured the consistent spread across the ventricular surface seen in sinus rhythm

and epicardial pacing, and the slowed conduction over the RV seen with endocardial pacing. For

these sequences, the initial site of epicardial excitation was captured with reasonable accuracy. In si-

nus rhythm, both initial activation sites were resolved, though breakthrough occurred simultaneously

rather than sequentially. No clear improvements were seen with the inclusion of inhomogeneities.

Figure 6.20 presents CCs, rRMSE, AIs and LEs calculated between reconstructed and recorded ATs

for all cardiac sequences, and averaged for each animal. Bar graphs show the average for each an-

imal, with error bars representing the standard deviations. Statistical analysis showed there was no

significant difference between pigs for LEs, CCs or rRMSEs (p-values were > 0.08). However, there

was a significant difference in the AIs between animals (p-value = 0.01), reflecting the different car-

diac sequences recorded in each animal. For example, in P08 no endocardial pacing sequences were

recorded and AIs were ∼15 ms longer than the average across all animals (see Table 6.20).

Despite this, the features identified from comparison of AT maps for the case studies were present

across all animals. Firstly, for all animals measured AIs were significantly longer than those predicted

with homogeneous torso models (p-values were all < 0.001). Secondly, CCs were high (0.76±0.10)

and rRMSEs were low (0.21±0.11) between measured and homogeneous inverse AT times, indicat-

ing the inverse models captured the epicardial activation pathways observed. However, LEs were high

with large variability (19±12 mm), demonstrating the inverse models could not consistently recon-

struct focal epicardial sources. Finally, there was no significant difference for any of these measures

with the inclusion of inhomogeneous electrical properties (p-values were > 0.05).
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of recorded (black) and inversely reconstructed epicardial AT maps using
either homogeneous (blue) or inhomogeneous (red) models. Bar graphs are presented for each ani-
mal and for all animals showing the mean (A) AI (ms), (B) CC and (C) rRMSE calculated between
measured and reconstructed AT maps, and (D) LE (mm) defined as the Euclidean distance between
the initial sites of excitation. Error bars represent the standard deviation. There was no signifi-
cant difference between animals for CC, LE, or rRMSE (p-values > 0.08). There was a significant

difference in the AI between animals (p-value = 0.01).
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Figure 6.21: Box plot comparisons between the reconstructed and measured ATs across all animals.
Metrics presented include: (A) AIs (ms) for measured (black) and inversely reconstructed epicardial
AT maps using homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) torso models, (B) rRMSE and (C) CC
calculated between measured and simulated AT, and (D) LE (mm) were defined as the Euclidean
distance between their initial sites of excitation. Solid lines indicate the median, boxes represent

inter-quartile ranges, error bars represent range, and red crosses mark outliers.
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Cardiac sequences were recorded for each animals during pacing from both the epicardial and endo-

cardial surfaces, as well as during normal sinus rhythm. Figure 6.21 presents a comparison between

these three types of cardiac sequences for (A) CC, (B) rRMSE, (B) AI and (D) LE between measured

and reconstructed ATs. An independent samples t-test showed sinus rhythm signals had rRMSE

values 2.3-21% smaller between recorded and homogeneous inverse ATs than epicardial pacing and

endocardial pacing (p-values were both < 0.01). The difference in AIs between recorded and homoge-

neous inverse signals were 14-29 ms shorter for sinus rhythm signal than epicardial pacing sequences,

and 11-27 ms shorter for epicardial pacing than endocardial (p-values were < 0.001). However, there

was no significant difference in CC or LE values between the different types of cardiac sequences

(p-values > 0.33).
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Figure 6.22: Box plot comparison of LE of epicardial breakthrough derived from reconstructed and
measured ATs across all animals. LEs are presented for cardiac sequences with excitation originat-
ing from the (A) anterior and (B) posterior ventricular surface for homogeneous (blue) and inhomo-
geneous (red) torso models. Solid lines indicate the median, boxes represent inter-quartile ranges,
error bars represent range, and red crosses mark outliers. The difference between LE on anterior

and posterior surface was significant for both torso models (p-value <0.05).

Figure 6.22 shows the variation in LE for activation sources on the anterior and posterior surfaces of

the ventricles (surface determined by visual inspection). The average LE was smaller on the anterior

surface (16±12 mm) than on the posterior surface (22±12 mm) for homogeneous inverse simulations,

though still high for both. An independent samples t-test showed this difference was significant (p-

value = 0.04), with anterior focal sources localised with 0.4-15 mm greater accuracy than posterior

sources. Similar results were seen with the inclusion of inhomogeneities, with LEs 2.5-16 mm larger

on the posterior surface (p-value < 0.01). For all other metrics, there was no difference between

cardiac sequences with excitation originating on the anterior or posterior surface (p-values > 0.1).
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6.6 Discussion

This chapter presents an evaluation of the accuracy with which ventricular epicardial potentials and

activation times can be reconstructed from directly measured body surface potentials. High-resolution

in-vivo measurements from large animals and experiment-specific torso models were obtained, en-

abling a rigorous test of the accuracy of inverse models. The results of this chapter are summarised

by three principal findings:

1. Inverse mapping using homogeneous torso models predict the general topology of simple ven-

tricular epicardial excitation profiles.

2. Focal sources of activation and epicardial breakthrough cannot be consistently localised by

these inverse models.

3. The incorporation of lungs, subcutaneous fat and simplified anisotropic skeletal muscle produce

no systematic improvement to inverse solutions.

Many previous experimental inverse validation attempts have utilised the ex-vivo tank model consist-

ing of a Langendorff-perfused dog heart suspended in a saline filled tank shaped to the torso of a

10-year old boy (Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001b). These studies compare epicardial potentials recon-

structed from recorded “body surface” potentials using various inverse models, with simultaneously

measured epicardial potentials (Oster et al., 1997, 1998; Burnes et al., 2001). In this context, pacing

sites have be located to within 10 mm and measured epicardial electrograms are reconstructed faith-

fully (CC > 0.9 for 72% of electrodes). While the torso tank models have demonstrated the efficacy

of inverse mapping, they utilise an idealised environment in which the tank medium is homogeneous

in nature. The presence of inhomogeneous regions in the thorax alters currents and potentials in

unpredictable ways, so that extending results from tank models to a clinical setting is challenging.

The target application of noninvasive imaging is the diagnosis and analysis of cardiac arrhythmias in

humans, and to that end validation in animal or human models is essential.

Only one previous inverse model validation study has compared epicardial potentials to direct record-

ings in large animals (Barr and Spach, 1978). The results reported by Barr and Spach (1978) support

the findings presented here. That is, while reconstructed epicardial potential distributions can pre-

dict the general direction of spread, localised events including breakthrough and potential maxima
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were not resolved. More recently, several comprehensive in-vivo experimental studies have been per-

formed in rabbits to validate activation time based inverse methods (Zhang et al., 2005; Han et al.,

2008, 2011). Again, the CC and rRMSE values of reconstructed AT maps (Han et al., 2011) support

the results presented here (CC = 0.72±0.04 and rRMSE = 0.30±0.02).

Despite the number of experimental validation studies to date, a complete analysis of inverse methods

in large animals with a comprehensive data set has not yet be seen. While validation attempts in rab-

bits have utilised complete, high-resolution data sets, the ability to scale these results to a much larger

species is unknown. The experimental data set of Barr and Spach (1978) were obtained more than

thirty years ago, and were limited by the technical constraints of the time, having both low spatial

and temporal resolution compared to present standards. While other investigations have been per-

formed using experimental data from large animals (Cheng et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2011) and humans

(Ghanem et al., 2005; Berger et al., 2006; Sapp et al., 2012), these data sets were “incomplete” in that

the did not include high spatial resolution epicardial and torso potentials, alongside detailed anatom-

ical information. This chapter addresses these issue by assembling a comprehensive experimental

data set, including simultaneously recorded epicardial and body surface potentials in the pig, with

corresponding torso anatomy and precise 3D electrode locations. This has provided a platform for the

systematic evaluation of inverse models to reconstruct epicardial potentials maps, electrograms and

activation times.

6.6.1 Validation of the Inverse Model

The qualitative comparison of epicardial potentials maps showed noninvasive models accurately pre-

dicted the general spread of the cardiac activation wavefront. This was further assessed with AT

maps, where homogeneous inverse models reconstructed both the the topology of the wavefront and

the changing conduction rate over the epicardial surface. Quantification showed strong correlation

(CCs were 0.76±0.10) and low error (rRMSEs were 0.21±0.11) between reconstructed and observed

ATs. These findings indicate that inverse models can reliably reconstruct spatial patterns of 3D ven-

tricular activation sequences.

However, inverse models inadequately reconstructed several other features of the measured cardiac

source. First, the dispersion of activation times was not resolved by the homogeneous inverse model,

with AIs 20-30 ms shorter than those recorded. Similar findings have previously been reported in
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rabbits(Han et al., 2008, 2012), and was proposed to be a result of the smoothing effect of the torso

volume conductor. In particular, at initiation and termination of activation, body surface potentials

have a low signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in both spatially and temporally blurred inverse solutions.

Pacing sites and epicardial breakthrough were also not consistently localised with homogeneous in-

verse models, with large, variable LEs between inverse and recorded sites of epicardial breakthrough

(19±12 mm). This is consistent with other studies performed in pigs and humans that have reported

highly variable localisation errors of focal events, from as low as 6 mm to upwards of 50 mm (Cheng

et al., 2005; Ghanem et al., 2005; Berger et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2011; Sapp et al., 2012). The late

onset of activation in reconstructed signals may be linked to these spatially shifted excitation sources.

In the early stages of depolarisation, low level body surface potentials reproduce epicardial maps

that poorly correlate with those observed. Furthermore, electrograms surrounding initial activation

showed a delayed intrinsic deflection, resulting in these regions featuring similar or identical activa-

tion times. Interestingly, it was also shown here that epicardial sources on the anterior surface of the

heart were more accurately reconstructed from body surface potentials than those on the posterior

surface (LE were 0.4-15 mm smaller). The posterior surface is naturally more distant from body sur-

face electrodes, and potentials are more attenuated than are those from the anterior ventricle. In could

therefore be concluded that the localisation of excitation is limited by the filtering effects of the torso

cavity and hence the signal-to-noise ratio of the body surface potentials.

Finally, the fine details of epicardial potential maps and electrograms were also not reconstructed by

inverse models. These more minor features include the location and rotation of potential maxima

during early activation, and low voltage deviations in electrograms. These spatial imprecision of the

inverse model are consistent with the shortcomings of the forward models identified in Chapter 5.

That is forward models which treat the torso as a uniform, isotropic volume conductor do not provide

accurate predictions of active body surface potential distributions. The spatial inaccuracies identified

in the forward models are thus reflected in the inverse solutions.

Although the results and trends observed in this chapter were consistent between animals, there was

some variability in the reconstruction accuracy between the different cardiac sequences of each ani-

mal. For example, the standard deviation for LEs was 12 mm, and for CCs between measured and

reconstructed ATs was 0.10. The transfer matrix itself is independent of the input signals, therefore,

this variability is likely a result of the spatial distribution of electrodes on the body surface. Different

cardiac sources have been shown to result in remarkably different BSPMs (see Chapter 5). Although
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body surface electrode positions were chosen to cover regions of the body surface demonstrated to

contain the the richest sources of relevant data (Dössel et al., 1998; Hintermüller et al., 2004), impor-

tant features may have been inadequately captured for certain cardiac sequences. The use of more

electrodes on the torso may help to capture these features and reduce some of the variability seen.

However, this is unlikely to dramatically change the overall findings of this chapter.

6.6.2 Incorporation of Torso Inhomogeneities

The inclusion of torso inhomogeneities in the inverse model saw only minor changes when compared

to solutions using a uniformly isotropic model. That is, the magnitude of inhomogeneous inverse

epicardial potentials were 0.2-0.5 mV larger, and more closely reflected the magnitude of those di-

rectly measured. Despite this, there were not other systematic improvements to the inverse solutions

when compared to directly measured data. These results are consistent with the findings of a numer-

ical study conducted by Ramanathan and Rudy (2001b). In this study, forward models were used

to simulate body surface potentials that provided the input for the inverse models. It was found that

inhomogeneous inverse solutions were degraded further than homogeneous models by geometric er-

ror and noise. This reduction in accuracy was proposed to be due to an increased ill-conditioning

of the transfer matrix, meaning inhomogeneous reconstructions were less robust to errors than for

homogeneous torso models (Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001b).

On the other hand, several studies have also shown that inhomogeneous inverse models resulted in

more accurate epicardial potential maps than homogeneous models in the absence of geometric error

(Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001b; Van Oosterom, 1999; Messinger-Rapport and Rudy, 1986). While

error cannot be eliminated from these models, it can be reduced, potentially improving the recon-

struction accuracy of the inhomogeneous inverse model. The two major sources of geometric error

in this thesis include the simplifications made to skeletal muscle layer, and the exclusion of cardiac

mechanics from the torso models. While it was demonstrated that there was no significant difference

between end-diastolic and post-mortem epicardial geometries (see Section 3.3.1), the effects of ex-

cluding the complex arrangement of skeletal muscle anatomy are less clear. These simplifications to

the torso model, in combination with the increased ill-conditioning of the inhomogeneous transfer

matrix, may have resulted in a reduced reconstruction accuracy.

The reconstruction accuracy demonstrated with torso tank models indicate that the spatial precision

of inverse mapping procedures could be improved if the forward model was accurate. While the
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findings of Chapter 5 showed that the inclusion of simplified inhomogeneities improved the forward

problem, there still remained a significant discrepancy between simulated and observed body surface

potentials. While the use of more anatomically realistic fibre orientations would likely reduce this

error, the question remaining to be answered is does this result in a sufficiently accurate forward

model to improve inverse solutions?

6.6.3 Activation Time Derivation with the Time-Delay Method

In this chapter, the time delay method was used to derive ATs from electrograms as an alternative

to the more commonly used maximum derivative method. Comparison of individual electrograms

showed that reconstructed electrograms could feature large levels of noise or temporally shifted in-

trinsic deflections. Normally, as was shown in Section 6.2.2, these individual electrograms would

contribute to AT error using the maximum derivative method. By deriving ATs globally, these inac-

curate signals were spatially smoothed without biasing the overall result.

This method has further demonstrated that the delay in ATs between neighbouring electrograms was

reasonably accurate, with high CC between reconstructed and recorded AT maps. Therefore, al-

though electrograms may be inaccurate on an individual basis, the temporal changes in electrogram

morphology spatially is likely to be fairly similar to those recorded.

In the current context, anomalies in electrogram morphologies are error introduced by the inverse

models. However, in myocardial infarction electrical anomalies are often present through low-voltage

and fractionated signals. Its is therefore likely that this method would not be appropriate in such

contexts.

6.7 Conclusions and Implications

In this chapter, the findings presented have shown that inverse models employing a uniform, isotropic

volume conductor are capable of reconstructing the general topology of a simple epicardial ventricular

excitation profile. However, inverse solution are inconsistent in precisely localising the focal epicar-

dial sources that generate these profiles. The incorporation of lungs, subcutaneous fat and a simplified

representation of anisotropic skeletal muscle produce no systematic improvement to inverse solutions.
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The single pacing site and sinus rhythm cardiac sequences used in this chapter produce simple ac-

tivation patterns, providing a well-controlled experimental setting for evaluating the performance of

inverse mapping techniques. However, cardiac arrhythmias are characterised by abnormal and often

complex activation pathways, and further validation is required if inverse mapping is to be used to

guide interventional procedures such as catheter ablation. Chapter 7 investigates the capabilities of the

inverse models to image more complex activation sequences including reentrant VT in the presence

of myocardial ischaemia.



Chapter 7

Electro-Anatomic Mapping of Ischaemic

Substrates

7.1 Introduction

Despite advances in clinical treatment and therapy, catheter ablation of scar-related ventricular tachy-

cardia (VT) remains challenging, with long procedure times and uncertain endpoints (Stevenson et al.,

2008). Current methods for three-dimensional substrate mapping are restricted by confinement to the

endocardium or to more invasive point-by-point mapping of the epicardial surface of the heart (Hsia

et al., 2006; Stevenson et al., 2008; Klemm et al., 2007). The majority of infarct-related VTs are also

unmappable due to hemodynamic collapse, non-inducibility, or an unstable morphology (Soejima

et al., 2001; Bogun et al., 2006; Cesario et al., 2006). In order to improve procedure outcomes, more

effective methods for identifying reentrant circuits and exit sites are needed.

Noninvasive imaging of cardiac electrical activity from the body surface has shown promise in recent

years. Accessory pathways (Berger et al., 2006; Ghosh et al., 2008), intramural breakthrough circuits

and epicardial exit sites (Ghanem et al., 2005; Sapp et al., 2012) have been localised, focal and

reentrant VT have been separated (Wang et al., 2011), and spontaneous VT events have been identified

(Zhang et al., 2012). Despite this, the extent to which inverse mapping can aid catheter ablation

has never been validated in-vivo, in the presence of myocardial infarction (MI). In Chapter 6, it

was established that inverse methods are capable of reconstructing simple patterns of activation, and

131
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the general location of their focal sources. However, cardiac arrhythmias associated with infarction

are often characterised by reentrant pathways (Janse and Wit, 1989) and can be significantly more

complex than those resulting from a single stimulus. Therefore, further validation is required to

define the accuracy of inverse mapping to guide interventional procedures for infarct-related VT.

The aim of this chapter was to establish an experimental model that encompasses the key character-

istics of chronic MI and associated reentrant arrhythmias. Chronic MI is a time consuming model

to develop, with pigs growing too large to handle and study in the available laboratory environment.

However, in acute myocardial ischaemia the reduced perfusion to the myocardial tissue creates an

altered electrophysiological substrate that is highly arrhythmogenic (Harris et al., 1954; Carmeliet,

1999). During these arrhythmias, propagation of the cardiac impulse occurs in multiple circus move-

ments, with reentrant patterns similar to those seen in chronic MI (Wit and Janse, 1992; Dillon et al.,

1988). Therefore, in this chapter a porcine model of acute myocardial ischaemia was developed

and used to explore whether noninvasive imaging techniques can accurately and robustly reconstruct

epicardial exit sites and reentrant activation pathways associated with VT.

7.2 Methods

All surgical procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Auckland

and conform to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH publication No. 85-23).

In total, data from two pigs (30-45 kg), in which ischaemia was induced by permanent ligation of

a proximal diagonal branch of the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery, were analysed

in depth. The experimental protocol and modelling techniques are outlined below. More detailed

descriptions of the methods can be found in Chapters 2-4.

7.2.1 Surgical Preparation for Acute Myocardial Infarction

Both animals underwent the surgical procedures outlined in Section 3.1.3, which builds upon the

protocol employed by (Nash et al., 2003). Following placement of the electrode “sock” over the ven-

tricles, a suture was placed loosely around either the first or second diagonal branch off the LAD,

allowing the artery to be occluded after closing the chest. The chest was sutured closed and sealed

tightly around the suture. Epicardial, endocardial and body surface potentials were recorded using
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an elastic “sock” (239 unipolar electrodes, 5-10 mm spacing), a non-contact basket catheter in the

LV (Endocardial Solutions Inc., St. Paul, MN, USA), and 19 flexible electrode strips (BioSemi, The

Netherlands) placed in a regular pattern around the torso (184 electrodes, 30-45 mm spacing). The

mapping protocol was first performed in the normal heart (see Section 3.1.2). Subsequently, the liga-

ture was tightened, occluding the coronary artery and inducing ischaemia. After ligation, endocardial,

epicardial and body surface potentials were again recorded in i) sinus rhythm, and ii) during pacing

from either the epi- or endocardium. These standard pacing protocols resulted in the induction of

ventricular tachycardia (VT) in both animals, one from an RV basal epicardial stimulus site and the

other a LV apical endocardial stimulus site. Tn both animals, VT was unstable and degraded into VF.

VT induction was captured in P14, and VT maintenance was recorded in both animals. The timing of

recordings made following the induction of ischaemia are summarised in Table 7.1. Upon completion

of the experiment, the heart was arrested and MR images of the heart and thorax were acquired. The

heart was excised and perfusion-fixed, and epicardial electrode locations captured with a multi-axis

digitising arm (FARO Technologies, FL). Torso electrodes were localised from MR images. A full

description of methods used for electrode localisation is given in Section 4.3.

Table 7.1: Summary of the timing of recordings relative to the onset of coronary artery occlusion for
each study.

Animal Sinus Rhythm Pacing VT

P08 30 s 5 mins 7 mins
P14 3 mins 7 mins 9 mins

Animals underwent the surgical procedures outlined in Section 3.1.2. Following placement of the

electrode “sock” over the ventricles, a suture was placed loosely around the first or second diagonal

branch of the LAD, allowing the artery to be occluded after closing the chest. The chest was sutured

closed and sealed tightly around the suture ligature along with the “sock” electrode leads and two

chest drains. The mapping protocol was first performed in the normal heart. Subsequently, the ligature

was tightened, occluding the coronary artery and inducing ischaemia. After ligation, endocardial,

epicardial and body surface potentials were again recorded in: i) sinus rhythm, and ii) during pacing

from multiple LV and RV sites, both endo- and epicardially. As with the normal mapping study,

pacing rates were set just above that of sinus rhythm, typically a basic cycle length of 350 to 450 ms.
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7.2.2 Inverse Mapping Methods

For each study, torso volume conductor models were customised to the post-mortem MR images.

The anisotropic skeletal muscle and subcutaneous fat volumes were modelled using bicubic-Hermite-

linear-Lagrange finite elements. The epicardial, lung and cavity (the volume bounded by the inner

skeletal muscle surface, lung surfaces and epicardial surface) surfaces were modelled using bicubic-

Hermite boundary elements. The surface and volume meshes were then coupled together (Bradley

et al., 2000b) to form complete experiment-specific torso models. Detailed methods are given in

Chapter 4. Epicardial potentials were inversely reconstructed from recorded body surface potentials

using Greensite’s potential-based method with Tikhonov regularisation and the regularisation param-

eter was determined using CRESO criterion, as was outlined in Chapter 6, with detailed derivations

given in Section 2.3.5.

7.2.3 LV Endocardial Geometry Alignment

Further insight into the ischaemic substrate and VT pathways was obtained by comparing epicardial

recordings with simultaneously acquired LV endocardial virtual electrograms, reconstructed using

the EnSite mapping system (Endocardial Solutions Inc., St. Paul, MN, USA). The geometry of the

LV endocardium was constructed within the mapping system using a roving catheter in the LV cavity.

The endocardial surface meshes were mapped to the MRI coordinate system by collocating epicardial

pacing sites, based on the magnitude of the stimulus artefact. A rigid body rotation was then used to

transform the endocardial surface mesh into the MRI coordinate system. Further adjustments were

made manually based on MRI defined septum location and from visual inspection. Figure 7.1 shows

the final alignment of endocardial and epicardial geometries for (A) P08 and (B) P14.

The EnSite system allowed the reconstruction of endocardial potentials through multiple cardiac cy-

cles (Khoury et al., 1995). A fiducial “time-stamp” was simultaneously recorded on the EnSite 3000,

UnEmap and BioSemi mapping systems in order to temporally align the potentials recorded from

each (see Section 3.2 for details).
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Figure 7.1: LV endocardium and epicardial surface meshes for (A) P08 and (B) P14. The EnSite
constructed geometry of the LV endocardium (red) was rotated into the MRI coordinate system and
aligned with epicardial mesh (black) using epicardial pacing artefacts located on the endocardium

(gold) and epicardium (silver).

7.2.4 Data Analysis

Electrophysiological features of ischaemia were first identified through direct lead recordings and

activation maps. The significant events delineated from potentials were highlighted through integral

maps over the QRST interval. The integral at each electrode was estimated as the algebraic sum of

all potential values from Q-wave onset to T-wave offset, normalised by the length of the sampling

interval. Figure 7.2 illustrates the temporal markers and integral.

Figure 7.2: QRST integral and temporal markers. QRST integral for each lead is defined as the
shaded area under the QRST interval. Fiducial markers for Q-wave onset and T-wave offset were

based on a RMS signal computed from all body surface potentials.

Activation delay associated with ischaemia, and VT reentrant pathways were evaluated through acti-

vation time (AT) maps. The time-delay method, used in Chapter 6, derives ATs based on the delay

between adjacent electrograms (see Section 6.2.2). Specifically, a cross-correlation is calculated be-

tween adjacent electrograms, and the delay defined as the time of peak correlation. Thus this method

is dependent on the similarity of neighbouring electrograms. Adjacent electrograms around the bor-
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der of ischaemic tissue showed substantially different morphologies (see Figure 7.3), as the reduced

perfusion altered the electrophysiological properties of the underlying tissue. In this context the time-

delay method derived unreliable ATs for these sequences, and therefore, in this chapter, local activa-

tion times (AT) for each electrogram were defined as the time of the maximum negative derivative

(Spach et al., 1979). All ATs were referenced to the initial site of activation.

7.3 Identification of the Ischaemic Substrate

Identification of ischaemic substrates is important for stratifying their arrhythmogenic potential. The

altered eletrophysiological properties of these substrates develop the longer myocardial tissue suffers

a lack of perfusion (Nash et al., 2003). The following section evaluates the different mapping tech-

niques to locate and characterise abnormal electrophysiological substrates associated with myocardial

ischaemia. Post-ligation results are presented 30 s after ligation for P08, and 3 minutes after ligation

for P14.

7.3.1 Characteristic Features of Epicardial Potentials in Myocardial Ischaemia

The extent of ischaemic injury was first evaluated by identifying electrograms containing character-

istic features of myocardial ischaemia. Figure 7.3 presents typical epicardial electrograms during

sinus rhythm in (A) P08 and (B) P14. Electrograms were recorded from electrodes located on the

anterior surface of the heart prior to (black) and after (red) coronary artery ligation. Estimates of the

location of the LAD and the myocardial region it perfused are delineated by a solid black line and

shaded region respectively. These estimates were based on visual inspection of corresponding MRI

and ST-segment elevation in electrograms post-ligation.

In P08 (Figure 7.3A), electrograms recorded in myocardial regions perfused by the ligated coronary

artery demonstrated the presence of myocardial ischaemia when compared to baseline (electrodes 4-

10). Most notably, electrograms featured delayed activation within, and adjacent to the ischaemic

zone, as indicated by temporal shifts of the intrinsic deflection in most electrograms on the anterior

LV. ST-segment elevation was also present (electrodes 7-10), and some fractionation (electrodes 5, 9

and 10) when compared to electrograms from baseline. Prior to ligation, there was some fractionation
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Figure 7.3: Recorded epicardial electrograms over the QRS interval for sinus rhythm. Electrograms
are presented for (A) P08 before (black) and after (red) 30 s of coronary artery ligation and for (B)
P14 before and after 3 minutes of ligation. Anterior views of the epicardium are shown, with solid
black lines and shaded regions delineating the location of the LAD and ischaemic tissue respectively.

Recording sites are identified by the silver spheres on the respective epicardial surfaces.

present in electrograms over the anterior apex (electrodes 7 and 10), and some indication of both early

and late activation over the RV base (electrodes 1-2).
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In P14 (Figure 7.3B), epicardial electrograms within the region perfused by the ligated coronary artery

showed both large ST-segment elevation and an increased QRS complex duration when compared

to baseline (electrodes 3-12). At the centre of the ischaemic zone, electrograms had substantially

elevated, positive Q-wave morphologies, with marked delays in the intrinsic deflection (electrodes 5-

8). Overall, these pronounced features illustrate the greater extent of ischaemia in P14 than in P08,

due to the longer duration of ligation.

Figure 7.4: Ventricular epicardial activation maps for a single sinus rhythm beat before (left-most
columns) and after (right-most columns) coronary artery ligation. AT maps are presented for (A)
P08 before and after 30 s of ligation and for (B) P14 before and after 3 minutes of ligation. Anterior

(left) and poster (right) views of the AT maps are shown.

Figure 7.4 presents AT maps prior to, and after coronary artery ligation in (A) P08 and (B) P14. Prior

to ligation, the activation wavefront spread as expected in normal sinus rhythm for P14 (Figure 7.4B),

but revealed an abnormal activation pattern for P08 (Figure 7.4A). In P08, excitation originated near

the RV apex, spread upwards towards the base and laterally over the ventricles, and terminated on the

LV free wall. This is compared to P14, where epicardial excitation originated over the antero-basal

RV, spread rapidly over both ventricles and terminated on the LV free wall. Analysis of the corre-

sponding electrograms over the RV base revealed an early and late intrinsic deflection (Figure 7.3A,

electrodes 1 and 2), indicating the presence of some block or delay through the right fasicular bundle

of the Purkinje fibre network. Despite this, the total activation interval (AI) for both animals was

similar at 46 and 47 ms respectively.

After ligation in P08 (Figure 7.4A), while the spread of activation remained the same as pre-ligation,

propagation was delayed over the anterior surface, particularly near the apex. This resulted in an
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increased dispersion of AT from 46 ms to 56 ms. More pronounced changes were evident for P14

post-ligation (Figure 7.4B), reflecting the longer ligation time in this animal. While epicardial break-

through occurred in a similar location to pre-ligation maps, propagation spread rapidly as two wave-

fronts around a central isthmus on the anterior surface (within 50 ms), then proceeded slowly towards

the centre of this ischaemic zone where the wavefronts from all margins collided at 74 ms.

Figure 7.5: Ventricular epicardial QRST integral changes before (left) and after (right) coronary
artery ligation for (A) P08 and (B) P14. Large maxima (red) on the anterior apex post ligation
reflect electrograms in this region with elevated ST-segments, and large positive Q-waves, defining

these zones as ischaemic.

In order to delineate the ischaemic tissue, epicardial QRST integrals were computed and are pre-

sented in Figure 7.5 as maps for both (A) P08 and (B) P14, pre- and post-ligation. After ligation, a

large maxima (red) evolved on the antero-apical surface of both animals, reflecting the electrograms

featuring elevated ST-segments, and large positive Q-wave in this region. For both animals, these

ischaemic zones were also identified as having other abnormal electrophysiological properties, in-

cluding conduction delay and fractionation. The difference in the location of ischaemia between pigs

is likely correlated to the differing sites of coronary artery ligation. The lower magnitude of the posi-

tive integrals in P08 compared to P14 reflects the smaller deviation from baseline of the ST-segment

(Figure 7.3), and thus the shorter ligation time of P08.
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7.3.2 Characteristic Features of Endocardial Potentials in Myocardial Ischaemia

Further insight into the extent of ischaemic injury was obtained by comparing epicardial recordings

with simultaneously acquired endocardial virtual electrograms reconstructed using the EnSite 3000

mapping system. Figure 7.6 presents (A) typical virtual electrograms and (B) AT maps during sinus

rhythm prior to (black) and after (red) coronary artery ligation in P08. Electrograms were recon-

structed at silver spheres on corresponding AT maps showing both anterior (left) and posterior (right)

views of the endocardial surface.
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Figure 7.6: (A) Virtual endocardial electrograms with corresponding (B) LV endocardial AT maps
for P08. Pre- (black) and post-ligation (red) electrograms were reconstructed at endocardial sites
represented by silver spheres on anterior (left) and posterior (right) views of the AT maps. Activation
times were referenced to the earliest time of activation, with isolines spaced every 10 ms from this

time.

The spread of electrical activity was atypical compared to that expected in normal sinus rhythm (as

seen in Figure 7.7), possibly indicating some further indicating fasicular delay as observed in epi-

cardial activation maps. The features of myocardial ischaemia post-ligation are again relatively mi-

nor when compared to baseline. In virtual electrograms, these features include reduced potential

amplitudes, fractionation and broadened QRS complexes (electrograms 4-6). However, unlike epi-

cardial potentials, there was no observable ST-segment elevation in post-ligation electrograms. ATs

delineated from virtual electrograms show the trajectory of spread was similar pre- and post-ligation

(Figure 7.6B). Activation commenced near the apex, spread basally and laterally over the ventricle
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and terminated on the LV septum. Some delay was observed over the antero-apical surface in post-

ligation maps, with isochrone line crowding in this region. This resulted in a slight increase in AT

dispersion (AI were 38 and 42 ms respectively), which correspond to the AIs seen on the epicardial

surface (46 and 56 ms respectively).

Figure 7.7 shows (A) typical virtual electrograms and (B) AT maps during sinus rhythm for P14.

From previous analysis of epicardial electrograms, the features of ischaemia in the virtual electro-

grams were expected to be more pronounced for P14 than for P08. However, while a reduction in po-

tential amplitude and fractionation was present (electrograms 1-5), there was no marked ST-segment

elevation or increase in QRS complex duration, as was observed on the epicardium. Electrodes 2 and

3 showed aberrant T-wave activity, with substantially larger potential magnitudes than were seen in

baseline signals. These electrodes lie on the anterior septal wall, in a region that would suffer a lack

of perfusion as a result of ligation of a proximal diagonal branch of the LAD.
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Figure 7.7: (A) Virtual endocardial electrograms with corresponding (B) endocardial AT maps for
P14. The format is the same as that in Figure 7.6.

Both pre- and post-ligation AT maps reflect the spread of activation observed on the epicardium,

where activation commenced near the base of the septum, spread apically and laterally across the LV,

and terminated on the free wall. As with the epicardium, activation patterns are also similar pre- and

post-ligation. However, the large region of delay observed on the epicardial surface is not present

on the endocardium. Instead, pre- and post-ligation maps show similar activation pathways and AIs
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(both 35 ms).

Figure 7.8: LV endocardial QRST integral maps before (left) and after (right) ligation for (A) P08
and (B) P14. QRST integrals were normalised to pre-ligation values, and are unitless. Red indicates

an elevation in the QRST interval.

As with epicardial electrograms, QRST integrals were computed from pre- and post-ligation virtual

electrograms. As virtual electrogram amplitudes were variable between animals, QRST integrals

were normalised to baseline values. Pre- and post-ligation integral maps for P08 show very similar

patterns (Figure 7.8A), though post-ligation maps showed a slight reduction in magnitude, due to the

reduced amplitudes of potentials observed in post-ligation virtual electrograms. No region of elevated

positive integral was observed in post-ligation maps reflecting the absence of ST-segment elevation in

electrograms. Although ST-segment elevation was also not seen in electrograms for P14, the marked

increase in T-wave amplitude was apparent in the QRST integral maps (Figure 7.8B), which showed

an increase in the maxima post-ligation, identifying this region as ischaemic.
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7.3.3 Characteristic Features of Body Surface Potentials in Myocardial Ischaemia

Figure 7.9 shows the standard 12-lead ECG derived from recorded body surface potentials in (A) P08

and (B) P14 respectively. The standard and augmented limb leads were derived from electrodes on

the shoulders and lower left posterior torso. The locations of precordial limb leads are illustrated for

each animal in corresponding BSPMs with silver spheres.

The 12-lead ECG pre-ligation (black) showed several features consistent to those observed in hu-

mans. In normal human subjects, precordial leads typically see negative morphologies in V1 and V2,

isoelectric in V3, and positive in V4 to V6. This progression was captured in both animals, though

the transition to a positive morphology occurred in different leads (V2 in P08, and V4 in P14). This

difference was most likely due to the fasicular delay observed in P08, that resulted in an irregular

cardiac activation pattern in sinus rhythm, but could further be explained by differing precordial lead

locations, as well as the hearts orientation within the torso. The delay observed in P08 was also ev-

ident in the broader QRS complex of the ECG limb leads, lasting 81 ms in limb lead I compared to

64 ms for P14.

For both animals, after coronary artery ligation (red) ST-segments were shifted and T-wave magni-

tudes increased when compared to baseline. The deviations from baseline were more subtle in P08

than for P14, reflecting the shorter ligation time. The standard and augmented limb leads all showed

a reduction in R-wave amplitude, while precordial leads had elevated R-waves. While the QRS-

complex and T-waves were broadened for both animals, only P14 showed a substantial reduction in

the activation-recovery interval. These observations are consistent with occlusion of the LAD and the

coronary arteries that branch from it (Spekhorst et al., 1990).

The 12-lead ECG presents potential variation at specific sites, and thus the choice of lead location

can affect interpretation of the data. Previous studies have demonstrated that BSPMs can improve

the diagnostic accuracy and classification of MI, with respect to the conventional 12-lead ECG (Mc-

Clelland et al., 2003). Anterior (left) and posterior (right) views of sequential measured BSPMs are

presented in Figure 7.10 for P08. The two left columns show the temporal progression of normal

sinus rhythm prior to coronary artery ligation and the two right columns present equivalent time in-

stants post-ligation. Standard limb lead II is presented for both sequences (bottom), with vertical bars

indicating time instants corresponding to potential maps.
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Figure 7.9: Standard 12-lead ECG derived from recorded body surface potentials pre- and post-
ligation in (A) P08 and (B) P14. Baseline signals prior to ligation (black) are presented alongside
corresponding ischaemic data (red). Silver spheres on BSPMs, at the peak of the R-wave, define the

location of precordial ECG leads.

Prior to ligation (left-most columns), BSPMs preserved the underlying epicardial activation sequence,

with adjacent regions of positive and negative potential which spread from the lower right arm, and

rotated and shifted towards the upper left shoulder in the later stages of depolarisation. After ligation

(right-most columns), the sequence of potential spread across the torso was similar, with the delayed

activation observed in epicardial potentials revealed through the delayed movement of slightly ele-

vated positive potentials.
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Figure 7.10: Measured BSPMs for four sequential time instants before and after ligation in P08.
The two left columns show anterior (left) and posterior (right) views during normal sinus rhythm
prior to ligation and the two right columns present equivalent time instants post-ligation. Limb lead
II is presented for each sequence, with vertical bars marking the four time instants corresponding to

potential maps.

Figure 7.11 presents the equivalent temporal progression of BSPMs in sinus rhythm for P14. As with

the epicardial potentials, comparison of BSPMs illustrated the differing cardiac activation patterns

between the two animals. For P14, prior to ligation (left-most columns), potentials spread from the

upper right shoulder, rotated with depolarisation, and terminated under the left arm. After ligation

(right-most columns) a region of positive potential developed over the lower left anterior torso from

the second time instant and persisted throughout the ST-segment. This was unique to the post-ligation
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maps and reflected the underlying electrograms which featured elevated QRS-complexes and ST-

segment elevation on the anterior epicardium. ST-segment elevation in this area has previously been

identified to be associated with both anterior acute MI and occlusion of the LAD (Mirvis, 1980;

Spekhorst et al., 1990).
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Figure 7.11: Measured BSPMs for four sequential time instants before and after ligation in P14.
The format is the same as that in Figure 7.10.

QRST integral maps presented in Figure 7.12 highlight the lead changes with ischaemia on the body

surface for (A) P08 and (B) P14. After ligation, a region of positive integrals developed on the anterior

body surface in both animals, correlating to ST-segment and T-wave peak elevation in respective torso

leads. These positive regions preserved both the location and magnitude of equivalent QRST integrals

on the epicardial surface. That is, in P08 the region of positive potentials sat slightly higher on the

chest and had a lower magnitude than in P14, reflecting the shorter duration of ligation.
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Figure 7.12: Body surface QRST integral changes before (left) and after (right) ligation for (A) P08
and (B) P14.

7.3.4 Forward Model of Myocardial Ischaemia

As the inverse problem fundamentally relies on the accurate identification of the transfer matrix, it is

important to ensure the forward problem is accurate. The transfer matrix is independent of the cardiac

source, therefore, body surface potentials computed during ischaemia are expected to be as accurate

as those computed for baseline, which was demonstrated for these pigs in Chapter 5. However, the

accuracy with which forward models can localise ischaemic injury has not been determined. The site

and extent of ischaemic injury on the heart can be defined by the location, magnitude and extent of

elevated integrals from recorded BSPMs. Therefore, the accuracy of forward model QRST integral

maps was investigated.

Epicardial potentials from a sinus rhythm cycle after ligation were used as the source for the forward

models, with both homogeneous and inhomogeneous torso electrical properties considered. Mea-

sured and simulated body surface potentials were used to compute QRST integral maps, presented in

Figure 7.13 for both (A) P08 and (B) P14. For both animals, QRST integrals maps simulated using

homogeneous models captured the localised maxima on the anterior torso surface. The CC between

measured and simulated QRST integral values was 0.76 for P08, and 0.85 for P14, indicating the

topology of the integrals was captured. The centre of this region of positivity was shifted slightly

to the right in both cases, by 49 mm in P08 and 51 mm in P14. This localisation was marginally

improved for P08 with the incorporation of inhomogeneous properties (LE = 43 mm), but produced a
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substantially greater difference in P14 with a localisation error of 78 mm. In addition, the magnitude

of simulated QRST integrals were greater than those measured for both animals, a reflection of the

larger magnitude of simulated potentials (previously discussed in Chapter 5). Despite this, inhomo-

geneities slightly improved the spatial spread of integrals for both animals, with CC of 0.79 and 0.86

respectively.

Figure 7.13: Measured body surface QRST integral after coronary artery ligation for (A) P08 and (B)
P14 compared to forward simulated data using the homogeneous and inhomogeneous torso models

respectively.

The spatial inaccuracy seen in simulated QRST integrals may be a reflection of the interval over which

the integral was computed. The ST-segment reflects the period when ventricular contraction occurs

and the static location of recorded epicardial potentials used in simulations may not be accurate.

However, these differences are also consistent with the observations from Chapter 5, where simulated

BSPMs showed substantial spatial inaccuracies when compared to those recorded. Therefore similar

inaccuracies could be expected in the location of forward simulated ST-segment elevation. These

findings suggest that there is likely to be some spatial inaccuracy in inverse solution localisation of

the ischaemic substrate.
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7.3.5 Application of an Inverse Model to Localise Ischaemic Injury

Inversely reconstructed electrograms and activation maps were compared to those experimentally

recorded, to determine the accuracy with which the inverse model could identify the electrically

altered myocardium caused by acute ischaemia. In Figure 7.14, measured epicardial electrograms

(black) are compared with those reconstructed after ligation in P08. In the corner of each plot, CCs

are presented between measured and reconstructed electrograms using a homogeneous (blue) and

inhomogeneous (red) torso model respectively.
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Figure 7.14: Measured and inversely reconstructed epicardial electrograms during sinus rhythm af-
ter ligation in P08. An anterior view of the epicardium is shown, with solid black line and shaded
region estimating the location of the LAD and ischaemic tissue respectively. Electrograms are pre-
sented for electrodes 1-12, identified by silver spheres on the epicardial surface. Recorded signals
(black), are compared with inverse reconstructions using homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous

(red) models respectively with corresponding CCs in each plot.

The inverse reconstruction using a homogeneous model captured the general morphology of the

recorded electrograms for most electrodes. However, potential magnitudes were typically smaller

than those measured and the intrinsic deflection broader. The inclusion of inhomogeneities in the

torso model typically increased the magnitude of reconstructed potentials. However, there was no

obvious improvement to the morphology of the potentials, which remained substantially different to

those recorded. Overall, the features of ischaemia were not captured by reconstructed electrograms
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using either torso model. Rapid deflections in the waveforms were not resolved, such as the frac-

tionation observed in electrodes 5, 9 and 10. Both homogeneous and inhomogeneous torso models

also failed to capture the slight ST-segment deviations observed in electrodes within the ischaemic

region (i.e., electrodes 7-10). The average CC across all electrodes was 0.58±0.39 with the homo-

geneous model and 0.37±0.58 with the inhomogeneous model, indicating the correspondence be-

tween electrograms was highly variable. Despite this, the timing of the intrinsic deflection itself was

typically well captured with both models, suggesting activation patterns should be more accurately

reconstructed (see Figure 7.16).
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Figure 7.15: Epicardial electrograms during sinus rhythm after LAD ligation in P08. The format is
the same as that in Figure 7.14.

Similar results were seen when comparing post-ligation measured and inversely reconstructed elec-

trograms in sinus rhythm for P14 (Figure 7.15). Again, the overall topology was typically captured in

electrograms reconstructed with the homogeneous model, but showed smaller potential magnitudes

and failed to resolve rapid deflections. The potential magnitudes typically increased with the inclu-

sion of inhomogeneities, though there was no systematic improvement to electrogram morphology

when compared to the homogeneous model.

Inversely reconstructed electrograms failed to reproduce the large positive potentials observed over

the ischaemic region (electrodes 5 and 6), and, with it, the substantial delay in the intrinsic deflec-

tion. However, ST-segment elevation was captured (i.e., electrodes 8-12) though was shifted towards
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the apex for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous models. Overall, correlation across electrodes

was again highly variable (CC = 0.45±0.47 with the homogeneous model and 0.56±0.36 with the

inhomogeneous model).

Figure 7.16 presents a comparison of measured and reconstructed epicardial activation maps for si-

nus rhythm signals before and after ligation in P08. CC were 0.72 (baseline) and 0.89 (ischaemia)

between measured and inversely reconstructed ATs using a homogeneous model, demonstrating the

activation pathways were accurately captured. In measured AT maps, propagation over the anterior

surface was slowed after ligation, associated with an increase in the dispersion of activation times

from 46 ms (baseline) to 56 ms (ischaemia). This delay over the ischaemic zone was captured with

the homogeneous inverse model with the presence of isochrone crowding over the antero-apical re-

gion and an increased AI from 32 ms (baseline) to 47 ms (ischaemia).

Figure 7.16: Measured and reconstructed anterior ventricular activation maps before (upper) and
after (lower) coronary artery ligation in P08. Isolines spacing is every 5 ms.

Inclusion of inhomogeneities in the model produced no improvement to either baseline or ischaemic

AT maps, with CC of 0.73 and 0.80 respectively. Instead, in the post-ligation maps, a focal anomaly

was introduced with a region of early activation near the base of the heart. While the inhomogeneous

model still captured the slowed propagation over the anterior surface, the increase in AI was smaller

than in the homogeneous model (AI increased from 34 to 40 ms).
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In Figure 7.17, AT maps are compared for measured and reconstructed signals before and after lig-

ation in P14. Compared to pre-ligation, post-ligation measured epicardial activation maps showed a

distinct region of conduction block over the anterior apex, with substantial isochrone line crowding

and an increase in AI from 47 to 74 ms. Inverse reconstructions using a homogeneous model captured

the general direction of spread across the epicardial surface both pre- and post-ligation. In pre-ligation

maps, early activation was spatially smeared over most of the ventricular base, and the overall AI was

substantially shorter at 30 ms. Inverse reconstructions captured the region of late activation in post-

ligation maps, though it was shifted apically and did not resolve the degree of activation delay, with

an overall AI of 37 ms. A quantitative comparison of ATs showed poor correspondence, with CCs of

0.38 and 0.28 pre- and post-ligation respectively, indicating that while the general direction of spread

was captured qualitatively, the finer details were not.

Figure 7.17: Measured and reconstructed anterior ventricular activation maps before (upper) and
after (lower) coronary artery ligation for P14. Isolines spacing is every 5 ms.

Inclusion of inhomogeneities in the model improved the overall topology of excitation profile, both

pre- and post-ligation, as demonstrated by CCs of 0.39 and 0.41 respectively. The region of late

activation, identifying the ischaemic zone, was shifted slightly towards the base, and more closely

reflected the location observed. However a marked difference was still present in the location of

delay and its extent (AI was 43 ms).

The ability of inverse models to noninvasively localise the ischaemic zone was evaluated using QRST

integrals. Figures 7.18 presents measured and simulated epicardial QRST integrals for (A) P08 and
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(B) P14. In both animals, the measured QRST integral showed a localised positive integral on the

anterior surface, reflecting the ST-segment elevation of electrograms in these regions. For P08, the

region of positive integral was not captured by either the homogeneous or inhomogeneous inverse

model. The observed ST-segment elevation for this animal was minimal, as demonstrated by the low

integral values in the recorded maps. The inverse model used here applies regularisation to the solu-

tion, and is therefore likely to smooth this fine detail spatially. This was demonstrated in reconstructed

electrograms which featured no ST-segment deviations when compared to baseline (Figure 7.14).

Figure 7.18: Measured and reconstructed QRST integral changes after ligation for (A) P08 and (B)
P14. Inverse signals were reconstructed using both homogeneous and inhomogeneous torso models.

Conversely, in P14 the homogeneous inverse model reconstructed the large region of positive integral

on the anterior surface of the heart (Figure 7.18B). This is expected from comparison of electrograms

which captured the ST-segment elevation seen in recorded signals. The centre of this region of pos-

itivity was shifted apically and the circumference appeared smaller, with an appendage towards the

base of heart. Inclusion of inhomogeneities in the model improved the overall localisation of the

ischaemic region, increased the circumference and reduced the smear towards the base.

Estimates for the location and extent of this abnormal substrate were defined for recorded and sim-

ulated signals, using the large positive QRST integral (>2 mV.ms−1). Application of this criterion

yielded the regions presented in Figure 7.19A, for measured (black) and noninvasively reconstructed

signals using a homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) model. Bar graphs are also presented

featuring the percentages of correctly electrograms correctly identified as healthy and ischaemic (Fig-

ure 7.19B).
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Figure 7.19: Ischaemic tissue identified from recorded and reconstructed epicardial electrograms
for P14. (A) Ischaemic zones were defined by QRST integral values >2 mV.ms−1 for measured
(black) and reconstructed signals using both homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) torso
models. (B) Percentage of correctly identified electrograms by inverse models featuring ischaemic
tissue, non-ischaemic tissue, and the total accuracy defined as total number of true ischaemic and

true healthy electrograms identified out of the total number of electrograms.

The regions estimated using the measured and noninvasively reconstructed data closely resembled

each other. As with the QRST integral map, the homogeneous model reconstructed an ischaemic

appendage near the base of the LV, which was removed in the inhomogeneous inverse model. In total,

41% of electrograms featuring ischaemia were correctly identified with the homogeneous inverse

model, and 62% with the inhomogeneous inverse model. Of the non-ischaemic electrograms, 7%

were falsely identified as ischaemic by the homogeneous model and 3% by the inhomogeneous model.

In total, the accuracy of the homogeneous and inhomogeneous inverse models were 84% and 92%

respectively, defined as the total number of true ischaemic and true healthy electrograms identified

out of the total number of electrograms.

7.4 Reentrant VT in the Presence of Ischaemic Injury

Key aspects of the anatomic substrates have been revealed by comparison of electrical activity pre-

and post-ligation. Ischaemic tissue is highly susceptible to arrhythmia, and in particular to VT (Har-

ris et al., 1954; Carmeliet, 1999). In both animals, VT was induced during single-stimulus pacing

(induction was only recorded for P14). In both cases these arrhythmias eventually degraded in VF.

7.4.1 Epicardial Electrical Mapping of Reentrant VT

Figure 7.20 presents epicardial activation maps and electrograms for P14 over four cardiac cycles:

two resulting from pacing near the LV endocardial base, followed by the first and second cycles
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of VT. Standard limb lead II is presented alongside five electrograms recorded from corresponding

electrodes shown in silver on the anterior views of AT maps. Measures of activation though the “sock”

are also presented, including the activation intervals (AI), and cycle length (CL) for each beat. The

AI is the time from first to last activation in the “sock”, and CL is the time between first activation in

successive beats.
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Figure 7.20: Epicardial electrical activation during VT induction as a result of pacing from the LV
base in P14. Top panel shows limb lead II and electrograms recorded from electrodes indicated
by silver spheres in (A). Red circles mark activation times. Also shown are the activation interval
(AI) through the epicardial “sock”, and the cycle length (CL) for each beat. (A-D) show anterior
(left) and posterior (right) views of epicardial activation maps corresponding to cycles indicated in

electrograms.

During pacing (Figure 7.20A and B), activation originated from the base of the LV near electrode 1,

reflecting the pacing lead location on the endocardial surface. Activation spread rapidly around the

margin of the ischaemic tissue as two wavefronts; across the base of the RV and over the posterior

surface to the apex. Conduction proceeded slowly towards the centre of the ischaemic zone on the

anterior apex, where the wavefronts from all margins collided at its centre.
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In the first VT cycle (Figure 7.20C), activation exited the ischaemic tissue at two apical sites, first

electrode 3, then electrode 2. Activation propagated rapidly over the LV prior to the next stimulus

(the stimulus artefact is present in all electrodes). Activation also spread over the posterior surface

and clockwise around the ischaemic zone. The ischaemic tissue provided a wide pathway of slow,

late activation, reflected by the late ATs of electrodes 4 and 5.

A similar circular, figure-of-eight activation pattern was seen in the second cycle of VT (Figure 7.20D),

with activation reemerging from the ischaemic tissue at the anterior RV and LV apex (electrodes 3

then 2 respectively). Here, conduction velocity was substantially reduced over the LV and posterior

surface, indicated by isochrone line crowding. The dispersion of activation times also increased from

112 to 158 ms, occupying a more substantial fraction of the CL, which reduced from 320 to 223 ms.
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Figure 7.21: Epicardial electrical activation during VT maintenance in P14. The format is the same
as that in Figure 7.20.

Throughout the maintenance of VT in P14 (Figure 7.21), the general pattern of activation remained

that of a figure-of-eight. With each cardiac cycle, epicardial excitation originated near the apex. Two

wavefronts then spread rapidly around the region of ischaemia; clockwise over the RV and counter-

clockwise over the LV. The central ischaemic area then provided a wide pathway of slow conduction,

from which activation reemerged at the apex. This pattern of activation is defined as reentrant as the
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AI is nearly the same length as the CL, indicating a continuous movement of the activation wavefront

between successive beats.

The reentrant pathway altered slightly on a beat-by-beat basis. Firstly, the epicardial exit site shifted

with each cycle. That is, activation exited the substrate and spread from a single site on either the

RV or LV apex. Alternatively, activation also exited the substrate from both sites in quick succession,

with wavefronts spreading from both. Secondly, the pathway taken through the ischaemic substrate

altered with each cycle. This was demonstrated by the polymorphic nature of electrograms recorded

within and adjacent to the ischaemic tissue, where both the direction of activation and delay between

electrodes changed with each cardiac cycle. These changes to the activation pathway also resulted in

beat-by-beat variations to the AI and CL, as well as producing a polymorphic pattern in ECG limb

lead II.
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Figure 7.22: Epicardial electrical activation during RV epicardial pacing in P08. The format is the
same as that in Figure 7.20.

Figures 7.22 and 7.23 present results prior to and during VT for P08. Figure 7.22 shows activation

maps and electrograms for the epicardial pacing sequence that proceeded the initiation of VT. Epi-

cardial breakthrough was observed at the posterior RV stimulus site. The excitation wavefront spread
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over the posterior surface and base of the ventricles (up to 100 ms). Substantial delay was recorded

over the antero-apical region, with late potentials recorded at the centre of the ischaemic zone up

to 190 ms (i.e., electrode 5). This delay demonstrates that ischaemia had developed substantially in

this animal with time, as these sequences were recorded more than 5 minutes after coronary artery

ligation.
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Figure 7.23: Epicardial electrical activation during VT maintenance in P08. The format is the same
as that in Figure 7.20.

In Figure 7.23, electrograms and epicardial activation maps are presented during VT in P08. The

general pattern of activation here was a figure-of-eight reentry, similar to that seen in P14, and was

repeated in a near identical manner for each beat of tachycardia that was analysed. Initially, activation

originated from the apical RV, at the edge of the ischaemic tissue. From this exit site, activation propa-
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gated rapidly over the posterior surface, towards the base of the anterior RV and LV respectively. The

ischaemic area provided a substrate for conduction delay, forming a late central activation pathway

from which the reentrant loops reemerged at the anterior RV apex.

The dispersion of ATs was similar to the cycle length (∼300 ms), reflecting the reentrant nature of

the VT. Electrograms within the ischaemic zone (electrodes 4-6), showed minor deviations in both

morphology and ATs, indicating the pathway through the central ischaemic tissue altered slightly

on a beat-by-beat basis. Despite this, the epicardial exit site and the pathway of bulk activation

remained stable. This was demonstrated through the stable morphology of both ECG limb lead II and

electrograms adjacent to the ischaemic zone (electrodes 1-3). Similarly, both the AT dispersion and

CL showed only minor variation with each VT cycle.

7.4.2 Endocardial Electrical Mapping of Reentrant VT

Further insight into the mechanisms of VT induction was obtained by comparing epicardial data

with endocardial AT maps and virtual electrograms simultaneously acquired with the EnSite system.

Figure 7.24 shows endocardial activation maps for four cardiac cycles during the induction of VT in

P14. Standard limb lead II is presented alongside five electrograms reconstructed at corresponding

electrodes shown in silver on the anterior (left) views of AT maps. Measures of the activation time

are also presented in Figure 7.24, including the endocardial AI, and overall CL.

During pacing (Figure 7.24A and B), activation originated from the endocardial pacing lead at the

anterior LV base. Activation spread apically and medially over the anterior surface, and terminated

on the posterior septum. While the general pathway corresponded to that seen on the epicardial

surface, only minor delay was observed through the ischaemic region, and AIs were over half those

seen epicardially.

Unlike epicardial activation, endocardial activation maps showed no evidence of a reentrant loop in

the first and second cycles of VT (Figure 7.24C and D). Here activation originated from a focal source

near the apical septum, spread laterally over the endocardium, and terminated near the posterior base.

While isochrone crowding indicated some delay was present in the ischaemic tissue in the second

cycle of VT, AIs were again substantially shorter than during epicardial activation.
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Figure 7.24: Endocardial electrical activation during VT resulting from a LV endocardial pacing
sequence in P14. Limb lead II and virtual electrograms reconstructed at sites indicated by silver
spheres are shown, along with the activation interval (AI) over the LV endocardium, and cycle length
(CL) for each beat. (A-D) show anterior (left) and posterior (right) views of endocardial activation

maps corresponding to cycles indicated in electrograms. Red circles mark activation times.

Throughout the maintenance of VT in P14 (Figure 7.25), the polymorphic nature of the virtual electro-

grams indicated the activation pathway altered on a beat-by-beat basis. This was further demonstrated

by slight variations in the initial and terminal sites of activation, as well as variations in the AI. How-

ever, the general excitation pathway for each cycle replicated that seen during the initial VT beats,

with endocardial breakthrough on the septum, near the anterior apex, spreading rapidly around and

slowly through the region of ischaemia before terminating near the base, either on the septum or free

wall.
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Figure 7.25: Endocardial electrical activation during VT maintenance in P14. The format is the
same as that in Figure 7.24.

In Figure 7.26, virtual electrograms are presented with temporally aligned standard limb lead II and

epicardial electrogram recordings during eight cycles of VT in P14. Panels A and B correspond

to endocardial AT maps in Figure 7.25, and to epicardial maps in Figure 7.21A and B. Measures

of activation time are also presented in Figure 7.26, including the AIs over both the epicardial and

endocardial surfaces, the initial activation times (IA), referenced to the last activation time of the

previous beat, and the overall CL.

Key features are evident during the VT cycles that provide important insights into the mechanisms

that drive VT in this case. In the first cycle (Figure 7.26A), the earliest site of activation appeared

on the endocardium, approximately coinciding with epicardial ventricular activation which initiated

3 ms later. Activation spread rapidly across the endocardial surface, with an AI of 62 ms. Correspond-

ing electrograms and activation maps (Figure 7.21A) demonstrated that activation encompassed the

bulk of the LV epicardial surface in this time. Low amplitude activation continued through the is-

chaemic zone on the epicardium for a further 127 ms, and occupied a substantial fraction of the total

CL (203 ms).
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Figure 7.26: Electrograms for eight cycles of VT in P14. Shown are limb lead II, early and late acti-
vating electrograms from the epicardial and endocardial surface. The beats indicated with transpar-
ent rectangles (A-B) correspond to the beats in Figure 7.25A-B, and in Figure 7.21A-B. The following
are shown for each beat: the activation intervals (AI) over the epicardial and endocardial surfaces,
the initial activation times (IA) for each surface, referenced to the last activation time of the previous

beat, and the overall cycle length (CL).

Subsequent beats showed similar features, with the polymorphic nature of the VT resulting in some

variation to the AIs, CLs and the initial surface to activate (for example in Figure 7.26B the epicardium

activated first). Overall, these features indicate that the epicardial surface is the driver in this case of

VT, with a combination of slow, nonuniform activation spread through the ischaemic tissue, and

delays in conduction transmurally contributing to the reentrant circuit.

Figures 7.27 and 7.28 present results for the maintenance of VT in P08. In Figure 7.27, endocardial

activation maps and virtual electrograms are presented for two VT cycles. For both cycles, initial

activation was observed at the mid-septum, and spread rapidly over the posterior surface both apically

and basally. Isochrone crowding on the anterior septum indicated a region of conduction block was

present in the ischaemic tissue. The excitation pathway was very similar between beats, though

there was some variation in the dispersion of ATs between VT cycles. As with P14, the AIs were

substantially shorter than those seen on the epicardial surface. In this case, epicardial activation took

up to eight times longer than on the endocardial surface.

In Figure 7.28 virtual electrograms acquired with the EnSite system are combined with temporally

aligned limb lead II and epicardial electrograms recorded during four cycles of VT in P08. Panels
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Figure 7.27: Endocardial electrical activation during VT resulting from RV epicardial pacing in
P08. The format is the same as that in Figure 7.24.

A and B correspond to the endocardial AT maps in Figure 7.27, and to the epicardial maps in Fig-

ure 7.23B and D. Measures of activation are also shown including the AI and IA for each surface, and

the overall CL.

In the first cycle (Figure 7.28A), the activation initiated on the epicardium, with excitation appearing

on the endocardial surface ∼170 ms later. Corresponding electrograms and AT maps (Figure 7.23B)

show that by this time the excitation wavefront had spread over most of the epicardial ventricular

surface and was spreading through borderzone of ischaemia, suggesting transmural spread from the

epicardium to the endocardium was occurring simultaneously. While the endocardial surface de-

polarised rapidly (38 ms), low amplitude activation continued through the ischaemic zone on the

epicardial surface for a further 90 ms, before exiting the ischaemic tissue at the start of the next cycle.

These features are similar for all cycles, suggesting that this case of VT was driven by a combination

of the epicardial reentrant circuit and conduction delay through the ischaemic tissue.
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Figure 7.28: Electrograms for four cycles of VT in P08. The format is the same as that in Figure 7.26.

7.4.3 Analysis of Body Surface Potentials in Reentrant VT

Epicardial and endocardial maps have outlined the configuration of the reentrant pathway during VT

for both animals. As the spatial and temporal components of cardiac electrical activity are projected

onto the body surface, theoretically, direct analysis of these body surface potentials provides a means

to interpret the underlying activation pathways. Previous studies have shown body surface maps can

be used to estimate the exit site of VT using pace mapping (SippensGroenewegen et al., 1993). That

is, VT exit sites are indicated when BSPMs recorded during endocardial pacing with a catheter are

highly correlated to those measured during VT. However this technique does not detect the activation

pathway itself. The aim of this section was to determine if the entire reentrant pathway could be

determined from the potential distribution on the body surface.

In BSPMs, the position of the zero-potential contour line, separating closely positioned extrema,

approximates the location of the activation wavefront (Mirvis, 1980). This event was delineated

from potential maps by defining an “activation time” at each lead on the body surface as the time of

maximum negative derivative. Figure 7.29 shows body surface potentials and isochrone map derived

from three cardiac cycles during the induction into VT for P14.
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Figure 7.29: Body surface electrical activation during VT induction in P14. Top panel shows limb
lead II and body surface potentials recorded from electrodes indicated by silver spheres in map (A).
Table below shows the following for each cycle: Activation Interval (AI) through the torso leads, and
cycle length (CL). (A-C) show anterior views of body surface “activation” maps corresponding to

cycles indicated in recorded potentials. Red circles mark activation times.

Body surface potential morphologies, unlike unipolar electrograms, have relatively gradual negative

deflections. Despite this, isochrone maps derived from these potentials closely reflected the underly-

ing epicardial activation pathways for each of the three cardiac cycles. Early “activation times” were

seen on the torso in locations corresponding to early epicardial activation; that is near the left shoulder

during pacing (A) and over the lower torso for the VT cycles (B and C). These “excitation wavefronts”

spread around a central region of late “activation” over the lower medial torso, corresponding to the

underlying location of ischaemic tissue on the epicardium. Furthermore, the dispersion of “activation

times” seen on the body surface reflected the AIs computed on the epicardium (∼3-10 ms shorter)

and also captured the large increase in AI seen between the first and second VT cycle.
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Figure 7.30: Body surface electrical activation during VT maintenance in P08. The format is the
same as that in Figure 7.29.

In Figure 7.30, the body surface potentials and isochrone maps during VT in P08 are presented.

Here, body surface potentials had a sinusoidal morphology across the entire body surface, temporally

shifted depending on lead location. As with P14, epicardial AT maps were well preserved in the

concurrently derived body surface isochrone maps. Early “activation” occurred over the lower right

torso, corresponding to the epicardial exit site on the RV apex, and spread around a central zone of

late “activation” reflecting the underlying ischaemia.

The dispersion of “activation times” were 13 to 40 ms shorter than the AIs computed in equivalent

epicardial maps. This may be due to spatial smoothing through the volume conductor of the low level

epicardial potentials depolarising late in activation. Another factor which may impact these times it

the gradual slope of the negative deflection used to derive isochrone maps. The AIs were markedly

longer in P08 than for P14, meaning the negative deflections in each lead are also substantially more

broad and likely to have false derivative peaks.
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7.4.4 Noninvasive Mapping of Reentrant VT

The accuracy of inverse models to track the VT reentrant rhythms and localise exit sites was evaluated

for both animals. Figures 7.31 and 7.32 show a comparison of measured and inversely reconstructed

epicardial electrograms and activation maps for P14 during a pacing cycle and three subsequent VT

cycles. Standard limb lead II is presented alongside measured (black) and inversely reconstructed

electrograms using both homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) torso models. AT maps are

presented from recorded (top row), and inversely reconstructed signals using homogeneous (middle

row) and inhomogeneous (bottom row) models. In AT maps, each epicardial breakthrough site is

represented by a black asterisk.

The inverse model using homogeneous electrical properties reconstructed the overall morphology

of most electrograms. As has been previously demonstrated, potential magnitudes were generally

smaller than those measured, the intrinsic deflection broader (i.e., posterior electrode 2 in Figure 7.32),

and small deflections were not resolved. The inclusion of inhomogeneities in the torso model typically

increased the magnitude of reconstructed potentials. However, there was no systematic improvement

to the morphology of the potentials.

During endocardial pacing sequences (Figure 7.31A), both inverse solutions featured substantial ST-

segment elevation in, and adjacent to ischaemic tissue that was not observed in directly measured

signals (electrodes 2-5). In AT maps corresponding to these electrograms, the earliest site of activation

was resolved to within 6 mm at the LV base. Activation spread around an antero-apical region of

late activation was also captured. However, spread was substantially more rapid over the ventricles

and posterior surface in reconstructed maps, and late activation occurred early (AI = 81 ms), and

was slightly shifted. Despite this, there was reasonable correspondence in the overall topology of

activation between measured and homogeneous inverse activation maps, as was demonstrated through

CCs of 0.67.

During the VT cycles (Figures 7.31B and 7.32A-B), the inverse model captured the general figure-of-

eight activation pattern. Early epicardial breakthrough at the apex was resolved though was spatially

smeared compared to that observed. Though the reconstructed epicardial exit site showed reason-

able accuracy, there was variation in the number of epicardial breakthrough locations compared to

recorded maps. For example, in Figures 7.31B and 7.32A only one site was reconstructed when two

were measured. As with recorded maps, activation spread from the exit site over the LV and RV as
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Figure 7.31: Comparison of recorded and inversely reconstructed epicardial electrical activation
during VT induction in P14. Top panel shows limb lead II and electrograms recorded (black) and
reconstructed using homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous (red) models at electrodes indicated by
silver spheres in map A. Table below shows the following for each cycle: Activation Interval (AI)
through the epicardial “sock” for recorded and reconstructed ATs. (A-B) show anterior (left) and
posterior (right) views of epicardial activation maps corresponding to cycles indicated in electro-
grams. The top row shows recorded AT maps, while the middle and bottom rows show reconstructed
maps using a homogeneous and inhomogeneous model respectively. Epicardial breakthrough sites in

each AT map are marked by a black asterisk.
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Figure 7.32: Comparison of recorded and inversely reconstructed epicardial electrical activation
during VT maintenance in P14. The format is the same as that in Figure 7.31
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two wavefronts, with late activation through the central ischaemic region. The inclusion of inhomo-

geneous properties produced qualitative changes in the AT maps, but no systematic improvement in

correspondence to recorded activation times.

While the recorded AI comprised nearly all of the tachycardia CL (∼200 ms with each beat), re-

constructed AI were ∼10-100 ms shorter, and more variable. Despite this, epicardial activation still

initiated approximately simultaneously with endocardial activation, and the AIs were always greater

than that on the endocardium, meaning the epicardial mechanism driving VT could be derived from

these inverse maps. In this case, the reconstructed activation maps suggest that late low-level extra-

cellular depolarisation was confined to the ischaemic region until local depolarisation was sufficient

to produce coordinated transmural propagation and epicardial activation.

Figure 7.33 presents reconstructed and recorded results during VT in P08. Recorded electrograms

(black) are presented for four VT cycles at electrodes near the LV apex (silver spheres in corre-

sponding AT maps). Corresponding reconstructed signals are overlain using homogeneous (blue) and

inhomogeneous (red) models. Due to a marked magnitude difference between inverse and recorded

signals, electrograms were normalised to compare morphologies. Recorded electrogram morpholo-

gies showed distinct differences within and adjacent to the ischaemic tissue, with ischaemia resulting

in a broader QRS complex and intrinsic deflection. Reconstructed electrograms failed to capture this

distinction, showing both wide QRS complexes and very broad intrinsic deflections across the entire

ventricular surface.

AT maps are presented for two VT cycles (Figure 7.33A and B), identified in limb lead II, from

recorded (top row), and inversely reconstructed signals using homogeneous (middle row) and inho-

mogeneous (bottom row) models. Each epicardial breakthrough site is represented by a black asterisk.

As with P14, the reconstructed AT maps resolved the figure-of-eight reentry pattern, with late activa-

tion over the anterior septum. Epicardial exit sites were localised to within 20 mm, but overall early

activation at the apex was smeared. While the spread of two wavefronts around the central ischaemic

region was captured, the ischaemic region itself was shifted basally and was slightly distorted, fea-

turing two regions of late activation rather than the one recorded central region. As has been seen

previously, the inclusion of inhomogeneities produced no systematic improvement to reconstructed

maps.

Activation timing was qualitatively captured, although very late activation at the centre of ischaemia

was not resolved resulting in reconstructed AIs∼8-85 ms shorter than those observed. In combination
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Figure 7.33: Comparison of recorded and inversely reconstructed epicardial electrical activation
during VT maintenance in P08. The format is the same as that in Figure 7.31
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with the endocardial maps, the mechanisms underlying this arrhythmia can be resolved. That is,

epicardial activation still occurs prior to endocardial activation, and terminated in the ischaemic zone

after endocardial activation was complete. This indicates the epicardial surface was the driver behind

VT, and the ischaemic tissue provided the transmural pathway for endocardial activation.

P08P14 P08P14

P08P14 P08P14

Figure 7.34: Comparison of recorded and reconstructed ATs for 17 sequential VT cycles in P14 and
4 sequential cycles for P08. Bars represent the mean values of CC, rRMSE, AI (ms) and LE (mm) be-
tween measured ATs (black) and those reconstructed using homogeneous (blue) and inhomogeneous

(red) models. Error bars define the standard deviations for each metric.

Figure 7.34 presents average CC, rRMSE, AI and LE computed for 17 sequential VT cycles in P14

and 4 sequential cycles for P08. CC and rRMSE values computed between measured and recon-

structed ATs using a homogeneous model (blue) were similar between animals, though variability

was reduced for P08, in part due to the smaller number of cycles over which the averages were taken.

Though both CCs and rRMSEs indicate the correspondence between measured and reconstructed acti-

vation maps was poor, a comparison of measured and homogeneous reconstructed AT map with a CC

of 0.30 and rRMSE of 0.55 (Figure 7.32B) shows the general figure-of-eight reentry pattern was still

captured at these values. This pattern was captured for all VT cycles for both animals, demonstrating

the consistency of the inverse model on a beat-by-beat basis. Though both animals reconstructed AIs

shorter than those recorded (black) and with greater variability, the difference was less marked in

P08 where the overall AIs were longer. Homogeneous inverse models showed reasonable localisation
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of the epicardial exit sites for both animals, with LEs of 11±6 mm and 7±6 mm respectively. As

was seen in AT maps, the inclusion of inhomogeneities in the models (red) showed no systematic

improvement over homogeneous models, with AIs, CCs, rRMSEs and LEs in a similar range.

7.5 Discussion

This chapter examines the ability of inverse models to identify the electrical characteristics of my-

ocardial ischaemia and to image associated ventricular tachyarrhythmias. To achieve this, epicardial,

endocardial and body surface potentials were mapped simultaneously in an experimental model of

acute myocardial ischaemia. There are few groups that have reported the combined use of high-

resolution cardiac and torso surface recordings in-vivo (Ramsey et al., 1977; Nash et al., 2003; Han

et al., 2013), and to our knowledge, none have used these measures to simultaneously track arrhyth-

mias in an experimental model of ischaemia. Recorded mapping data from each surface were used to

elucidate the changes to cardiac electrical activity after coronary artery ligation, and to determine the

underlying mechanisms and activation pathways of associated reentrant tachycardias. These results

provided the gold standard against which inversely reconstructed epicardial potentials and activation

times were examined.

The results of this chapter can be summarised as follows: noninvasively computed epicardial poten-

tials from body surface signals can predict and localise electrically altered myocardium resulting from

acute ischaemia. These regions can be defined both by large ST-segment elevation and conduction

delay over the ischaemic tissue. However, the inverse model cannot resolve fine spatial or temporal

details of ischaemia in epicardial potentials or activation maps. Despite this, the general pattern of

macro-reentrant circuits, and approximate location of epicardial exit sites can be resolved. Using si-

multaneously acquired endocardial potentials, the underlying mechanism associated with these forms

of VT can also be identified.

The changes that were present with the inclusion of torso inhomogeneities were consistent with those

in the healthy heart, during sinus rhythm and pacing (presented in Chapter 6). That is, though the mag-

nitude of inhomogeneous inverse epicardial potentials more closely reflect those directly measured,

the incorporation of lungs, subcutaneous fat and anisotropic skeletal muscle produce no systematic

improvement to inverse solutions in the presence of myocardial ischaemia. This is consistent with
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the nature of the transfer matrix, which is constructed independent of the cardiac source. As was dis-

cussed in Chapter 6, these results are likely due to a more ill-conditioned transfer matrix when using

an inhomogeneous torso model (Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001b). Thus the reconstructions show a

reduced robustness to geometric noise and errors despite a more accurate torso model.

7.5.1 Electrical Identification of the Ischaemic Substrate

In this study, changes in the epicardial, endocardial and body surface potentials after coronary artery

ligation parallel those seen both in animal models (Kleber et al., 1978; Janse et al., 1980; Nash et al.,

2003; Shome and Macleod, 2007), and clinically (Mirvis, 1980; Spekhorst et al., 1990; MacLeod

et al., 1995a). The reduced perfusion to the myocardial tissue created an altered electrophysiological

substrate featuring ST-segment elevation, activation dispersion, elevated R-waves, and fractionation,

which increased in both area and magnitude with time from ligation. The magnitude and location of

these ischaemic features were preserved in simultaneously recorded body surface potentials, featuring

ST-segment elevation on the anterior torso, and a reduction in the activation-recovery interval.

While inverse mapping has previously been used in a multitude of investigations for analysing the

activation pathways of cardiac rhythms, few have utilised these methods to localise electro-anatomical

substrates. In a numerical study by Burnes et al. (2000), recordings were obtained from an open chest

dog both in the normal heart and from the same heart 2 hours after LAD occlusion and ethanol

injection to create an infarct. Body surface potentials simulated from these measurements were used

in inverse models to correctly identify infarcted electrograms featuring large predominantly negative

deflections. The ex-vivo tank model has also shown similar results using a dog heart with a four-

day-old infarct, qualitatively estimating the location and extent of electrically altered myocardium

associated the infarct (Burnes et al., 2001). Empirical studies have also been performed in patients

undergoing coronary angioplasty (PTCA) (Macleod et al., 1992; MacLeod et al., 1995a), showing

agreement between the estimate of the perfusion region based on fluoroscopic examination of each

patient’s coronary anatomy and PTCA balloon location.

Though these studies have demonstrated the efficacy of inverse mapping for localising electro-anatomical

abnormalities, this chapter provides the first validation using a complete in-vivo data set. Although

the sample size was small, the results presented indicate that inverse models could be used to non-

invasively localise the gross electrical modifications associated with ischaemia, including large ST-

segment deviations (Figure 7.19) and activation delay through ischaemic tissue (Figures 7.16 and 7.17).
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However, the extent of delay cannot be resolved, as was demonstrated here with reconstructed AIs

substantially shorter to those recorded. This is a known issue, and was present in during normal acti-

vation sequences in Chapter 6. Further to this, fine spatial and temporal details of epicardial potentials

cannot be resolved by an inverse model. This was demonstrated here by reconstructions failing to cap-

ture low level ST-segment elevation and localised R-wave elevation in the ischaemic regions of P08

and P14 respectively. As was previously discussed in Chapter 6, this is consistent with the shortcom-

ings of the forward models identified in Chapter 5. The ill-posedness of the transfer matrix means the

spatial inaccuracies identified in the forward models are then amplified in the inverse solutions.

Despite this, the ability of inverse mapping to noninvasively provide accurate information on large

ST-segment deviations on the epicardial surface may be helpful to clinical electrocardiographers, who

currently rely on interpretation of the torso potentials for noninvasive diagnosis. Inverse mapping

could be used to detect, localise, and even quantify ischaemic regions that arises in acute infarction.

Changes in the ST-segment over time could also be used to monitor ischaemia development. Although

an acute model of myocardial ischaemia was used here, the findings are also indicative of the appli-

cation of inverse modelling in the more general context of altered electrophysiological substrates.

Substrate mapping of of post-infarction VT involves electro-anatomical delineation of scarred tissue

on the basis of electrogram characteristics during sinus rhythm. Although identification of the infarct

often relies upon localising fine details and abrupt changes in electrogram morphology including frac-

tionation, inverse modelling may capture other features of electrograms over infarct tissue, such as

large predominant Q-wave morphologies (Laxer et al., 1985). The availability of information on the

electrophysiological substrate on both epicardial and endocardial surfaces could enhance a clinician

ability to determine the three-dimensional activity in the myocardium.

Finally, it is extremely important to identify the existence of abnormal electrophysiological substrates

before a patient has a major arrhythmic event that can lead to sudden cardiac death. Animal models,

alongside clinical data, have helped to identify metrics to localise and stratify the arrhythmogenic

potential of such substrates (Laxer et al., 1985; Page et al., 1988; Klein et al., 1982). Current non-

invasive diagnosis relies on body surface potentials to assess abnormal cardiac substrates. However,

the findings presented suggest inverse mapping could capture the gross electrophysiological changes

to the myocardium, and use these to identify the arrhythmogenic potential of a substrate before an ar-

rhythmia occurs, reducing the risk of sudden death by indicating the need for device, drug, or ablation

therapy.
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7.5.2 Mechanisms of VT

One of the characteristic features of acute, reversible myocardial ischaemia is the high incidence of

ventricular arrhythmias (Harris et al., 1954; Carmeliet, 1999), and in particular reentrant VT featuring

large diameter reentrant circuits, and changes on a beat-by-beat basis in the location of conduction

block (Kleber et al., 1986). This was observed here with the induction of reentrant VT in both exper-

imental models during ventricular pacing protocols. Concurrent epicardial and endocardial mapping

were used to demonstrate the driver behind VT, in both cases, was epicardially based, with reentrant

loops defined by the region of ventricular ischaemia. Similar reentry circuits were observed in both

animals, with epicardial exit sites located on the apical border of the ischaemic zone. Features of

the ischaemic substrates were preserved during VT, including local activation delay, impacting the

reentrant circuit taken. Activation pathways also varied on a beat-by-beat basis for P14, revealed

through a combination of non-stationary exit sites, activation time dispersion and was reflected in the

morphology of limb lead potentials.

Currently, endocardial mapping for catheter ablation procedures is a meticulous process that can last

several hours. The tip of a roving catheter is often used to map electrical activity on a point-by-point

basis. The driver of VT may be identified as epicardial in origin at the end of mapping, or after

unsuccessful endocardial ablation, meaning a separate procedure must be scheduled to identify and

ablate the epicardial site. Inverse mapping has been suggested as a tool to aid catheter ablation, and

reduce procedure times by noninvasively identifying the origin of VT and potential ablation sites.

Inverse solutions have currently been used in this manner for two patients (Intini et al., 2005; Zhang

et al., 2012). In the first instance, the origin of a focal VT was localised to the LV apex with inverse

mapping, and though pace mapping revealed this to be the potential origin of PVCs, ablation could

not be performed (Intini et al., 2005). Inverse mapping was used in the second patient to identify the

origin of a VT-triggering beat at the inferolateral LV base during spontaneous initiation of VT (Zhang

et al., 2012). Pace mapping confirmed this origin and ablation in this region rendered the tachycardia

noninducible.

While these studies are promising, they have assumed the accuracy of inverse methods to be high,

citing LE of < 10 and 6 mm respectively for localising focal activation. These values are based on

previous torso tank validation studies (Burnes et al., 2001). Although these models demonstrate the

efficacy of inverse methods, the true accuracy requires in-vivo validation, as was previously demon-

strated in Chapter 6. While validation has been performed in small animals for NE induced non-
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sustained focal VT (Han et al., 2011, 2012, 2013), and using incomplete clinical data sets (Wang

et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012; Intini et al., 2005; Sapp et al., 2012), this study is the first to simulta-

neously track reentrant VT wavefronts using high resolution in-vivo epicardial, endocardial and body

surface potentials recordings.

The findings presented indicate inverse models are capable of reliably and robustly capturing the

reentrant nature of a VT. This was demonstrated not only by reconstructing the reentrant rhythm

for both animals, but by doing so consistently on a beat-by-beat basis (Figures 7.32 and 7.33). In

combination with the consistent reconstruction of single stimulus activation sequences in Chapter

6, these results suggest that inverse mapping can reliably distinguish between focal VT and macro-

reentrant circuits. Further to this, results presented here demonstrated that inverse solutions were also

capable of localising exit sites to the general apical region and could capture the epicardial mechanism

driving VT. These results suggest that inverse mapping can play a clinically useful role, in guiding

catheter ablation procedures.

While the clinical use of inverse models is promising, the limitations of these methods must be kept

in mind. We have found that while the general activation patterns can be resolved, fine spatial details

cannot, including the pathway around and through ischaemic tissue. Further to this while the error in

the location of the epicardial exit sites was not overly inaccurate (LE ranged from 2-17 mm using a

homogeneous model), they were greater than those found using tank models. The model also often

predicted multiple exit sites when only one was present and vice versa, meaning delineation of the

true epicardial exit site is difficult. Thus these methods lack the spatial precision to directly define

ablation sites.

7.5.3 Utility of BSPMS

Though inverse mapping has proven to be a clinically useful tool, it is prudent to identify if similar

or greater utility can be taken from the body surface potentials used for reconstructions. In this study,

“activation times” derived from BSPMs noninvasively separated focal and reentrant epicardial activa-

tion patterns (Figures 7.29 and 7.30). However, the isochronal maps only gave a vague indication as

to the excitation pathways taken on the epicardial surface. Further to this, while previous studies have

demonstrated that pace mapping can be used to estimate the exit site of tachycardias (SippensGroe-

newegen et al., 1993), these are still invasive procedures and exit sites are not correctly identified up

to 20% of the time (SippensGroenewegen et al., 1993).
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7.6 Conclusions and Implications

This chapter evaluates the accuracy of inverse mapping methods to reconstruct electrophysiological

properties in the presence of myocardial damage, and to provide information on the sequence of

activation during reentrant activity in this setting. Inverse mapping has proven to be a clinically useful

tool, and may provide guidance for future patient diagnosis and therapy. For instance, knowledge of

the general events on the epicardial surface in combination with catheter reconstruction of endocardial

potentials enhance our ability to determine drivers of reentry and could be used in directing ablation

procedures. However, these methods are limited by the lack of spatial precision, meaning the exact

identification of ablation sites is an unlikely outcome.



Chapter 8

Conclusions, Clinical Perspectives, &

Future Directions

The ongoing development of inverse techniques for reconstructing cardiac electrical activity from

body surface surface potentials is driven by the expectation that these noninvasive methods can pro-

vide clinically useful information about heart rhythm disturbances. To date, a complete in-vivo val-

idation of this inverse approach has not been performed in large animals or humans. The principal

objectives of this thesis were to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of noninvasive imaging algo-

rithms to reproduce cardiac electrical maps using high-density body surface recordings, and to ex-

plore whether they could complement established endocardial mapping techniques, to aid catheter

ablation therapies.

A novel experimental pig model was developed to address these issues. High-density electropoten-

tial signals were mapped simultaneously from precisely determined 3D locations on the torso and

epicardial surface of the ventricles during sinus rhythm, ventricular pacing and VT. Concurrent elec-

trical activity from the LV endocardial surface was reconstructed using an intracavity multi-electrode

balloon catheter. Finally, experiment-specific torso anatomy were acquired post-mortem with MRI,

including the surface geometry of the heart, lungs, skeletal muscle and other relevant thoracic struc-

tures.

179
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Analysis of these data in combination with experiment-specific computer modelling has produced

three key findings:

1. The homogeneous torso models used in most inverse mapping studies do not provide an ac-

curate transformation between epicardial and body surface potentials, as has previously been

assumed. We have demonstrated that forward models which assume a homogeneous volume

conductor with isotropic electrical properties overestimate the magnitude of peak potentials,

fail to accurately locate them, and overstate adjacent potential attenuation. Inclusion of inho-

mogeneous electrical properties in the forward model reduced, but did not remove these errors.

2. Inverse mapping using homogeneous torso models captures the qualitative spread of electrical

activation on the ventricular surface. However, epicardial sources are not localised with high

precision, and fine spatial and temporal details are not captured. Inclusion of inhomogeneous

electrical properties did not significantly alter these outcomes. These results are consistent

with the shortcomings of the forward models identified, but are also influenced by the reduced

robustness of the inhomogeneous reconstructions to error.

3. Inverse mapping identifies electrically altered myocardium on the anterior LV with reasonable

precision during myocardial ischaemia. Furthermore, reconstructed epicardial activation maps

capture the topology of the nonstationary reentrant electrical wavefronts associated with poly-

morphic VT, and demonstrate epicardial breakthrough at sites consistent with direct epicardial

recordings. These results demonstrate the utility of inverse solutions to aid endocardial map-

ping in the identification of potential ablation sites.

A common feature of these results is the limitations of the forward model. An accurate description of

the relationship between epicardial and body surface potentials is fundamental to the inverse problem

of electrocardiography and imprecision in the forward model is likely a key factor in the significant

spatial inaccuracies observed for inverse solutions. Despite these limitations, this study suggests

that inverse electrical mapping has the capacity to provide information on the existence and general

location of intramural and epicardial substrates for reentry, a finding of considerable potential clinical

utility. Specific conclusions arising from the work are summarised below in greater detail.
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Development of experiment-specific models

Geometric error in the torso volume conductor model, in particular to the position of the heart, con-

tributes significantly to inaccurate forward and inverse solutions (Messinger-Rapport and Rudy, 1990;

MacLeod et al., 2000; Cheng et al., 2003b; Liu et al., 2006). In this work, acceptable levels of

anatomic accuracy were achieved by fitting experiment-specific torso models to high-resolution post-

mortem MRI. Comparison of post-mortem images of torso and epicardial surface geometry with

corresponding data acquired in vivo demonstrated that these models represent torso anatomy with

appropriate fidelity, particularly during ventricular activation (Section 3.3.1). Across all experiments,

surface meshes were fitted with an RMS error <3 mm, keeping geometric error to a minimum and

unlikely to significantly impact forward or inverse models. Body surface and “sock” electrode local-

isation was also achieved with minimal error. Body surface electrodes were estimated to lie within

<9 mm of their true locations based on their RMS projection errors, and are <8 mm for epicardial

“sock” electrode locations. This error is likely an over-estimate as it includes the contraction of the

heart after extraction and perfusion fixing.

Development and evaluation of forward models

The precision of the forward model is determined by the accuracy with which the shape and regional

electrical properties of key organs within the torso are represented. This was evaluated by comparing

experimentally measured body surface potentials with forward simulations using recorded epicardial

potentials and experiment-specific volume conductor models. Two models were used to investigate

how body surface potentials are affected by the differing electrical properties of torso structures. A ho-

mogeneous model with isotropic electrical properties and an inhomogeneous model, which included

subcutaneous fat, lungs and a simplified anisotropic skeletal muscle layer.

The CC was shown to be a relatively insensitive measure of the correspondence between simulated

and measured body surface potential distributions. Despite qualitative differences between simulated

and measured distributions, CCs were high (0.89±0.05) with no significant difference between ho-

mogeneous and inhomogeneous solutions (p-values > 0.10). Alternative measures were developed

that capture characteristic features of the potential distribution on the body surface adjacent to the

heart during ventricular activation. The potential difference between extrema predicted by a homoge-

neous forward model were 55-68% greater than observed, and the attenuation of potentials adjacent
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to extrema were also 21-130% greater (p-value < 0.05). Peak potentials were inaccurately localised,

with the Euclidean distance and orientation of the axis between them significantly different (p-values

< 0.05). Inclusion of inhomogeneous electrical properties in the forward model improved the match

with measured body surface potential distributions. The potential difference between maxima was

reduced (by 14-19% with respect to the homogeneous model) as was potential attenuation adjacent

to these extrema. Finally, localisation of body surface potential maxima was also improved. While

these changes were significant (p-values < 0.05), they account for only part of the difference between

simulated and measured body surface potentials.

Inaccuracy in the formulation of a forward model will inevitably impact on the spatial precision of

inverse solutions that use it. The complex anisotropy of skeletal muscle in the torso is likely to be the

major source of residual difference between observed and predicted body surface potential. However,

to address this hypothesis, it would be necessary to set up a forward model incorporating detailed

information on the orientation and electrical properties of muscle fibre bundles throughout the torso.

Unfortunately, the acquisition of these data was not feasible in this study.

Development and evaluation of inverse algorithms

The validity of the inverse model was assessed by comparing measured and reconstructed epicardial

potentials through potential maps, electrograms and activation patterns. Epicardial potentials were

reconstructed from recorded body surface potentials using Greensite’s spatial and temporal regulari-

sation method, with regularisation parameters for the epicardial potentials determined using CRESO

criterion.

Epicardial excitation profiles were reconstructed with reasonable accuracy using homogeneous vol-

ume conductor models (CCs between recorded and reconstructed activation times were 0.76±0.10

and rRMSE of 0.21±0.11). Despite this, inverse models did not adequately reconstruct several fea-

tures of the measured cardiac source. Localisation errors for focal epicardial activation sources were

19±12 mm and, as previous studies have found, the dispersion of activation was 20-30 ms shorter

than recorded. Fine details of epicardial activation were also poorly reconstructed by the inverse

model. These included the location and rotation of potential maxima during early ventricular activa-

tion and sharp deviations in electrograms. While inclusion of inhomogeneous electrical properties in

the forward transfer matrix improved the match between simulated and predicted epicardial potential
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magnitudes (p-values < 0.001), there was no significant improvement in any other measure compared

with uniform isotropic volume conductor models (p-values < 0.05).

These results are to be expected, given the limitations of the forward models that have already been

described. However, it is noteworthy that while torso models with inhomogeneous electrical prop-

erties provide more accurate forward solutions than uniform isotropic models, they do not improve

inverse solutions. This may be due to ill-posed nature of the inverse problem and is consistent with

previous studies showing the inclusion of inhomogeneities results in a more ill-conditioned transfer

matrix (Ramanathan and Rudy, 2001b). Inhomogeneous inverse solutions may therefore be degraded

further by the presence of error in the forward model than homogeneous models. These results fur-

ther suggest that in order to improve the reconstruction accuracy of these inverse models, the forward

problem must first be improved without making the problem more complex.

Inverse mapping of ischaemia and reentrant VT

For the first time, epicardial, endocardial and body surface potentials have been used to simultane-

ously map reentrant VT in an experimental model of myocardial ischaemia. Epicardial and endo-

cardial data were used to elucidate the changes to cardiac electrical activity after coronary artery

ligation, and to investigate how this gives rise to VT. These data were then used to assess the abil-

ity of inverse models to identify the electrical characteristics of myocardial ischaemia and to image

associated arrhythmia, through examination of epicardial potentials and activation times.

The results demonstrate that ischaemic regions of the anterior LV can be localised from body surface

potentials using inverse mapping. These regions were defined by ST-segment elevation and activation

time delay. While inverse methods cannot resolve fine spatio-temporal details of epicardial electrical

activity in the ischaemic region, the topology of macro-reentrant circuits could be identified and

epicardial exit sites were consistently located to within 10±6 mm. The changes that were present

with the inclusion of torso inhomogeneities were consistent with those in the healthy heart during

sinus rhythm and pacing, indicating the limitations of forward models and the impact of this on

the resolution of inverse mapping apply in this case also. Despite this, inverse mapping revealed

epicardial breakthrough sites and reentrant activation circuits adjacent to the ischaemic zone that

were not evident in endocardial potential maps. This suggests that inverse methods have the capacity

to complement established intracavity mapping procedures through the identification of potentially
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arrhythmogenic electro-anatomic substrates. Further details of the clinical implications of inverse

mapping are detailed in Section 8.1.

8.1 Clinical Perspectives

This thesis has systematically evaluated the accuracy and robustness of inverse mapping methods. The

results suggest that current inverse techniques do not have sufficient spatial precision to guide ablation

independently. However, the approach has the capacity to identify potentially reentrant intramural

and epicardial electrical pathways, which may contribute to VT and are not evident using established

endocardial mapping procedures.

The major challenges now facing the evolution of these techniques into a clinical technology that is

usable on a daily basis are technically based. Current inverse systems require mapping and analysis

to be performed prior to ablation procedures. If such methods are intended for use in a “real-time”

clinical situation, data analysis techniques would require further development to allow quick inter-

pretation of inverse results, such as through automation of current methods and the development of a

user interface for analysis of 3D activation and potential maps. Though already rapid, the computa-

tional time of inverse mapping may also need to be further reduced, either through automation or the

development of alternative algorithms. Though it will likely always be necessary to develop patient-

specific models prior to procedures, this process could also be streamlined with robust segmentation

tools, such as are available for endocardial electro-anatomic mapping with the EnSite system (Endo-

cardial Solutions Inc., St. Paul, MN, USA). The practical aspects of handling large numbers of body

surface electrodes also needs to be considered. Application of electrode strips is time-consuming, but

several multi-electrode vests have been developed that would streamline the data acquisition process

(Cheng et al., 2005; Ghanem et al., 2005; Haissaguerre et al., 2013).

Despite these challenges, non-invasive imaging has considerable promise for clinical cardiac elec-

trophysiology. For example, in patients suffering infarct-related VT, noninvasive mapping could be

used to localise the approximate region of an ectopic foci prior to entering the catheterisation suite.

This application could reduce the duration of such invasive procedures, with the added advantage of

decreasing the associated exposure to radiation. With regard to MI, inverse modelling could also be

used to help stratify the arrhythmogenic potential of these abnormal electrophysiological substrates.

Noninvasive identification of the location and gross electrophysiological changes to the myocardium
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could be used not only to monitor the progression of infarction, but identify the need for device, drug,

or ablation therapy, reducing the risk of sudden cardiac death.

The focus of this thesis has been restricted to ventricular activity. However, a number of clinical

studies have reported the application of inverse models for atrial based arrhythmias such as atrial fib-

rillation (Roten et al., 2012; Haissaguerre et al., 2013). Several challenges arise with this application,

mainly surrounding the low magnitude of atrial signals compared to ventricular. Firstly, ventricu-

lar signals may need to be removed, either using QRST subtraction algorithms, or by administering

drugs that slow conduction through the AV node and decrease the ventricular rate. Secondly, in or-

der to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, stable rhythms may be beat-averaged where this is possible.

Alternatively, multiple inverse maps could be reconstructed, so that consistent features, such as ro-

tors can be identified across maps. Though these pose the challenge of acquiring long continuous

recordings of atrial signals of adequate quality, the benefits of localising potential ablation sites prior

to procedures could outweigh this.

8.2 Future Directions

The in-vivo experimental data set obtained in this thesis provides the framework for a number of

future investigations, some of which are summarised below.

Development of the Experiment-Specific Volume Conductor Models

The spatial precision of the inverse mapping techniques may be improved through refinement

of the torso volume conductor models used. Inclusion of anatomically realistic descriptions of

skeletal muscle organisation as well as other inhomogeneous structures, such as spine, sternum,

kidneys, liver and stomach, may be necessary to achieve this. However, it seems unlikely

that models of such complexity could be constructed on a patient-specific basis using current

imaging technologies. Future investigations should also assess the impact of excluding cardiac

and respiratory mechanics. Like the cardiac cycle, the respiratory cycle can be directly inferred

from the ECG from respiratory-induced modulations in the QRS amplitude. Analysis could

then be performed on forward and inverse simulations run with and without the inclusion of a

mechanical models of cardiac and lung deformation.
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Optimisation of the Volume Conductor

In this thesis, structure-based inhomogeneous models have proven to be less robust than ho-

mogeneous models in inverse simulations. That is, although more accurate physiologically,

inhomogeneous models are also more prone to error. The conductivity within a volume con-

ductor is a parameter which influences the transfer matrix that relates the cardiac source to

body surface potentials. This data set provides simultaneous measures of both the input and

solution to the forward modelling problem. Therefore with the application of realistic con-

straints, conductivity within the torso could be optimised to best match predicted and observed

body surface potentials. For example, we might segment the torso into two regions; one con-

taining subcutaneous fat and skeletal muscle and the other everything else. If the former were

treated as a uniform but anisotropic domain, and the latter as uniform and isotropic, it would be

possible to identify the specific electrical properties in both domains that optimise the forward

solution. This might enable key electrical properties of the tissues closest to the body surface

to be identified without the need to characterise organisation of individual muscle fibre bun-

dles. It is acknowledged that the basis of this approach is empirical rather than physiological.

Nonetheless, identification of an optimised transfer matrix that provides a better forward model

than a uniform isotropic volume conductor, but more robust inverse solutions than complex

physiologically based inhomogeneous models, seems an appropriate and reasonable goal.

Alternative Inverse Algorithms

The results of this thesis show reconstruction accuracy of inverse solutions using Greensite’s

potential based algorithm with CRESO criterion to define the regularisation parameter. How-

ever, there currently exist a variety of algorithms for solving the inverse problem and recon-

structing not only epicardial potentials (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977; Greensite and Huiskamp,

1998; Boulakia et al., 2010) but also directly reconstructing cardiac activation times (Cup-

pen and van Oosterom, 1984; Greensite and Huiskamp, 1998; Liu and He, 2011), with more

methods constantly in development. Each of these algorithms can then further be coupled to

different methods for determining the appropriate level of regularisation to stabilise the system

(Hansen and O’Leary, 1993; Colli-Franzone et al., 1985; Johnston and Gulrajani, 1997). In-

verse algorithms are typically developed to reduce the instability of the problem by introducing

a regularisation term into the system which suppresses unwanted solutions, and therefore each
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performs differently under various sources of modelling and experimental errors. Simulation

studies have examined different inverse methods under a variety of signal, material property

and geometric error, as well as a combination of these errors (Cheng et al., 2003a,b; Ghosh and

Rudy, 2005), demonstrating that activation-based methods can be more stable than potential-

based methods. However, the relative performance of different inverse algorithms using an

in-vivo experimental data set is still unknown.

Numerical Modelling Methods

Solving the forward problem in torso volume conductor model requires numerical techniques.

The main numerical approaches used are the finite element method, the boundary element

method or a coupled approach using both methods. In addition, volume conductors can be dis-

cretised in many different various ways, such as using low- or high-order interpolation schemes

in either triangular or quadratic elements. While there is an abundance of examples in the litera-

ture of electrocardiographic simulation studies that use these different modelling methods, few

attempts have been made to assess their relative accuracy (Pilkington et al., 1987; Seger et al.,

2005; Ghosh and Rudy, 2005; Stenroos and Nenonen, 2012) and none using direct experimental

measurements.

8.3 Closing Remarks

This thesis, reports the findings of a comprehensive evaluation of both the forward and inverse prob-

lems of electrocardiography. This has been made possible by the acquisition of a novel in-vivo ex-

perimental data set and the development of experiment-specific computational models. The results

demonstrate the limitations of current forward and inverse models, but also indicate the clinical po-

tential of electrical mapping as a noninvasive tool for guiding patient diagnosis and therapy.
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